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Good Location for a Pliysciau.
LEASE, the centrally loeated brick bouse, 011
Congress Street, corner Chestnut, contains ten
good rooms, Gas &c., Stable attached.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

FOR
no28

PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms,

Congress Street.

For Kent.
FIRST CLASS residence,
centrally located, containing 13 rooms, bath room, <kc., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

A

A Few Good Rents
applied for at once.

IF

No.

£07

Paik.)
A. M„ and2

the

Office Hours from 8 to 10

tcT Let.

to 4

and 7 to

de!3tf
9P.JI.
HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,

brick store in the Rackleft Block,
of Middle and'Ceurch streets—basement
A large
first

30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
in
all the courts in the District of « olumbia,
Attorney
will atiend to the prosecution of ilaims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

L et«

house NO. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13
rooms, with modern improvements.
Enquire of

BRICK

on

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1S72.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamin ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market priee,
Wilketbarre, Scran ton, Lackawauna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped, froiu the vicinity of New York. Vessels procure*! for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipments auy point desired.
tfapr27

( HAS. A.
(Formerly

One

more

IN

those large and commodious storea

of

THE

THOMPSON

Inquire of

Box 923

and

paying char.

es.

Qr,

PROCTER.

Exchange

i)3

Gregg.)

st.

To Let.
recently occupied by

No. 92 Middle street,
Fogg & Breed.

STORE

Hoyt,
je3-}f

MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle et.

gentlemen.
Building. Address

ST.,

Bowdoin

up Stairs

PORTLAND, ME.
Residence No. β Bradford Street.
Store and Window Shades made to order.
lmis

E.

nov6

O.,

__

Boarders Wanted.

A

FEW BOARDERS can be accommodated, also
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.

octl8

dtf

Wanted
to do by a young

who is willing
Addrtess A. W. L., Press Office.

to work.
SOMETHING

Vessels Wanted.

ROOM and bed-room to accommodate

College.

Medical
annual

COAT

oeclleod2w*

engaged.

rooms are

Wanted.
Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHKSLEY'S. 167 Middle at.
sp2titf

and

experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do oopying, or other work, in
the evening:. Address
W. E., Press Office.
sep26

Chickering &

Department.

courge

commence

WKEK9.
Circulars containing full information may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. F. ElXlS,
M. D., or to the Secretary.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. P., Secrctajy.
dell
α MW & F6w \Vf> w 50

fc HOW CASE

FAMILY SCHOOL

MANUFACTURER,

10 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
l3f"Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
jun26eod6m

ILL. GREGG&
Successors to Warren

SKIP

THE

the school in which

Philadelphia.
J. B.

Hamkl, Jr.

One-!Price

,

M. A. BRIGGS & CO.,

Counsellor and Attorney

ai

Law !

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

Ê3T*Particular attention paid To collecting.

Beg leave to inform their friends and the public generally that they have removed from 323 Congress
street to the rfpacious and elegant store

Jan24-ly

No. 305

Κ Ε I L Ε R,

L.

PAINTER,

FRESCO
Φ

Congress Street,

formerly occupied by Croawman àc Co

Druggist·,)

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333

Congress Street.

E3T"A11

orders

host of

PHOTOGRAPHER,

work
—Good
Aim to Plcane.

at

Moderate
may 20

offered in

ever

(EOB.MI2BLY C. STAPLES & SON,)
Marine, Stationary- and Portable

ENGINES.

Si earn Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, Shaftand General Machinery. Castings
ing, Mill
Repairing
of every descriptidfc made to order.
to.
attended
promptly
Jew and Second-hand Engines for sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

Gearing

strictly adhered to, and its thorough trial has
proved it to be for the best interest of t ne buyer.

will be

we are

We have a good assortment of

GERRISH&
received

have

a

Also

a new

larger, by nearly one-third, tlian
double as large as any in Europe.
houses

is 2(!2 feet.

style of Silver Wart,

with

ft

A^îl)

—

1873.

de0

&

J.

E.
have

choice stock of

Groceries,
Country

eiiieriencc of thirteen
of all kind».
to merit a eharo of the
years In this city, he hojies
public patronage.
of Conn
Higheat Price paid for all kind« Oct.
"ry Product·. Butler, Kgga,

Having had

an

JOHN S. FITZ,
(lateof the firm of Buxton &Fitz.)

Pat<TntWeather Strip
may l^e found at

LIBStY'S FCKIVITCRE STORE
Corner of federal and Market Sts.,
man

to

apply them

navSe

&

Sous,

11 E. 14fh St., New York,
351 Washington St., Boston.

BAILEY & NOYES, Agents.
PORTLAND, ME.
3mri&w

im·

IMPROVED HOWE
and all other First Claw

Sewing Machines

M I Τ Τ Ε Ν S.)

(KID

»

*

GLOVES
—AND—

νίΕβΛΕΙ.» WANTED.-Coastwise and For-

eign.

Work

ocfcOf

Boxes,

all vflry handsome in style and finish, and a very great
variety of articles suitable for gifts of utility and
beauty f;ir uadies audGentlemen. In addition to the
above i ofl'er a large an 1 choice stock of Ladies'
Furnishing Goods adapted to the season.
Laces and Linen Goods a Specialty.

LOBEtfSTEIN,

Deering Block, Congress Street,

Worsteds

With
«

Filling

for

!

—————

Embroidered Linen

Setts,
0

MARXIPfj

order.

FISH

EJ?

MEN.

RIBBONS,

jucl5-0m

For

STORE
rear.

Sale.

Market Square, with Stable In tho
way to Centre
Privilege in the

No. ?6

I street. Inquire of
dec7d3w

CePtES, BY MAIL, to

p^s^

^OMASJWJ*·
Commercial Strtet.
t

this to be the proper course, which will securo JUSTICE to the purchaser, and estabSTANDARD PRICE for the Pianos of the Chickering manufacture, wherever they may

a

public in regard

together wit.li

for

using

are

arffcpting

please read

every effort to deceive

it

which

a

advantage
Fourth, As "strikes"
vast

ovei

Cornhill,

OF

THE

#ur

not

recognised

sell the

"

»
"

"
«

Furnishing Goods.

prices; we have simply taken off the discoun'
placed our instruments at a price which affords us a
price all
straight-

We ofler

our

goods

at

the

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

BUYERS.
ot

manufacture

World,

improvements which have rendered the
to-day enjoy in l>otb hemispheres the same

and

which they have always held.
success has been due to legitimate
causes.
Inventive talent, thoroughness in
every detail of work, the use of the be»t materials, constant attention to tlie latest advances of
the applied sciences, liberality in the pay of competent workmen and in the purchase of stock
and

a

long accumulated experience,
more

ONE PRICE ONLY.

Α. M. PEABODY'S
Ladies'
345

Furnishing. Store,

have accounted

for

the

success

than the destrved honors bestowed at the French

of the CHICKERINGSi

Exposition,

have contributed

of the Atlantic, but that uniiistructed

feel such

and enduring qualities of any instrument which bears the

to

a

degree

of

assurance

in the

the greatest piano virtuoso, pronounced them
UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE.

name

of so

UNEQUALLED

pianos pitted against

those of

Thalberg,

IN THIS COUNTRY AND

European manufacture,

at

Hie

in 1851, when, in spite of prejudice and competition, they took the
medal. The Chickering Pianos revealed to the makers there the system, first introduced ky
this firm, of the complete iron frame; which was highly approved of, and gave rise to the exWorld's Fair in

1872. CHRISTMAS 1872.

splendid

trustworthy a house.
We have thus expressed our estimate of the CHICKERING Pianos, because the prices of the»!·
instruments have just been reduced. Instead of yielding slowly to the "beating down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done, they have established a fixed scale of prioes decidedly
lower than have obtained for several years. This will save both the time and the patience of
buyer and seller alike, and will be much more satisfactory to both parties. Those who want the
best Pianos that can lie produced and who may favor us with an order by letter, can rely ujion
being served promptly, and upon the same terms as though they were present and made their

These were the first American

PORTLAND.

t,ec7

purchasers

selections in person.
AH the great artists who have visited America have used the ('hickV.rino Piano».

Congress Street,

England,

pression of "Pianos made after the American plan."
It
We have just received from New York

a

was

at

—

VARIETY

OF

CIIOICE

this Exhibition that the

wo

shall

of

"over-stringing

was

first brought

into noti«e in

& Sons first used the large scales for

Square Pianos,

from whieli has sprung all the

present excellence of that class of instruments.

HOLIDAY GOODS,
which

plan

Russian Pianos.

Chickering & Sons have
dilated by those curious on

—

42,000 (forty-two tliousaud) Pianos, and it is call
such subjects that this House has suppliod one-quarter of the imtrumanufactured

We claim for the

CHICKERING

PIANOS,

READY FOR EXHIBITION

they are

the BEST, MOST LASTING, and

Iconsequently,

THE CHEAPEST.

Eve

desires to get the fullest equitable value for their money—we say emphatically that
Piano manufactured in the world will bring its cost if a person desires to sell, as

son

INGS'.

e

proof

no

of their WORTH, after the long test of half

perother
ck

as

acen

trr

our

customers to

BAILEY

call and examine themf

C-

J. 1H. DYER & CO.,

& NOYES,
^GICNTS

Dec. 9, 1872.

<lecl0d2iv

EXCHANGE
*oiVi

!
j
I

STREET,

The

more

absurd

lit

PORTLAND, UIE.
t»damlrn*nU

have just rec<dved from

>Γ Ε Λ\Γ
an

unusual variety of

Choice and Beautiful (Joods

USEFUL A.\'l> «KVA.IIEVTAI,,

Congress.

scene

forting "cocktail," or the inspiring'"straight."
The gilt eagle of the Capitol looked unappalled upon this dreadful scene, and marvelled, when Representatives were such,
what must the constituents be!—Com. -ldr.

HOLIDAYS,
To

Trie Patti and Nilsson War.—It

which

we

IXVITE ¥01'R SPECIAL
These goods

were

placed

JOBBEB^
and

in

MTKNTIOS.
our

hands at

PRICKS,

we can

and

will
*

Sell them Lower
than

can

be

bought elsewhere.

F Ο II

Ladies & Gents

!

KID

Haiidker'fs,

GLOVES

was
—

anticipated that the antagonism of the Italian
and Swedish prime do/ine would cause much

excitement among the Russian amateurs in
Moscow and St. Petersburg. The war of partisanship has commenced. Madame Nilsson
opened fire herself in a telegram to Paris from
St. Petersburg, addressed to lier teacher, M.
Wartel, informing him that she had achieved,
as Ophelia, a grand triumph, and expressing
her gratitude for his ringing lessons. Her
agent, or her husband, supplemented this
news by telegraphing that the fair Swede had
been recalled thirty times. These despatches
roused the Parisian agents of Madame Adelina
Patti, and they at once published counter-telegrams. stating that Madame La Marquise de
Caux had been recalled thirty six times in
"Travita;" bnt the six recalls in excess of
those vouchsafed to Madame Nilsson did not
suffice; and therefore, to overwhelm the
Scandinavian songstress, a further telegram
came, to the effect that the Princess Dolgorouski threw a bouquet on the stage, of rare
flowers, value 100/., which it required two
How muscumen to carry across the stage.
lar the Princess must be who could convey
this bouquet into her box, and then fling it
at the feet, of Madame Patti, and what a dispensation of Providence it was it did not fall
on

Υ Ο R Κ

second

ana tins teamu emeure wmcn perinea me
peace of the nation, and the safety of Congress, and which threatened to re-open several thousand "bloody chasms." and to put
was
an end to the "era of good reeling,"
quieted, and the late belligerents sought to
assuage their affronted honor by the com-

the prima donna's head !

M

city, that tli· momentous hour may be appropriately honored in at least one locality of
the great republic. "Many of our ablest,
wealthiest and most public-spirited citizens,"
are
says the Evening Mail,
considering

AND

—

Τ Τ Κ X

I

Whitby, Kubber

mul Jet

S,

Jewelry,

POROIONIKS,
GLOVES AND HANDKERCHIEF BOXES.

ΛΫΟΓΠν

BOXES,

WRITING DESKS,
Ladies and (Rents'

Dressing Cases,

Scotch and White-Wood Good-,

The ill success of the centennial commission thus far lias suggested to New York the
idea of a grand industrial exhibition in that

ike,, 4c.,

α ο

τ ο

NELSON & CO.'S,

whethet New York should not be selected as
the proper locality for an exhibition of the

of national industry and art.
They
want no aid from the state or the nation, but
believe that the plans of the proposed industrial exhibition can be carried
by

products

who
governor elect. Gen. John A. Dix,
lias invited several capitalists to meet him
next Friday evening at dinner and to discuss
the ways and means of embodying a magnificent conception into realized tact. Roc/i*
$ter Democrat.
our

Vet.

No. 6 Free Street Block.

stranger in the town.

through
private means alone, and that it can be made
not only an appropriate and worthv memorial
of our «ompleted century of national lif", but
that it will pay as handsomely as the Syndenham palace.
Among those who have taken
hold of this splendid enterprise with a will is

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11th,
invite

fitted up and re-

has been witnessed
in Congress since Barksdale lost his wig on a
memorable February Sunday in 1858, than
that which occurred yesterday, when three or
four Pennsylvania members engaged in a
wrangle over their martial exploits. No one
has ever heard of these men as belligerents,
and the manner in which they announced
their bellicose character was worthy of the
grand scene in "La Belle Helene," when le
bouillant Achille and his associates leap into
the ring and come to the front with a proclamation of their own impetuous valor. Sir
John Falstaff was an imbecile and a braggart
beside the»e men. If such swash-bucklers
have the freedom of the floor of Congress
the Speaker will be obliged to call for military aid, and preserve order by a guard armed
with pop-guns. The bluster began in this
wise: One man said that tbe Grand Army
of
the
Republic was a political organization. Another said this was because
all
soldiers
were
the
Republicans, and
Then an exthe Democrats were rebels.
Brigadier General and an imposing array of
late soldiers, all Democrats, pronounced this
a lie, and retorted upon the unhappy speaker
that he wa« making money at the rear during
the warT He, in turn, squelched his enemies
by the fearful invective, "You're another."
To which the hasty Randall replied, "No,
I was a private. At last the Speaker's gavel,
Like a poultice, came
To li«al tbe blows of sound,

over

have
that

I

j

been identified witu the

prominence

These,

I
j

!

«·

Charles Nichols,
Seaman U. S. Navy,
D. Bond,
nov5dti
C. P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.

j

I

stood first in the successive

American Pianos famous ir. the Old

CH*

··

j

increased

H, 29th," Inf.Vols
44

32th,

j

in this country, in such a manneer that a history of the operations of the house would give
history of American Piano-making. They were the first to make Pianos in

desired.

G,

!

Their uniform

w4w50

"

I

fair record of the

—

"

"
44

1

I
!

our

century

recently

"Opera Bonffe"

y

a

house

after, the mystery wai unravelled. The
house painter returned to finish his work,
and concluded by adding, "and gentlemen's
wearing apparel."

;

ot (J Η η ΐϋ,κΐΛ ti has tor halt

name

a

We

week

few weeks ago ruled at 8600?

TO PIANO

a

was

Why.

in Boston, wc do not suffer from enforced

1872. Holiday Goods. 1872.

"Mrs. Brown, dealer in ail sorts of
ladies."
All, was consternation. Inquiry
was instantly set on foot as to who this Mrs.
She
Brown might be, but no one could tell.

!

A WORD
pianos

usual assortment of

Now ready !

Individuals

the front of

other manufacturers.
are

—London Letter. -V. Ϋ. Times.

paired:

No

can

the whole of that time hie charac-

during

The inhabitants of a country town in England were lately filled with conjecture at the
'allowing sign, painted in large capitals on

these dealers will take oft sufficient

it is that CHICKEÏUNG & SONS

asking how

are

student who was about to

than protectors of the public. The
Charleys
were
provided by tin. different parishes,
which thought only of making an economical bargain lor their services. In the day» of
"Tom and Jerry," when the first
gentleman
ia Europe set the fashion, upsetting a watchman's box with the old fellow inside was one
of the favorite pastimes of the youthful aristocracy, who Γοηη&Ίψ -leek of imitators in
tower r«πft*. Peefand Wellington did a
very
good thing for London when they set up an
efficient body of police, and the rapidity
with which the inhabitants became reconciled to it is a si<m that the force has, on the
whole, been well managed bv the government.
Within a few years, however, it has begun
to show evident symptoms of deterioration.
A suspicion has arisen that false
swearing
has been organized into something
very like
a system ; so that if a constable makes a
chariie against any oiTe, all his companions
are bound, for the honor of the corps and
good fellowship, to back him up. Une or
two black cames of this kind have lately come
to light, and the credit of the force lias suffer.ed for it. Then the difficulty of maintaining
order in a vast city like London lias greatly
increased, and the government of the day
has more than once shown itself timid and
irresolute about enforcing the laws and keeping order in the streets and public places.
Everybody knows hew soon a horse understands his rider, lrorn his hand on the bridle.
Λ weak, faltering, jerking hold—now too
«lack, and now in fright too tight—soon settles the poor man's fate; for the animal
loses confidence in both himself and his master.
Now it is much the same with a body
of men—tliey soou uudei stand whom they
have to deal with. The timidity of the government has infected the police. They have
been put to shame by the cowardice and vacillation of their superiors. On the other
hand they have been led to reflect that a government which is so afraid of the rabble u
probably afraid of the police, too, or, at best,
afraid of being left without ]>oliee, anil th it
the best way to get anything out of it is by
working on its fears. In the case of such .1.
body as the police, whose discipline and suliordination, if once disturbed, are pretty sure
to break down altogether, there is only a step,
and a short step, between a strike and a mutiny; and the government, by yielding to the
one, has helped to invite the other. Wages
have, for some time, been unusually high in
this country, and, in comparison with artisans and mechanics, policemen were
poorlypaid. It was right that their pay should
be raised; but the government should have
yielded not to a threat, but to its own sense
of justice, and should, by anticipating the
threat, have prevented it ever being held out.

chastity and honesty was above,
reproach, and his example was such that
from my daily contact with him, I have now
becomc a pious and consistent member of the
church, and a useful member of society."

the

public,

people about now
to-day for $475,

a

rest of London, embracing a vast, and for
the most part, densely populated region, extending on every side thirteen miles from
Charing Cross, is under the protection of
what is called the Metropolitan Police. This
force belongs to the government
just as much
as the
army or the Beet. The cost of maintaining it is defrayed in equal parts by tfle
rate payers and the
government, but it is under the exclusive control ami direction of the
latter. The rate payers have
nothing whatever to do with it
except to pay their share of
the money. The Metropolitan
Police, thu-.
constituted, was the citation of t: e Duke of
Sir
Konert l'eel, and the conWellington and
stable* are to this hour called "lobbies," or
in
the
slang of the -treet-. The
"peelers,"
new force was at first regarded with great
jealousy, as a dangerous infringement of the
liberty of the subject. It was supposed to
b-· intended to coerce the populace, and when
a policeman *»< killed in a riot» it excited
rather satistaction than regret.
It is diflicult to realize now what could
have been the state of London in the days
before Peel took hold of the matter. There
was a handful of mounted men at the disposal of the Bow-street magistrates, and
theie were the old Charleys—a drunken, incapable and roguish set of men, who were

ter of piety,

Second, All the labor-saving machines which modern ingenuity has devised, have a place in
our Factory, so that all the parts of our instruments are
produced at the lowest cost.
Third, On the several acres of land attached to our Factory, we have stored a two years's supply of lumber, and as vp deal direct by contract with the lumbermen, we give tiiem time to cut
the wood at their convenience, and to ship it when freight is at its lowest price. In this we have

&c.

Boston.

Inf.
Joseph N. Walsh, late Private Co. B, 4t.h, Mass. Cav.
"
"
"

Robert

tuat

Factory in America—indeed in the world, in
Factory'every portion of the Piano Forte is made, so that CHICKERING & SONS pay 110
middleman's profit, but take advantage of the first cost of everything.

alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13

Thomas Givens,
Thomas Fox,
Chas. H. Merrill.

one-price system, ami

purchasing the Cbickeriug Pianos,

America; they have always

Ladies'

and

Me.

onr

operations, and other reasons
cheap Pianos. This is true.

Piano Forte

ihe

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

Welch

to its

Piano will

for

present credentials for admission to the bar:
'"I hereby certify that the bearer,
was a student in my oflice for 10 mouths ;

CAUTION.

Chickering
following.

a

a certificate of good moral character,
Troy legal gentleman signed without

looking at,

the best way to meet this is, to produce our price list, and insist upon
having a piano on the same terms! This will test their manufacturing philanthropy.
The house of Chickering & Sons can stand a great deal of opposition of this kind. Their

^

[iy Usual discount to the trade.
nov 20d4w

following

purchase

m

This is
which a

forward dealings.

&c., &c.,

W. II. CHANDLER & CO., Pub's

—

On all that we feel or see,
And it man of Heaven e'er dreaineth,
'Tis wbeu be thinks purely of thee,
Oh! womanP"

SYSTEM,

which most purchasers demanded, and have
fair profit, and throws off the fictitious discount to the purchasers.
The Chickering Pianos are still the same sterling instruments, but we have a settled
And this is, after all, fair and
over the United States, to those who wish to buy.

JEWELRY,

jap-Seml 35 cent.' for tills fully Illustrated
Book, jam out ! With Map». Or, One Dol-

Henry T.

Deviation whatever.

PRICE

ments in the United States.

BY

WOT· E. HOOPER & SONS,
Baltimore, Md.
S«nd for price-list.

adopted

Chickering

RUINS

THE

No. 41

print

period.

The

the

per ccntage of wages, from time to time.
Fifth and lastly. We have not lowered

\

THE GREAT FIRE

TWINES AND NETTING,
MAXCFAdTBF.E

have

We say to the

(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

GREAT

No. 2 Modistes Building. Elm street.
Portland.
nov4d2m

or

the same

Athcnieum gives the following lint s by Torn
Moore, as now published for the first time :
life looks lone and dreary.
What light can dispel the gloom ?
When time's swift wing is weary,
What charm can refresh his plume?
'Tis woman, whose sweetness beamelh

PRICES,

VERY LOWEST

1st. They say we make
But they mean by "cheap;" inferior
This is false, for all our instruments are thoroughly made, in the largest manufactory
in the World, by the most accomplished workmen, and of the finest a id long seasoned materials.

a

FULL ACCOUNT OF

lar FOU FIVE

Discounts

our

The reasons arc mauy and sufficient :
First, We have the largest and most complete

<lec3-tf

Portland. Me.

CUT

pulsory,
disease during

this

CHANDLER & CO.'S

Ladies Dresses and Cloak

CATALOGUE,

no

we

during the late campaign ; in the
army, where revaccination is combut 263 deaths happened from this

German

build up and sustain the confidence which is everywhere felt in the CHICKERING Pianos. It
is for this reason that not only have exceptional instruments taken prizes innumerable onTjoth sides

per Bass, with
JET GOODS.

AND

In the French army where revaccination U
practiced, 23,4ti0 deaths from small-pox

occurred

iu which

restaurant is

not

Pianos.

Patterns

IN BOSTON !

anil· Basted, fitting graceful and easy. New
Patterns constantly received. Samples shown
and goods sent for from any of the leading Houses in
Boston and New York. Suits and Cloaks mode to

we

Thousands of

ALABASTER GOODS,

RYAN & KELSEY,
Commercial Street,

NEW

or

perfect quiet reign,

The editor of the Fonda Democrat has
achieved a triumph of a mixed metaphor.
He says : "Now that we are cleaned out and
got down to rock bottom, let the blackboaid
be sponged clean and_ commence a new account."

send for the

convenience,

house

until daylight.

and also of

INSTRUMENT,

The Reasons

Portfolios,

161

a

HOSIERY!

holidays, consisting of

and

Railroad

building,

reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable and successful business, has risen superior
competition, and lias triumphed both here and in Europe.
We therefore put the public on their guard, against the falsifications of interested parties.

%

GOODS,

I am happy to inform my friends and the general
public of my return from 2Jtew York with a very
elegant and large assortment cl goods adapted to the

Cars, Bridges, Factories,
FOR Ships.
building purposes, furnished by the cargo

of the main

depth

Every public

closed St ten, after which

to all

%

—

PORTLAND.

other
at short notice.

nine.

discount to bring their prices within a few dollars of our prices. Th?y will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from buying a poor piano
Falsehood (philanthropic) No. 2.

tFebl

nov23

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 3c.

R. Warburtou, 165 Middle Street.

MITTENS.

OPENING

HOLIDAY

4

issue

Falsehood No. 1.
2d. To prevent all from

FANS,

8 EXCHANGE ST.
SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

large stock of

Heals and
Producc

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

day

Other manufacturers bitterly oppose

SCARFS,

Slipper

UPRIGHT PIANOS,

T.

private

Our object is to furnish to our
Patrons the very best Pianos which can be manufactured, and
at the very Lowest Prie«s which will yield us a fair remuneration.
Being convinced that the prevailing system among Manufacturers of and Dealers in Musical
Instruments to charge vdVy High Prices, and make Large Discounts, is wholly wrong and un"

the

our

ITlantic Ornaments, Wall Pockets, Slipor without Embroidery,

—

The

IMPORTANT

the season, consisting of

NUBIAS,

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their clas^manufactured, and second only to the
Grandjfiano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.
m

CHILDREN^'

The subscriber having taken the Tea Store

and

AND

are no

be offered for sale.

un^rersaiiy

RIÎ5PECTFULLY,

NOTICE.

a

ana

Cigar Stands,

BARBOUR,

There

believing

Firm

Writing Desks,

large assortment of

—

Corner of India and Congress Streets,
formerly occupied by JT. Deeming,

suitable for

A. CARD.

GLASSES!

R.

a

if unable from lack of timeor

lish

Glare and HandUerehiel Boxe»,

MENS', WOMENS', BOYS'
DOUGLASS.
d3w

will keep in addition to

our

We call espccial attention to

are

entire block.

see the

CHICKERING

Choice Selection of Goods

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Necessaries,

grtat variety to please purchassers, who
invited to eull an<l examine.
dim

length of the front on
entire building is five stoiies high.

of PORTLAND, and

same

th· Japanese

The
The

an

on

All Persons who intend to Purchase a PIANOFORTE daring the present season should visit the Warerooms of Messrs, BAILEY & NOYES,

We this

Jewelry Caskets,

after

four sides of

own,

un-

girl's

All Dresden goes to bed at ten o'clock.
The opera, the theatre, and others places of
amusement open at six and close at half-past

than

more

each wing is 52 feer.

1872

YEAR'S

is,

OF

occupies

a

grave.

the entire square, which comprises an area
Tremont Street is 275 feet. The length of each wing

ONE

Chickering & Sons' Mammoth Manufac'y

—

It

buildiugs of any kind except their

of five acres.

a

fine assortment of

or

piano-forte manufactory in America, and

any

He saw

corpse in the Morgue, fell in love with the
girl and killed himself to join her in the

FORTES.

-

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

pronounced by all the great artists.

GREAT

Ο

is

or

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

We have prepared ourselves for the

is more than one-third larger than any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and
in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment of
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the '-One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and. com missions; and they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.

FINK STOCK OF SILVER PLATED

all torts at Wholesale and Betail.

seplO'72

wants to go West.

owner

one.

A fool in Paris has committed suicide

CHICKERiNGr & SONS' Piano-forte Manufactory,

by purchasing a

Dr. Franz Liszt Hays: "I consider the Chickerino Piano
superior to any made in Europo or America, and am fully c onvinced that they were justly
entitled to the First Prize.

pattern, very popular.

OPERA

CHILDBEX'R SETS AND TOYS,

&

are so

WARE.—FRENCH CLOCKS.

FORKS, Ac.,

declS

and

of all kinds, Jeweler y and

A

KNIVES.

good

the

CHRISTMAS

I Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1872.

PEARSON,

Cold and Silver Watchce, Chains

AS—

PICKLES,

a

PIAN

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

86 MIDDLE STREET,

CASTORS,
CAKE BASKETS,

and

HOUSE,

UPRIGHT

SPKINGrVALE.

The Standard Iustrnuients of tlie World,

Napkin Kings, Silver and Plated.

PLATED GOODS !

Improved

TEBBETS

AND

BQXJARE

%

flourishing

a

der these circumstances:

Tor Sale.

FOE SALE Î

Fortes

regaraeu

conceded to be

Christmas Presents!

Silver Ware.

French Ac Bohemian Novelties.

oc23dtf

Street,

STORY" Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, lias ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago* water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some part of the dsy. Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARKIN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY Λ. JONES, Gait
oota-tf
Block, Commercial Street.

3

HOLIDAYS

COMPETITORS.

still

tf

Bronzes, Swiss Carvings,

Provisions,

House on State

Ο H AN D,

just,

nov7

CO.,

decD

LOOK AT OUR

a

liberally bestowed upon

305 CONGRESS STREET

adding

Mantel and Table Ornaments.

Tea

so

BRIGGS &

Fine China and Glassware

HAYES

M

dently

All who desire to

Chickering
Thankful for past favors

315 Commercial Street,
se *>13 6m
Portland, Me.
W. H. FESSENDEN.

assortment to which

Pianos are

this State, which will be sold at the

THE ONE PKICE SYSTEM

MACHINE WQRKS

—SUCH

of

us, we hope to see you at our new stand, and shall
spare no efforts in tho future, as in the past, to merit
your continued confidence and patronage.

PORTLAND

fine

one

DIE.

PORTLAND,

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the now styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
tlie Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouchcd
•ard, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

a

opened

VERY LOWEST BATES·

Mo. 152 middle Street.

We have
daily of

have

LADIES' FURNISHING GOODS

L.A1HS01Î,

STEAM

we

lyr

in >28

Prices.

ones, for

new

^the finest stocks of

promptly attended to.

J. II.

they ^fill be pleased to wait upon all their old
patrons, and will be prepared to accommodate a

where

rnese

SON· S3.

the clubs to remark that the business is evi-

THESE

Have been awarded to
OYER AIjIj

&

G

No—11 Plum St.

MANUFACTURERS OB'

Eiglity-one First Premiums

ST.

EDtiAR β. BROWN,

W.

CHICKERI'N

GILLK^CE,

A heartless coûte mpory declares that inasmuch as Boston has refused all outride aids
she is not to he "pitied." The alarming
spread of the small-pox there teaches us better. Commercial Advertiser.

System

Standard Piano

New Goods.

OLOVDM,

G.

Let,

Said house is one of the best locations on
Consists 01
on the street; tine neighborhood.
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
walls
finished
rooms; painted
throughout;
highly
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable ami convenient houses in the city; close to
Siu iug street line of cars ; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire ou the premises.
June 10.
dtl

41,0 Ο Ο

Store,

»

Douse Ko. 24 Emery St., bead of
Cushman Street.

NEW

offered at Reduced Kates at

now

*

yon use."

They call the opening of dead letters in tha
General Post Office Puat-morlem examinations, and the officer at the head of that department is known as the coroner.

Warerooms,

FOU

AGENTS

Have been made and sold since 1823. and

jaT)22!f

«

Are

Organ

same as

Looking at specimens of hand writing displayed in showcases by certain prolessort^uf
chirography,their ornature led a wit at one of

These Standard Instruments

jan23-ly

I4S ΕΧΓΠΛΧϋΚ
k

found the ablest

are

and

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

FRANCE.

OF

New

to Ε. H.

they?"

are

ESTABLISHED IN 1833.

—

suc-

REMOVAL

portrait Painter.

J.

of its

MERCHANTS !

10$ Walnut St.,
if. L. Greog,

vear

NOTES

FOR SALE !

AMERICA,

& Gregg.

1»

Apply

eepl3-tf

cessful prosperity will open on WEDNESDAY,
Jannary 1st, 1873. All the comforts of Home com-

bined with
teachers.

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

For Sale or To
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.

FOE BOYS,

WINTER division of the 32d

Forte

and from which we make

AND

&

Mrs. G.—"I really must give cook warning,
She does use such very bad word*."'
Jlr. G.—Keally, dear! What son of words

on

IN

»

"Little Bine," Farmington, Me.

At

Piano

St. Lawrcnee Mouse.
40

up
ca-

Charles.

Mrs. G.—"O—well—the

THE
dersigned.

jan31

Over all Competition

BAILEY

State Street, occupied by the unThis house is thoroughly built or
and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
seplO-tf
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
house

the

boose is closed.

brick and stone

As

Have Taken tlie First Premium

ALDENJ.BLETHKN, Α.. M!.,
dec6dlm
Principal.

Co.,

Sons

PIANOS

of Lecture» at the Medical
School of Maine, will
THE
JANUARY 9th,
and continue Τ WENT W

ABBOTT

BRUNS,

aged

an

conple, in a house with some quiet family ; rent
not to cxceecl S-5.00 per month. Any person having
such rooms to let may hear of a customer by calling at
or addressing No. 63 Cumberland street.
Possession
wanted March 1, 1873, but rent may begin when tho

nov*25

I?I. I.

j

]

man

To load Ij limber at Portland, Bangor,
Machias. Calais, Montreal, and Southern Ports, for the River Platte.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, the Souond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St., New York
novl4
«13m

^ALE.

β. CHANPLEB, Prop'r.

F.

l Bor. ,1.

Jlyron.

The newsboys of Philadelphia told
guardian· ol their "Home" either to "set
nobbier grub or close the caboose.'" The

For Sale.

AN

EDUCATIONAL.

FRESCO PAINTER,
134 MIDDLE

single

Wanted.

jaii31

GEO. D. JOST,

let with board in a priwith board for
minutes walkjoi the City
Box 1903, Portland P. O.
tf

rooms

~

PHILADELPHIA.

oct*tf

Parlor tc
vate family; also
A PLEASANT
Withih five

A

Lowell, Mass.,
COMPANY, same block,

SHEPARD &

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
Hp U Τ Π DELAWABK AVENUE,

I

dec3tf

«

(

THIS

the P. S. & P. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
The owue·· can have tlio same by calling on tlie
Ticket Master of the P. S. & P., proving property

mi

"Now, Johnny," says grandma, '"I want
you to lit just as still a» a luome." Mouse*
don't sit «till, grandma." Sure enough !

House will accommodate 75 guesta* Always
filled with summer tourists during the season,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

Portland, Me.

WASTED.

MRS. Π. Κ. THOMPSON,
J. C.

AJSCB

BLOCK,

TO LET.
53/*" If applied for immediately will be let low

jeSdtf

BROKER,

SHIP

\o. 47-49 middle St.

WAKKEJX,

Warren &

the premises.

TO J-ET.
Store and Basement

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Coiniucrcinl St., Portland.

FOR

the Unret

A young man bits ju t been acquitted in
Roanoke county. Va., on a trial for killing
his "illegitimate father."

HILL, I«E.,

BETHEL

"BOOKKEEPER,*

del0*lw

is one polished horde,
Formal of two mighty tribes,

Society

( iia\ihj:« house,

some
as a

A

Gossip and meanings.

_tf

How the London Police is Managed.
The old city of Loudon, which ι» governed
by the corporation, has a body of constables
of Its own. .The corporation is
very rich,
has only a small area to deal w ith, and can
afford to be liberal to its policemen. The

MONDAY MOKMNU, Ι)Κ<. 10, 1872.

Real Estate and Jlortuasc Brokers.

Wanted.
SITUATION as clerk in a Hotel or in
office. Salary not so much of an object,
permanent position. Address

JiTi ^R -ES S.

ΤΗ

sep24

oetl2-tf

octll-tl

WliaiGSALE COAL· DEALERS

A

WIGGIN,

MARK

No.

Washington.

and

floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septlldtf
To

Wanted.
SITUATION ter a Lady jto do copying or any
other writing. Address "Box 633 Portland P.
declldlw*

Boarders Wanted.
corner

Congress Street,

(Opposite

ON

O.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADY

We are prepared to loan money in sums
from ^lOO to any amount desired, on first
elans mortage» in Portland Cape Elizabeth, U'eMthrook, or Deeriug. Parties desirous of building can also beaeeomuioda
ted with loans.
GEO. K. DAY IK & CO,,

Girl Wanted.
Deering Street, a competent and reliable pirl
to do
general hou»e-work in a small family. No
small children. Good references required. Call at
19 Deering street.
del0*lw

AT

88 Middle street.

store

by calling at
frHIS OFFICE.

saine

Jia

1872.

16,

to Loan ! ! !

$30,000

Fouud.

MATTOCKS & FOX,

novSdtf

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
lias removed to

Wilmot near
call on
L. TAYLOR.

on

particulars

For

nolCtf

the

devint

3w

To Let.

A

Τ

have

DECEMBER

BULLETIN.

Key Found.
owner can

MORNiNG

Geo. R. Davis & Co.'s

three.
del4*3t

HE

MONDAY

■

REAL ESTATE.

Girl Wauled.
GIRL to do general house-work in a fami'y of
Good retferences required. Inquire at
170 CONGRESS ST.

A

□L

lw

To Let.
ROM ONE TO FOUR ROOMS. AT
de9tf
NO. 2 COTTON STREET.

BUSINESS CARDS.

C. W. STOCKMAN, M. D.,

and

Oas

MIDDLE STREET, Cor. Market Street,

de*2

PRESS

Street

.11.1

'■

MORTON

Β LO C·

K,

Jnst above Preble Honse.
clectl

tf

Piano for Sale.
flret-elass,
terms.
NEW,

7 o«tavc Piano

for sale

ou

ea*»}

M. O. PALMER

NH*Stf

To Water tonnsnicis.
rules of the Water Co.. will be rigidly <neases where the water is unnects-

THEforced in all
aril wasted.
y
Uel3dtw

HENRY O.

DEATLY. Supt.

*

%

ground of Mr. Lynch's opposition to the build»
ing ot the sloop* of war in private yards was in
part that it is likely to give rise to more of this

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, DEC.

16,

class of claim*». Some of the ablest legislators
in Congress share the views of Mr. Lynch on
this question.
COMMISSIONER DOUGLASS* CLAIM.

>72

regular attache of tlie Press is famished
with a card corliiluate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. AU railway, steamboat and hotel
Every

Quite an interesting investigation is goinç on
in thaiiouse in connection with a certaiu claim
of Mr. Douglass Commissioner of Interna]
Revenue and growing out of chaiges made
against that official by the New York Sun.

managers will confier a favor upon us by demanJing
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as wo have information that several "bumcourtesies

in

the

setting
Press, and we have no disposition to be,
a
sively, party to such fraud.
mers"

are

We do not
cases

but

even

j

The Committee

pas-

as a

ki Jtape usable, not

η

jeeesarily for publication

gnarauty of good faith.

anications

that

are

or

com-

preserve

not used.

The Refermer Bleakley.
We wonder, now, if

intelligent jury will

an

juit Robert, Bleakley ? Hubert had a neice
living a life of shame in a house of ill repute
in New York. Being a good man himself,
he naturally wished his neice to be a good

ac

He determined that she should

woman.

re-

form, whether willing or not. So, being a
"com.non sense", practical man, he made
lier a visit prepared with sound argument»
wherein the advantages of innocence and
virtue were conclusively proved, and, in anticipation of the possible failure of the arguments, with a pocket pistol. The arguments
did fail signally, and Robert promptly used
his pistol. S.» promptly and so effectually
that before any of her associates could reach
her, Maud Merrill was dead. One more unfortunate had gone to death's, mystery withof the

of

bridge

preliminary anguish
sighs. The murderer claims, it is true, that
he thought he saw his victim move her hand
toward her pocket, as if to draw a pistol,
but there is nothing to show that she meditated any harm toward the loving uncle who
deliberately fired three times at her before
accomplishing his purpose, and then (talked
stairs.
No doubt
majestically down
the
public will think that Bleakley
Peter
carried his reformatory zeal too far.
Cartwright the celebrated Western itinerant
preacher, used in the ea "lier and mare vigorous days of his ministrations, to claim that
he lu 1 occasionally to "pummel the grace of
God'' into a peculiarly obdurate sinner. Eut
he alwaysdid it with his fiats and never with
a revolver, no matter how hopelessly given
over to Jiardne^s of heart and a reprobate
mind the wicked person might be. There
are records, we believe, of early Spanish conout the

querors who made sure of the souls of the
heathen whom they subjugated by first baptizing them against their will* and
then incontinently
drowning or burning them, before Satan could reclaim
had not even
them.
But poor Maud
between her

preliminary precautions
Robert Bleakley—it wouldn't

these

and her fate.

be at all wooderful if· he turned out to be
Robert Bleakley Esquire, or Hon. R. Bleak-

decided withR'.v. Mr. Bleakley,
out the formality of consultiLg other gentlemen or going through any of the conven-

ley

or

j

what will
er

return to the

to

But

a

original inquiry—'

say to this short-cut reform"Reform! No?
one, two,

jury

who says:

—

He will

three—bang;"

probably be acquit-

There are already so many precedents
to the effect that any man may kill any woman on any pretext whatever, woman hav-

ted.

ing a like franchise in return, that the principle already has all the fore» of constitutional
The precedents being
law.
particularly
numerous as to the legality of the popular
shooting of persons of irregular lives, wc presume the dignified Robert will receive some
sort of a testimonial ou his release from prisor.

And now another liorror threatens the
world. A oelebrated French chemist has just
made the discovery that many of the
silks now in lash ion owe their lustrous color
to the purest of picrate oflead. This material is of a highly explosive nature, aud a slight

degree of friction will cause an extremely
small portion of it to explode with a violence
surpassing the best efforts of nitro-glvceriue.
Some day, so says this chemical prophet, the
presence of a rather larger quantity than usual of picrate of lead in the folds of a silk
dress will be announced by a terrific explosion, and the simultaneous dispersion of the
wearer iuto fragments too attenuated for
even microscopic examination, and utterly
unavailable for purposes of funeral pomp
certainly a terrible prospect, and one
calculated to a cast a gloom over society.

—

This is

A Washington special in noting the fact
that Senator Morton

and Mr. Banks

have

the distribution of the
presented
Geneva award without first consulting the
State Department relative thereto, intimates
bills for

that there is

a

suspicion

that a feine monster

under the meal. It is further stated
that representatives of insurance companies
are already very plenty about Washington
lurks

who have a covetous eye upon the fifteen
millions. But Secretary Fish and others intimately connected with the various claims
are opposed to payment being made to this
class of claimants, as they as-umed the risks
upon the lost vessels at war rates. Mr. Bank's
bill has bfcen referred to the J udiciary.
■

Tue Credit Mobilier investigation gives the
sensational scribler at Washington a magnificent field to tell that which he can tell the
best, viz. : That which he knows nothing
about. One correspondent says that McComb's testimony will produce a profound

throughout the country, while anwisely says it amounted to nothing.
Another says that îhis gentleman testified
that $200,000 was paid a prominent Democrat Congressman for his influence. He very
needlessly adds that Col. McComb entirely exonerated Speaker Blaine.
sensation

other as

tne

wave

greater
departed,
falling into the Gulf of Mexico and the lesser
into the St. Lawrence. But tome ghoul who
evidently is not sati'fied with it* success,
epizootic Has

gives out that at some time in the remote past
a general wave of influenza wa« followed by
an alarmingly fatal type of cholera.
Tuose sections of the State that are

already

favored with two feet of elsighing and highdrifted

ways

nothing

even

of zero

fences,

with the

depressions

of the

have come to the conclusion that
of an

signs
a

''open winter,"

so

month ago, did not relate to

to say

mercury,
the many

ii..

v....

\r

_i

l>.

through a reporter for that paper, who visited
liim by appointment on being advised that he
(Wilbert) could make certain damaging dis-

His appearance aud his manner of

closures

testifying is said to ind'uate active partizanship for the defaulting deputy aud violent antipathy to Commissioner Douglass. The investigation will not be likely injure Mr. Douglass any

more

journalism.

than it ;vill disturb

shoe factories.
The Oracle says that by cable dispatch, the
owners of the ship Marcia Day have received
intelligence that Capt. John Chase of that vessel auu his wife are beth dead ; also that their
daughter, who was with them, was well. Capt.
Moses Chase of Newcastle has gone to Cuba to
take charge of the vessel.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

There seems to be

end of rumors of a senOne is »to the effect that
Gen. Butler, will, by some deep laid pariiamentary schiuie, make an attack on the lib ral

225,000 pairs.
Deodat Brastow, Esq., of Brewer, denies that
he aspires to edit an independent weekly pa*
per in Bangor.

SENATORIAL FACETIOUSNESS.

There was a slight tendency* to liveliness
among the grave aud reverend Senators yesterday when Mr. Sumner's supplementary civil
rights bill was reaehedon the calendar. Senator
Carpenter was in the chair at the time, and
when the bill was reached he turned toward the
Senator from Delaware, Mr. Bayard, whose opposition to the bill has becoinji proverbial, and
asked: "Does the Senator from Delaware object?" "X will, if the chair desires it," replied
Mr. Bayard, "nut I did not say so." The burst
of laughter that followed this rojtiy showed not
onlv a keen appreciation of the joke itself, but
of the ridiculous attitude that Senator Sumner
aud his Democratic btethren stand in toward
Its consideration was finally obeach other.
jected to by Mr. Morrill of Maine, and the bill

COMPLIMENT.

one's friends
well spoken of, especially when far from home
and where it is unexpected. I was taking a
lunch in a restaurant yesterday aud overheard a
visitor,evidently an Englishman,say that he had

Imitation and counterfeits of an established, poprestorativ \ although mischievous in their direct
efi'e.»t, are in irectly beneficial in some respects.
They teach the community to rate at its just value
the preparation that lias been similated and pirated*
The reputation and sale of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, for example, have been greatly exchanged by the
attempts that h*ve been made to "supplant it. The
dunes of imposture who irom time to time have been
induced by plausible falsehood to try some worthless
sucegdaneura for the standard tonic of America have
invariably returned to it in an enthusiastic frame of
mind, ready to champion its merits to the uttermost.
The warmest panegyrists of its preventive and
curative properties are those who have have weighed
the nostrums oi envious adventurers in the balance
ami found them wanting In a pecuniary point of
view, ali attempts to undermine the popularity of
this medicine have proved advantageous to the proprietors, and except for the sake of protecting the
public the game of exposure would *ot be worth the
candle.

li vir

to

mess

rne

navor

oi

our

England cookery. Everything you eat
tastes of everything else eatable.
If you eat
pudding you will detect a taite of cabbage and
will
of
taste
onions
and your
your pie

New

bread
will
liave
the
smell
and
taste
of burnt potato, aud if you eat or driuk any
other article you will lind soinu variation or
combination of the theory. To be sure there
are soma exceptions, but the above seems to be
the rule of Washington cookery.
The city
needs to be Yuuk-ized, aud it will bo soon,
from
the
extensive
improvements in
judging
the streets aud parks, If the people of the nation kuew the needs of the city there would be
a geeeral demand all over the country for apNo compropriations aud improvements..
plaint can be made of what has been doue
during the past two years, but there is still
much more to so.
I'EESONAL.

Among the visitors in Washington I notice
Mr. Simon Cole, the well known lumber dealer
of your city, aud Mr. Wadsworth of Calais.
Life Insuraxce Case.—A case has receutly
been decided in the United States District
Court in Bostou in favor of Thomas Iianaey,

administrator, against

the Mutual Life Insur-

Company of New Jersey, which is

culiar

one.

One J. F. G.

Baxter,

who

a
was

makers and menders will

Hhat the
1st.

requested

are

to

meet

at

Odd Fellow's Hall

Members of

I. Ο. Ο. ŒV
Ancient Brother· Lodg.î. No. 4,

cating liquors.

News and Other Items.
Thaddeue B. Clark of Keeue, Ν. H., was interviewed in court the other da'y by three wo"
men, who each asserted a marital claim upon
liim.
Ben Wade has a daughter who is as sensible
as she is handsome.
She is going to marry a
poor carpenter just because she wants to.
The Norwegian ship Franklin, which was
wrecked in the North

Sea,

loss of eighty
bnilt in Rockland

with

a

persons,# few days ago, was
in 1854.
It is understood that the Committee on Federal Relations in the Massachusetts Honse will
report back to the House Monday the resolutions condemning Senator Sumner's course in
battle

flags, with some slight changes.

Ames nas aeciineci

ιο serve on me

sen-

ate Military Committee. In the rearranging of
the Senate standing committees General Logan
was placed second, so as to provide for his assuming the chairmanship in the event of the
abdication of Wilson.
Bret Harte had a very large audience in Boston, Friday night, which appeared to be highly
pleased with the entertainment.
Gail Hamilton's new story book for children
will appear in season for the holidays.

STATE

NEWS.

Lcgis-

The Lewiston Journal thinks the doubt about

raising pears in Main·» is solvîd by Enos Williams of Greene, who leaves a Vicar of Wakefield specimen at that office weighing fourteen

happy new
of anxious boardingbe a

—

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or ot
\V. "W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
sei»tl2sntf

το
3 DEERING BLOCK.

MEASURES.

mittee on Commerce to inquire into the expediency and propriety of making an appropriation
for the improvement of Portland Harbor which
is also receiving the earnest attention of Mr.
Lyneh in the House; a bill in the House by Mr.

Lynch for the establishment of life saving

sta-

tions on the coast of Maine and New Hampshire and one by Mr. Hale for the same purpose.
BELIEF WANTED.

ETTUero

are also before
Congres» bills for the
relief of Donald McKay and Nathaniel McKay
making provision to reimburse them for losses
sustained in contracts for
building gunboats
during the rebellion. These losses were incurred in consequence of
delays occasioned by
various charges ordered
government and

by

other circumstances for which its action was
responsible, as claimed by McKay. Some of
our Maine
people probably know more about
those circumstances by experience with their
own contracts than I
can possibly learn. The
indications are that these bills will be favorably
acted upon in the House. I see that the

sou

of Solon Chase of Tur-

ner, now 24 years of age, when about ten years
of age broke a cap on a gun, the large part of

which lodged iu the ball of his eye.
Afterwards in the army lie lost the sight of the other
now the piece of
and
a
is
causshot;
eye by
cap
ing great innamation of the other eye and
so
the
that it is feared
pupil,
working toward
that he will soon become blind.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
to divide Aroostook county is
abandoned, but another proposition to make
Caribou, 54 miles from Houlton, the half shire
town, is discussed and will bs urged at AugusThe North Sfarjsupports it but the Sunrise
ta.
gives some good reasons against it.

The

belet.

Tbe Front Office

Ki«l Alittene,

Also

project

Presque Isle received by team 41 tons of
merchandise, the first week of the month.
The Northern Aroostook Educational Association was organized at Caribou, December
the 3rd.
CUMBEBLAND COUNTY.
Rev. Mr. Bicknell of this city, lectures in
Bridgton Friday evening, December 20th, ou
"Enthusiasm."
The Telegraph says that the Centre Street
Primary School building at Brunswick, was
dedicated December 7 ch.
The Jîridgton News esys that Wednesday
forenoon, as two gentlemen were standing in a
store at North Bridgton, and one of them was
handling a loaded pistol, it accidentally discharged and the bullet almost grazed the head
of his astonished companion.
Bridgton has It—the shoe factory desire and
held a meeting Saturday to see about municipal
aid.
The Bridgton Odd Fellows locked the strong
outer door at a recent session and couldn't un-

Third story.

in the

rooms

Enquire

Bauk.

Kid Glove·,

_______

COAT, PANTS AND VEST

Caster Gauntlets,

BEADY

ON

Buck Gauntlets,

«t'Oit K.

ORIN IIAWKES & CO.,
29© & 292 Contres* Street.

novlisntf

AT—

TsT D E R S Ο Ν

MADE

If 70α want a nice Photograph or TinType, g° t(> A M. McKenny/s 161 Middle Street.
He warrent9 them as good as can be made in Port-

S,

land.

a*5-eodtf

sn

FOB

HOLIDAYS !

THE

Gent's « loll! Gloves,

JEWELRY

JEWELRY !

FAJSTCY

Gents' Kid Mittens,

GOODS 1

HIBGBETE JEWELRI,
WHITBT JEWELBT,

Children's Cloth Gloves,

BIIBBEBJEWELBV,
lie.il Jet and Imitation Bracelets,

mittens for Boy·' & Girls',

CLOCKS IN «BEAT VARIETY.

GLASSES,

OPERA

Ladies and Genie' Portinonies,

are re-

CONSTIPATION and DYSPEPSIA there
is nothing like it in medicine.

LORING, Proprietor.

AN ODE TO THE PUBLIC.

—

AT

Fancy Cutlery, Arc·»

—

Arc.

R. B. SWIFT,

^ D Ε RH Ο Ν

S

,

UNDER MECHANICS' HILL.

dcc7

»

sn3w

GUNS,

3 DEERING BLOCK.

POWDER,
SHOT,

Ladies' Linen Ilandk'ls in boxes,

Public in general: I would call your attention
fact which I think is well worthy of mention,
Tis' that J. II. FITZCrEIIALD whose height

PUREST

Anj Desired Shade

Children's Fancy llaudkl's,

Prepared for

ψ
—

AT

I ) Ε R S Ο NT

Hoop Skirls and Corsets, Elastics and Bustle?,
The latter desirable, tliougli not made of muscles.
Clouds, Jackets and Gaiters in motley array
Are laid quickly before you witli but little delay,

S

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

and

s«28-eodtf

"WEBER" anil other ~emiueut makers,
Sold by Εϋ. Β. ROBIïSON,
5 Calioon S*lock, opposite City Hall,

Children's Merino Underwear,

my 17

are

very

much

Pins, Needles, Spool Cotton

and

Scissors in sets

all perfect and are really no higher
Than if they'd been damaged iu the
great Boston lire
And this little fact will you please bear in mind,
What excellent bargaius you surely will find
At J. 11. FITZGERALD'S, if
you'll give him
a

dec9sn3w

—

AT

—

ANDERSON'S,
h

3 DEEKIIVO BLOCK.

Ladies' Silk Ties & half Handk'fs,
Setts Collars and Cuffs,

Perfumery,
Fancy Boxes,

Pulmonary

«

consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of
tjie patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very

organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the
side, the bowels sometimes costive aifi sometimes to
loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. Tlie'se
symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
take
one
or
two heavy colds, and if the
they
cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs,
liyer and
stomach clog, and remaiu torpid and inactive, and
before the .patient is aware of his situation, the
lungs
are a m nss of sores, and
ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck's Pulmtnic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck's Seaweed tonic*dissolves the iood, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach,
digests easily,
nonrishes the system, and creates a
healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,

Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prcpaired
by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Pcnn., and tor sale
by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 88 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
sale by Druggists generally.
septSsneodtf

—

Buyers

are

terfeits and

octlG

styles.

Belts,
Sleeve Buttons,

brown"&

J. B.

SONS,

BANKERS,
Wo. 40 Exchange Street.
I'OBTIAND,

Portland,

Boston

or

>*ew York.

Exchange purchased. Sight and sixty
day d'afts on En^lnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and al
the principal cities of Europe. Also, Gold and Currency Checks on Boston, New York and Montreal
STERLING

Ottaman Patterns,

Slipper Patterns,

sold.

Agents

Gaiters, Buskins,

for the

sale of (be

First Mortgage Bonds ot the Portland ék Ogdensburg R. It.

-v

jieedle Books,

sc30

Spool Boxes,
t

Card Cases,
Lace Collars,

M&Stf

STl

AND A GREAT VARIETY OP OTHER

ASxlTli BROS.,

39i Contres* *!reet and 95 Free
Street,

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS,

which together wit'.i

our

FRESH VACCINE.
I have made arrangements with a number of leading Phy.flcians which will enable me to supply Druggists and Physicians with Freeh Vaccine that can

be relied upon.
With every Vaccine crust or point I will send the
date of its removal from the child, name of Physician, and when possible. the name and age of'the
GEO. W. WHITTIER, Druggist,
child.
Junction of Free and Congress Sts.,
Portland.
declsn

BITCOELOR'S SI AIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is tlic best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
ami Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill eft'ects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Tfetchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Λ. F.
octl

regular assortment υΓ

The

The Averill Chemical Paint
1st—Far more beautiful then any other.
2d—More durable then any other.
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead and Oil.

Ladies' Furnishing Goods,
—WILL

4th— To be all

ready for use.
5th—To require no thinning or drier.
6th—The bfist wood preservative ever discovered.
7th—Rain (before dry) does not wash it.
8th—It will not un or chalk.
9th—It is positively water and fire proof.
10th—Covers old work as well as new.
11th—Superior for covering brick.
12th—The best paint, for iron buildings.
This paint has been, and is being used upon the finest villas and buildings both public and private, in
this country, north, south, cast, and west, giving universal satisfaction, and in all cases has proved its
£ ear to be fully twice as long, without chalking or
ackiug, as any other paint.

BE

OFFERED—

Ε

tlie

and

i
In this city, Dec 2,
> W. Guruey and Miss
land.

LOWEST

for

4

DEEKINO

BLOCKr
entf

ELEGANT BOXES.

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKERCHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.
ALSO MOTTO HANDKERCHIEFS.

WE

HAVE SPOOL AND
NEEDLE

CASES

IN SCOTCH AND
HOLLYWOOD
AND

ARE

VERY
HANDSOME
FOR AN INEXPENSIVE PRESENT.

ALSO

A

LARGE ASSORTMENT
EMBROIDERED

OF

LINEN SETTS.
THE

BEST

MENT OF

ALSO

ASSORT-

NECKTIES IN

SOME NEW AND ELEGANT
STYLES.

Cheapest.
following

to show the

BEAUTIFULLY

MADE H AND KERCHIEF AND

line

GLOVE BOXES.

A LARGE AS-

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE CLOTIIS.BY
YARD AND PIECE.

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH TABLECLOTHS AND NAPKINS TO MATCH IN PINK, IIUF1··,
GREEN AND DRAB.

Sil-

and

EMBROIDERED

EMBOSSED ANDPRINTEDTABLK COVERS.

FELTSKIRTS FOR LADIES AND

CHILDREN.

IN DRESS GOODS WE HAVE

LARGE STOCK.

A

AN

WAYS

A

NICE DUB8H IS AL-

ACCEPTABLE

PRESENT.

Tricks, DomiTivoli

SHAWLS

·

Oeean Insurance Company.
•

ANNUAL MEETING.

SHAWLS

Stockholder· of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the office of
said Company on MONDAY, the 6 th day of January.
18'.3, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of
choosing seven Directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of any other business which may
then l»o legally acted upon.
dec!6d3w
GEO,. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.

THE

BEANS!
Choice

Term ont

Beans,

A NICE

Men, Women

TION.

Covell

BEST STOCK

Cor.
(lecli

fALMCR,

M. G.

CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

*nd Children.

NICEST AND
offered In this city.

drcl6

&,

Company,

Congress

and Brown Ste.
tf

fTannelsi

\o. *232 Middle Street.

ψ

eod3w

'Vermont

WEAK.

VELVETEBNS

OTHER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MEN-

TOE LARGEST,

ever

CHILDREN'S

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.
FOR

For

ALSiT A NICE ASSORTMENT

CLOAKINGS .FOR

»'J < «11'1 K1K I AL· ST.

SLIPPER'S

ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL

SELL AT COST.
OF

SHITIf, GAGE & CO.,
dellnow Iw

HAVE

WE

FOR SALE BY

Cheese,

choic¥factory

a lot
FARM DAIRY

Now is

and

tlie time to

CHEESE,

SECURE BARGAINS

FOIC SALE BY

SMITH, GAGE· & CO.
del 3

uewlw

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Fan \r
Goods and Stationery store for sale, location of
great value, nnd now doing a first-class paving busineat.
Good store, stock clean and well selected. Can
be bought at a bargain as the owncl· has other business demaniing all of his attention, and is worthy of
Investigation. TAYLOR A CO.' a State St., Boston,
dec 16
d3t

SUPERIOR

WE HAVE A

LARGE INVOICE

fancy goods store for
Millinery
sale,
leading thoroughfare, well estaband

on

lished and

a

always paid well, stock

lected. This is
ever offered lor

1J12,sell Aooie,uieaves,

factory
State

small an 1 well sethe best chances of this kind
with moderate capital. Satisselling. TAYLOR & CO., 3
Mass.
decl&13t

—

one of
a man
reasons for

St., Boston,

OF

—

FLANNELS

Lost.
*

evening, Dec. 13, 2 Card Photographs.
The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving
FRIDAY
at

the

FOREIGN
Ar at Yokohama lltli

Ellen

street

or

at

which

Carpenter's Wanted.

FOUR
go to Aspinwall.
uocl6dlw

Low Prices!
(Gilbert's best Opera all colors

4 KEY. The finder will confer
1\. the same at this office.

a

55 worth 75

favor by leaving
dec26-d3t

"

BONDS.

Pendergrace. Yokohama.
Sid lm Tarragona 23d ult, barque Western Sea,
Kendrick. Sicily.
Ar at Malaga 25th ult, brig Robboni, Coombs, from

all wool,white 8-4 55
<·
«
7-8 60

"

Goodspeei*»

shall sell at the following

Apply to
PORTLAND COMPANY.
Lost.

Preble, Cardiff.
Sid fm Newcastle NSW Oct 4, barque Burnside,

we

this office.
decl6d3t

OR FIVE CAR CARPENTERS wanted to

PORT*.

inst, ship

159J Congress

same

*

Ar at Havre 11th inst, ship John Watt, Morse, ftn
Savannah.
Sid fm Montevideo Oct 21, barque Reunijn, Tucker,
Batavia: 26th, J F Pearson, Gould, Boston; 30tti,
Sarah, Nichols, New York.
In port Oct 31, ships PriscilU, York, and Moonlight,
Nichols, disg.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro 31st ult, ship Wm M Reed, Stinson.Akyab; Nov 1, brig Ernest, Hodgdon, St Tho-

"

STATE OF iVAINE

β'»

"

PORTLAND

β'«

"

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

7».

tor orders.
CM 5th ult, brig F H
In port 6th ult, ship

at 2 o'clock, at Chestnut Street Church.
In this city. Doc. 14. Mr. Varney Bonney, printer,
agea 72 vears.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 1£ o'clock, at
his late residence. No. 8 Casco street. Burial at the
conveuince of the family.
In Cairo, N. Y., Nov. 30, Stephen D. Foster, aged
42 years,—son of Thos. V. Foster, of Stoneham, Mo.

ZAifEHVILLE, OHIO

β'·

nt, louis,

β'»

LOUISVILLE, K.Y.,

7>.

COOK COVNTI

7'»

*"

"

75

"

80

4-4 65

"

85

cotton & wool

"

3-4 35

"

45

«·

·'

4-4 40

♦'

50.

'«

ence

Jennings,

Shay, Hutchinson,

dnted,

Sears, New York.

Titan, Berry, une; sch Flor-

EUROPEAN Α Ν. ATI. R. K

CIIICAOO,
1

DANVILLE

Sht fin Bristol 29tli ult, National Eagle, Freeman.
Calcutta.
Ar at Cadiz
ult, S Ρ Smith, Dodge, New York.
Ar at Havre 28th ult, Laurens, Snow, from Phila-

delphia.
Cld 28th ult, No Plus Ultra, Ivirby, New York.

&

S. F.

7'·

Gold

SANTA
Just

received from importers,

Writing

Oeiks,
llanlk'f and («lore boxes,
Nice Porte-/)|onies,

127 Tromont Street, Boston.

Wo^li Stands,

Materials of the best quality for Oil and Water
Color Painting, Drawing, Wax flower making, DcGftlcomaine, &c.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
dec!3
4w

BPOKBIf.
Vaccination in (lie Public Schools.
27, lat 8 S, Ion 27 30 W, barque Ironsides, from
Satilla River for Montevideo.
arc being; perfected
by the
Oct 28. lat 12 N, Ion 27 W, ship Jcre Thompson,
School Committee t) bave all children attond ng
1 the
from Cardiff for Callao.
public Schools, vaccinated at an early day, by the
Dec 11, SE of Sandy Hook, ship Sonora, fm Manila ! city Physician, unless they otherwise
procure the
for Boston, (short of provisions; was supplied.)
8inie;»bul parents ami guardians may if they prefer
employ their own family physician.
Failure to comply wi;h the above
will, under the
law, exclude children from the public schools.

IyREPABATIONS

BURT'S
BOOTS

WINTER
r FOR

—

Also

Children's Chairs
(both ltocks and High)
KockiuR Horse»,

Sleds,

doclGdood3w

THE

I. O. O. F.
Monthly Meetingof the Mutual Relief Asso-

ciation of the I. O. O. F., will be holden at Odd
Fellows Hall on Tuesday Evening December 17th at
Per Order
7$ o'clock.
11. C. BARNES, Sos'y.
Portland, Doc. 16th, 1872.
decl6d2t

MEDICAL

in

a

LoIn-

come
lixtures may be secured if esirod. Address P. J. LARRABEE, No.
Middle St., Portland.
declGdlw

09

The Cumberland National Bank
of Portland·
Stockholders of this bank are hereby notified
rglllE
i- that their Aunual
Meeting for the election of Di
rector» for the ensuing year aud the transaction of

any other business that may then «orne before them,
will be held at their
banking room *n
the l"4th day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clockTUESDAY,
p. m.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Dee. 13th, 1872".
decttdtd

Ï03

Congress

t

<12w

a

large assortment of

Books, Cutlery* Games, Dolls and
Toys of all kinds suitable

Presents.

for

Also

a

large

Confectionery

stock

of

for Christ-

mas !
Ç3T*All of which will be offered at low prices.
CHA». E. DVTTON,
No. 312 Congress st. (2d, door from Brown St.)
lw·

dccl4d3w

FRENCH CLOCKS !

€asco National Bank.

Portland, Dec. 13, 1872.

MID1M.E ST.

The subscriber offers for sale

Street,

Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Γ»r the choice
Casco National Bauk of Portland
of Directors and the transaction of such other busiwill
be held ai
belbfethern,
ness as may legally eouao
House on TUESDAY, the fourteenth
tbelr

Banking
.lay of January,

in large

Goods for Hie Holidays !

LOWELL'S,
301

description,
Variety.

(Oppo. hrnd Plum St.)

del*

GOODS!

in front, variety, eeleoteil from the BEST STOCKS In
Now York, junfc amended at

Call early for first choice.

of ever}

J. A. D A Y,

Just oi<enod at

THE

For Sale.
PRACTICE
small village.
about twenty miles from Portland.
A cation
about §1500. Office and

Dolls of all Kinds,

Toys

lw

HOLIDAY

the city, con-

sisting of
Ladies' WoiU Bnskcts,

IMPORTER,

dell

large stock of

FOR THE COMING HOLIDAYS!

Oct

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

a

One of the l»rg.;*t Block* to be fourni i

STREET.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
WALKER,

CLAUS

FANCY GOODS and TOYS

U a nicer» and Brokerp.

A.

-OF-

7'»

SWAN & BARRETT,

A.

QUARTERS

.

SALE BY

IOO niDUI^
Sent 7-codtf-n

lw
a

HEAD

VIN-

«

rOR

(Just above Preble House.)

6'·

7>.

ATCHISON, TOPÈKA Λ

Bombay.

man.

Oold

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Go d

Harrington.

Sid fm
for Boston and Portland.
Ent for ldg 29tli, Clara Eaton, Merriman, lor Galveston.
Ar at Deal 28th. H A Blanchard, Hardy, (and sld
for Rio Janeiro.) *
Off do 28th, Fred Tudor, Bradford, London for Callao; Oneco. Haskell, Dunkirk tor Swansea, (aud sld.)
Ar at Bristol 28tli, Nunquam Dormio, Cousins,
New York.
Cld at Newcastle 29th ult, Wifl Woodbury, Herri-

7-30>«
dec 14

,

CENNES R. R. Gold

[Latest by European steamers.1!.
Liverpool 28th ult, Mississippi, (ss) Dunlevy

BLOCK,

7'»

NORTHEBN PACIFIC R. R

une.

Sid fm'Peruambuco 2d ult, brig Harry Stewart,
Rio Janeiro.
At Jeremie 9th ult, brig Wiley Smith, Gardiner,
from New York, ar 6th, for do.
At Curacoa 21st ult, sch Gen Connor, Sliute, for
United State?".
Cld ut Glace Bay 6th inst, barque Tejuca, Blanchard. Havana.
Ar at St John, NB, 12th inst, schs Marcia Reynolds,
Houghton, Eaatport; Susan Ρ Thurlow, Tabftuti,

NELSON & CO.,
MORTCN

ΠΑΙΧΙί CENTRAL Β. K. C.naoli·

mas,

M. G. PALMER.

py.Tco
o'clock, Tuesday afternoon,
[Family prayers at
at his late residence No. 10 Lincoln street. Services

ileclG

UP1N

decl6dt24th.

Washington.

LADIES

In this city, Dec. 14, Jotham R. Gribben, Dep. Marshal, aged 37 years 6 months. [Eastern papers please

ANDERSON'S,

TIAL HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

94 Exchange Street.
C'tlAKI.CS DAY, JR., Λ CO.

Clcl 13cli. barque Escort, Carver, Melbourne; sch
Su^an, Bishop, Kockland.
Ar 11th, bri® J«Leightou, Leighton. Sullivan; schs
Helen MrLeod. Cogsswell, and Ε L Higgins, Higgins,
Calais; Sea Breeze, Freethy, do: Lamartiue. Handy,
Steuben; Itaska, Tabbutt, and Caroline, "Wallace.
Cherryfteld; Texas, Gross. Waldoboro; (îrace. Alley,
and Jas Tilden. Oor.lan, Ellsworth; Potomac, Carver
Bangor; L S Watson, Sedgwick, and Juliet. Low,
do: Annie Sargeut, McKown, Rockland; C S Dyer,
Foss. Franklin ; Isis, Bullock, Winterport ; Abl>y
Gale. Ryan, Belfast.
Cld 14th, schs Templar, (Br) ÎJrquhart, Portland ;
Clarissa Feison, Westt, Castine; Traveller, Mitchell,

DIED.

PRICES

VERY PRETT Y~ΤΗ ING IN INI-

Boards.
would be impossible to enumerate our TOY DEPARTMENT. We have a great many new Toys just
opened. Call early to avoid the rush. Oar Hollow
Plated Ware, which we warrant to bo the best quality, we shall close at COST.

Sampson, Davis, and Vraie,

and Per-

Hampson

DOZEN EACH ATALL PRICES. A

It.

by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, George
Anuie L. White, both of Port
H. P.

prepared

noes.

BOTTOH Boots and
CUE 13 m Air
Slipnors. A full assortment of Overshoes for men,
womon and children at £33 MLiclcll© St.

Biddeford, Nov. 28, C.
M. Dudley.

Jn

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF i

PRESENTS

the

as

ror's

PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, sch Kcndrick Fish, Raw·
ley, Calais.
Sid 12tli, sch Howard, Holder, St John, NB. via
Portland.

MARRIED.

Holidays,

cy

YEOHANS,

Sopt21eodsntl

Bcul

DAY PRESENTS. IN LADIES'HAND-

Attorneys.

his

Plated
Napkin Rings, Jet Jewelry, Children's Plated Knife,
Fork and Spoons in sets, Writing
Desks, Work Boxes, Handkerchief and
Glove Boxes in Russia Leather, Curt' and
Collar Boxes. Russia Leather Bags with Belts.
Brackctte, Wall Bracket ta. Ladies'Work Stands,
Checker Boa'* Is, Wallets, Pen Knives, Scissors in
cases, Pearl Card Cases, Opera Glasses, Fine
Magic Lanterns, Rocking Horses, Tool
Chests, Games, Puzzles, Drums, Bird
Cages. Sleds, Music Boxes,

Price, Portland.
Cld 13th, sch Hope, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, brig Atalaya. Allen, Now
Haven ; schs Paul Seavey, Lowell. St Kitts 17 days ;
·) G Drew, Carter. Jacksonville i) days; Idaho, JamcRon, Rockland: President, Bradley, and 'Γ Benedict,
Crockett, Portland; LA Johnson, Wallace, Calais;
Uuion Flag, Frisbee, Bangor; Canary, Hart, Rock
port for Virginia.
Ar 13th, brig Shasta, Brown, Malaga 42 days ; scbs
Henrietta. Leavitt. Saco ; Mary Lymburner, Providence; Union, Oliver, and John Bovnton, Mitchell,
Calais; Louis Walsh, Kelley, do; G W Rawley, Rawley, Yinalhavcn; Clara Ε McConvilie, Lewis,Bangor;
Hyne. Oliver, and Katie Mitchell, Bailey, Gardiner.
Cld 12th, schs Altavela. Coggins, for St Augustine;
Palma. Rankin, Wilmington.
Cld 13th, ship Elsinore, Clark, Anjier; Bluejacket,
Simmons, Sau Francisco; sch* David Faut, Lord,
Havana : Ilattie Haskell, Young. Pernambuco; D H
Bisbee, Anderson, Para via Maranham.
Si 1 12th, barque G W Rosevelt, for Havana; brig
Geo W Chase, for Matauzas.
At Hart Island 12th, schs Ospray, Crowley, irom
Calais; L Τ ICuteht, Mclntyre, Bangor; Vicksburg,
do tor

Kingsbury,

Kniv.-s,

DO.HE8TIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—C1<1 5tîi inst, ship Prussia, Patteu, for Queen s town.
Sld 6tli inst, ship St .Joseph, Alexander, Liverpool.
INDIANOLA—A ν 30lh lilt, brig Belle of the Bay,
Williams, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 12tli, sell Florence Rogers,
Shcppard, Philadelphia.
Cld 10th. brig Ella Maria, Boyd, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 11th, «sch Mary A Wit ham, Kclley,
Baltimore tor Providence, leaky.
BALTIMORE—Cld 12th, sch M S Lewis, Lewis,
Galveston.
Sid 12th, sch Charlotte Jameson.
m PHILADELPHIA-Cld 12th.brig Hyperion,Clark

Ψ\τ H au·Ό. (Russia.)
Ar 13tl), sebs tlattie

&

ver

Vineyard-Haven

octl9-sntf

—AT—

VERY

^

in the market,
enle at Low Prices by

Very

______

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

Fruit

Barque Sharpsburg, Rogers, from Cronstadt for
Boston, is reported by cable as a total loss in the
North Sea. Crew saved. 'The vessel registered 600
tons and was built in 1862 at Stockton, where she was
owned by Ν G Hichborn and others.
Ship Son tag, Herriman,at Liverpool from San Francisco, reports a severe storm 22d ult, off Old Kiusale,
during which the sails were blown away and the
decks and cabin flooded with water.
Sch Tiger, of llocknort. with lime saved trom the
wreck of schr Julia Newell, was blown ashore near
the latter vessel 13tli and bilged. Both are badly
damaged by tire.
Sch Addle Ryerson. of Lubec, which got ashore at
St John. NB. in the gale of the 30th ult, has been
hauled oil and is undergoing repairs. Her cargo was
throwu overb »ard and is a total loss.
Sch Redondo, Curtis, from Franklin for New York,
12tli and reports having
put into
been blown oft and lost deck load.

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

«

During

s Ν

STOVES!

No. 199 Fore St., between Excliangc and
Plum Streets.

iicncral Sîastcrn Agent,

Commercial St., Pot-Uand.

Ivr

Ρ A Κ LOR

sntf

WILL PROVE ITSELF.

d&w

arc now

WE

gale.

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued hearing nterest as by agreement and available at maturity in

Aprons,

WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

•

EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

OUR

Norfolk.

MAINE.

DEALERS in Government and ether Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
DEPOSITS received subject to clieck at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and interest credited

PARTMENT.

Printing Presses, Conju-

—

Have removed their office to Rooms over
W.
Whittier's Dru,' Store, Congress Square. George
Dr. Macalaster is now
at
liis
new
office
to
ready
wait on those requiring his prolessional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

83

mechanics' llall.
sn3w

Children's Wool Hose, all kinds,

DENTISTS,

D. Iff.

Umlcr

BARGAINS TOPUBCHASERS IN EVERY DE-

of goods:
.Gold and Silver Watches, Ladies' Gold Opera Chains,
Neck Chains, Lockets, Charms, Gents' Gold Vest
Chains, Amothyet Rings. Seal Rings, Childrens' Gold Rings, Gold Ear Rings and
Pins, Plated Setts, Gold and Plated
Sleeve Buttons and Studs, Gold
and Plated Bracelets, Jet
Bracelets, Gold Thimbles,
Silver Thimbles, Gentlemen's Gold
Pins, Silver

Portland.

docT

Ladies' all Wool & merino Hose,

Cheap

Cronstadt for Hull, is ashore at the Spcrne, uear the
latter port, in a damaged condition, but wouli come
off. Supposed to have dragged ashore in the late

GEO. A. HARMON,
317 CONGRESS STREET,

French Paniers and Bustles,

REMOVAL.

ME.

Leontini Cbaiuw,
Jewelry in SetH.

ΒΙΝΓ.Η, NECK CHAINS, Arc.
M air Jewelry made to order in large variety of

DENTAL NOTICE.

PORTLAND,

BOYS' WATCHES,

Studs, Sleeve Buttons, Seal Rings,

Gents' Wool and Merino Hose,

*4

By McOobb

ders. Baltimore. ·

MOI.ID

eodsnly

nov7

LADIES' GOLD WATCH Σ S,

ami

ALL OUR PRICES, AND WE OFFER GREAT

GEORGE L. STOREK,

HOLIDAY

Hobokeu for Portsmontli ; Four Sisters, Bickmore,
Boston for Savannah ; Redondo. Curtis, do for Boston ; Everglade, Shaw, Franklin for New York.
BOSTON—Ar 13lb, brig Carrie Ε Pickering, Saun-

GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,

Hoop Skirts and Corsets,

44

ν irsκ \ AKJJ-Xi α ν λιν—αγ

3 DEEIBING BLOCK.

New York,
Agents for the United States.

M AC At

itST RECEIVED FROM KKWVORK.

Largo stock of

Sauce

cautioned t o avoid the numerous CounImitations otlerett fur sale.

JEWELRY !

STOCK

Gold

1 DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE IN

PORTLAND, COMPRISING

Pride of the Port, 32 tons, at Bristol.
Geo W Hunt, 57 tons, at Bristol.
Cnward, 78 tons, at Bristol.
Addle Randall, 22 tous, at Bristol.
Maggie Morton, 22 tons, at Bristol.
A & M Gamage. Ill tons, at Bristol.
Belle Brown, 147 tons, at Rockland.
< harlotta Jameson, 322 tons, at Rockland.
R C Rankin, 202 tons, at Rockland.

Higgins,

NEW

AT-

LEA & ΙΉ It KINS'

\jcl 11 LlOll*Worcester*hire

AND

Cold, Opera

decllsncltd

C

ί WATCHES

DERSON '8,

Public notice is hereby given that the Annual
meeting of tli·» Corporation known as Bosworth Post
No. 2, Department of Maine, G. A. R., will be held
at Gran·! Array Hall (Mechanics'
Buildiug), Portland
011 FRIDAY"; Dec. 27th, 1872, at
7£ P. M.
Business—The election of officers for the
ensuing
year and the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before the mooting.
•
Per order,
HENRY C. HOUSTON,
Post Adjt. and Clerk of Corporation.
J

mar25-dly

sn

Cfcold Vest Chains,

EtoûHonli Post "Vo. 2, Department
of Maine, Ο. Λ. R.

il

A Book lor Every Man.
"SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-l'KESERVATIOX," a Medical Treatise on tbe Cause ami Ouro of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline iu Man, Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrbœi or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth ortlitfindiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a hook lor every man. Thousands liave%been
taught by this work tho true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical workever published, an 1 t he
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. lOJth edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, b Mind in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent bv mail^wost-paid on receipt c f
Address PEAllODr MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE. No. 4 Buitiuch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may bogfcmsulled on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Fans and Jewelry,

SCHENCK'S MANDRAKE PILLS,
cure

I

Handk'f and Glove Boxes,

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

that will

48 EXCIIASCK STBEKT.

The

call,

only medicines

as

single paire.
usual.

G. L. BAILEY,

Children's Worsted Jacets,

Whose store is just opposite the New City Hall.
decl3
sntf

Are the

and

Guns and Sporting Goods

Nubias and Cashmere Scarfs,

Buttons for coat».

are

eomly

Knives, Razors,

Children's Cashmere Hoods,

6

These goods

PRICKS

Acme Club and Cominou Skates, Pocket

rel-

ished,

REDUCED

AT

SKATES.

Seamless and Felt Goods,

embelished

Silk Ties of all shades, also Aprons and Tiers—
For such things there should be a
great many buyers.
Perfumery, Jewelry, Brushes and Soaps,

sn

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

Ladies' Merino Underwear,

embroidered, hem-stitclied

by children

YEOMANS,

D. M.

•General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.

5.

With* pictures which

Immediate Application.

,

3 DEERING BLOCK.

readily sold at most reasonable prices.

Color,

or

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

—

2.

A

!

WHITE
AND

•

1873

SANTA CLAUS.

7IE.nORAIVDA.
A cable dispatch to Β J Wil ard states that the
M Tucker, (of Portland) Hill, from
Genevie
barque

Manufacturers of

V

low prices to defy competition,
A splendid assortment of goods now offers
Whose merits will conquer the whole tribe of scoffers.

44
44

li

AreriU Chemical Paint Co.,

Gents' Handkl's in boxes,

very

Vessel* built ia the District of Wnldoboro
«luring the jcar 18M.
Ship Car rondelet, 1138 tons, at Newcastle.
Bark Nina Sheldon. 782 tons, at Waldoboro.
Brig G A Sparks. 475 tons, at Newcastle.
Schr R Ε Yates. 185 tons, at Newcastle.
44
Hough & Ready, 20 tons, at Newcastle. »
44
Amos Walker, 264 tons, at Tliomaston.
"
Lizzie Wilson, 319 tons, at Thomaston.
•4
Ella Pressey, 105 tons, at Thomaston.
44
Hattie Turner, 295 tons, at Thomaston.
•4
A Power. 374 tons, at Thomaston.
Mary
44
H G McFarland, 516 tons, at Thomaston.
41
Clara G Loud. 280 tons, at Waldoboro.
44
Georgie D t/oud, 175 tons, at Waldoboro.
44
Ν A Farwell. 237 tons, at Waldoboro.
44
Helen Thompson, 99 tona, at Waldoboro.
44

Sept 18-sntf

motto aud Initial Ilandkt's,

of ambition

Sch Elizabeth. Wall, Boston—Bunker Bros.
Belle, Hinds. Boston.
Sunday, Dec. 15·
ARRIVED.
Barque Linda Stewart, Stewart, Philadelphia,
Sch Mary J Ward, Ward, Philadelphia.
j
Sch Freddie Walter, Long, Philadelphia—cdoI to
James & Williams.
Seh Ε II Pray, Clark, Portsmouth, to load tor Eastport and Pembroke.

•4

Embroidered & Lace Ilandkt's,

a

and

w3w51

man.

44

J. B. LUCAS.

To the

Handkerchiefs, plain

φ

Τ Tasker, Allen, Philadelphia—J Nickerson.
ScS Wra Arthur, McDuffie, Providence—Ε Free-

44

CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 61 EXCHANGE ST.,

Linen Hem Stitched Handker'fs,

1.

Will be

New York—Henry

M an gum,

Seh Island

maladies

Is, by

Chesapeake,

Sell Τ

dents' Kid Gloves, lined Fur Top»,

1872

—

Barquo Andes, Davis, Matauzas—Isaac Emery.
Scb Κ F II rt, llart, Cardenas—Phinney & Jack-

I ndies' Berlin Gauntlet·,

say, and the testimony of every person
who has taken the remedy confirms our statement,
that for the treatment and cure of the distressing

To

holiday Presents,

lUver at the southerly coruer of the bridge over eald
liver n» ar Pope's mille; thence eight rods on the
OF PORTLAND,
westerly s'de of the road between Nathan Pope's
house and sail mills; thence ruuning down said
Saturday, Dcc, 14.
river and parallel with the same tiil the piece conARRIVED.
tains one sicre ; also the folljwing described parc.l of
Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers
land near that first described: beginning at a stone
and mdse to Henry Fox.
s«anding at the northerly end of a pair of bars m the
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
fence on the northerly side of said road; thence run-e
Eastport tor Boston.
ning two rods at right angles wirh said road ; thence*
Brig AC Titcomb, Hall, Bps ton. to load for Cuba. northerly, in the « irection of jhe northerly corner of
Brig Β W Cocdrane,
(Br) Boyd, Boston, to load for the grist mill, lioar said bridge, to the channel of the
*
Chevorie, NS.
river; thence down said river iu the channel to said
Brig John Balch, Hodgdon, Calais for New Haven. road ; thence b> haid road, to tne first mentioned
Sell Effie Τ Kemp, Kemp, Norfolk—oysters to Jas
b unds
Al o twenty-seven and one-half acres of
Freeman.
laud, mo e or leis, in said Windham, being a part of
Scb Gen Grant, Moshier. Boston.
tt.e homestead farm of Peter White late of said
Sell Olive Elizabeth, Soulo, Boston.
Windham, and a
part of the lots of land
Sch Ρ S Liudsey, Hamilton, Boston.
numbered 108, 100, 110 In the sccbnd division
Seh Winona, Jackson, Boston.
of hundred acre lots, in said Windham, bounded:
Sob Alaska, Rand. Bolton.
Beginning at the easterly corner of Andrew MayberSeh Mariel, Fletcher, Saco.
ry s wood lot, on the road leading from Windham
Scb Fowler, (Br) Lake, Chevene. NS—plaster.
Iilll to Josiah Mayberry's, thence, north, by said
Scb Tamerlane, Lancaster, Ellsworth—box shooks
Mayberry's land, 79 degrees west 43 rods, to the corto EmeVy & Fox.
said Andrew Mayberry's land, thence north 11
ηαςοί
Scb Exprès?, Smith, Ellsworth.
degrees cast by said A. Mayberry's land, 42 rode to
Scb Telegraph, Woodward, Ellsworth.
land now or once of Charles Andrews, tlienco south
Seh Essex, Beal. Millbridge.
70 degrees cast on the line of said Andrews' land, 37
Seh Xylon, Woodward, Jonesport.
rods, thence north 11 degrees oast by said Anderson's
Scb Good Hope. Percy, Bath.
laud 70 rods to the southwesterly corner oi land now
Scb Young Sultan, Barter, Wiscasset—box shooks
or ouce of Peter Trickey, thence on said
Trickey's
to A L Hobson.
land, south
degrees east 11J rods to the centre of
Scb Pies Washington. Rowe, Georgetown', Me.
the frog pond, thence south 11 degrees west 22 roils to
Scb Liberator. Knight, Westport.
the westerly course of land set. off to Widow White
Scb Eliza Ε Roger», Rogers, Calais for New York.
as Dower, thence north
degrees east about 51}
Scb Annie M urchie, M urchie, Calais for Providence I rods to the first named
roaa, tlienco on said road to
S<ib Ltocket, Warr, Calais for Marblehead.
the first named corner: Also the Grist Mill and Saw
Scb Banner, Smith. Lamoine tor Boston.
Mill and other premises mortgaged the 10
February
Scb Dexter, l.ord. Ellsw orth for Boston.
1808 tv said Storer by said Pones, on the easterly side of
Sofe Tornado, MeKenzie, St George for Bristol
the road from Windham Hiil to Portland, and the land
Schs Gentile, Eldridge, and Exeter, Pendleton,
on which they stand, said land bouuded :
Beginning at
Rockland for Boston.
the cerner of the fence, at a *tone on the fide of thenill
Seh Oregon, Perry, Rockland tor Boston.
on the northern side of said
thence
river,
easterly, by
Seh Sinbad, Perry, Rockland for Boston.
said fence and by an apple tree in said fence, to the
Schs Commonwealth, Gross, and W H Steele, Milchannel of the river, thence down said channel to last
Portsmouth.
Rockland
tor
ler,
mentioned road, thence by said road to the tiret mentioned bounds : That the interests of said mortgagL/lxEiA L\ ILJJ.
ers was conveyed by mortgage on the 13 November.
Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Ritchie, Liverpool— 1871 to Isaac Jackson. That the conditions of said
H & A Allan.
mortgage have been broken : by reason whereof said
Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, Ν S John
Storer claims a foreclosure of the same.
Porteous.
Steamer
Fox.

CHRISTMAS GOODS!

do

decSsnti

ISHEWS.

ForeclMare ot flartgage·
IVT"OTICE is herepy given that Isaiah Pope, Oliver
ll Pope, Joseph Pope and iioberl
Pope or the iirin
of Isaiah l'ope & Co., all of Windham
in the county
of Cumb -rlaii and State of
Maiu^.n the Uth day of
April A. P., 1868, by their mortgage deed of that <iate
recorded in the HeiUtry of Deeds tor tliat
county,
Book 350, page 40:J, mortgaged to the
underlined,
George L. Storer) two certain paresis αϊ land with
tho factory, machinery, house,lthis· amd
store, storehouse an^l all other buildings thereon situated on the
s uitheaiïerly side of Pleasant Hirer in «aid Windham
c intaining one an I οηβ-half acres, more or
lean, the
first piece boun lcd: Beginning at said Pleasant

04.}

MAKERS WANTED

Ladies Doeskin Gauntlets,

—

at the

dcc7sntf

_

Otter Fur Top Kid Gloves,

We do not pretend that LORING'S VEGETABLE
SPECIFIC will cure every disease under the Sun,
we

second floor in the Canal

the

on

National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mattocks & Fox.

♦

5.50 PM
12.15 Ρ M

7.24 I Moon risos
4.28 I High watér

MISC-bXLANEOUS.

POItf

To Lef

—

Deccdtbcr Iî».

MABINE

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 1U per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHAULES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
sep28snrf

ANDERSON'S,

to meet at Odd Fellow'· Hall on TUESDAY aftern >on, Dec. 17th, at 1 o'clock, far the purpose of attending the funeral of oar deceased Brother
Jotham R. Gribben.
decl6d2t
N. G. CUAIMINGS, Secretary.

oun::es.

Mr. J. C. Chase,

During the week several measures of interest
to Maine people have been introduced in Congress among which I notice a resolution by
Mr. Hamlin in the Senate directing the Com-

1S72.
then sn tf

THE

reqnested

but

Sun rises
Sun sets

N. GOOLD.

24tli,

ou

SCHENCK'S SEAWEED TONIC,

The Law

Our TVashingrton Letter.
Washington D. C., Dec 12th, 1872.
MAINE

AT

—

JliuiaStirc Alumnae

MUNICIPAL & REAL ESTATE
SECURITIES !

JOHN Dl \C A\ H

Augusta Journal says
will meet January

year's gift to a «core
house keepers.

jun23newlt

PRESENTS

HOLIDAY

June

PRESENTS

TUESDAY, Dec. 17th, at 1 o'clock p. m, in full uniform, for the purpose of attending the funeral of our
deceased C. P., JOTHAM K. GKIBBEN. Fanerai
services at 2 o'clock p. m. at the ChMtnut street
Church.
Members of Machigonne Encampment, No 1, arc
respectfully invited to join with us in the ceremonies.
By order of the aeting C. P.
m
WILLIAM K. NEAL, Scribe.
Portland, Dec. 1G, 1872.
2t

ANDROSCOGGIN" COUNTY.

The

Portland,

I. O. O. F.
Member· of Eastern Star Encampmen, No. 2,

an

win I r of 1872-3.

latuie

FOR

course of the

.A choice lot

SCflEIÏCK'S PULMONIC SI RUP,

the company, which had two policies
on his life, te fused to pay on the grouud that
lie was an intemperate niau.
If they kuew
ihis when they insured him, and they certainly
ought to have known the habits of their own
agent, they took his premium, knowing the
risk they assumed. The jury fouud for plaintiff for 87S78.50. aud on the special issue that
the deceased was temperate and sober at the
time the insurance was effected, and that he
did not die from the intemperate use of intoxi-

fondly noticed
the particular

*-

regular

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

sou.

pe-

died, aud

ijrcn.

*

in the

W.

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES

•SPECIAL NOTICES.

agent of the company for soliciting policies,

regard to

Discounts,
Banking Business.

3 DEERING BLOCK.

good meal since he took dinner three
IJanville Junction, while coining

tue oui οι rare sun ic

ance

—

ular

First on the lis- arc uudergarments for ladies' ;
For mcu and for boys too and also for babies,
from Montreal to Portland. The praise that he j But it won't do fur oue to stop and dilate
bestowed on that meal was such as only a per- ! On the excellent qualities, finish and make
fectly satisfied Englishman can give,and would | Of each and every particular thing,
have made even Clark himself show signs of
So 1 ίο the Hosiery your attention will briug.
to flattery, immoveable as he is.
susceptibility
If this gentleman ate as much at Danville as
3.
he did here, and if all of Clark's Canadian
Bibbed,Cotton and \V oolen,S I riped, Fancy and Plain;
guests are as hungry, he will soon rogret the
change of schedule that gives the Montreal Fit tor all seasons, sunshine or rain,
An extensive variety for children and
train "twenty minutes for dinner."
men.
As well as for misses and ladies, and then
A TRANSPLANTED YANKEE MOURNS,
a nice lot of Glsves to suit every
Such
age,
And just hero let me say of the living in WashFrom the hand of an infant to that of a sage.
ington that although the meals may be gotten
4.
up without regard to oost apparently, and mulKid Gloves and cloth, of differea^lovices,
titudes of expensive luxuries may be fouud on
a

at

OF

and make

Unproductive Fraud*.

no

chairmen of the House Committees in such a
way as will accomplislytheir removal from those
positions, and Monday next has been set by
some wi»e prophet as the time for the assault.
X am reliably iuforined, however, that there is
no probability of any such move.
Another from the New York Herald relating
to an iiuaginery new move ou San Domingo,
predicting its early annexation to th ; United
ilatcs as the State of Sarnaua, is too deep a
subject for any person but a Herald reporter.
The next thing from that source will probably
be a move by Stanley to annex Dr. Livingstone
and the source of the Nile, under the the name
of the State of Uiiji.

not eaten

—

The Commercial says that the number of
persons employed by the four firms of J. O'B.
Darling. E. A. Buck & Co., Thos. Hersey &
Co., ana Margesson & Upton of Bangor in the
manufacture of moccasins, i\ no leas than 280,
and the total annual product of moccasins,

independent

sational chdtacter.

days ago

on a

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Oracle is "sarcastic." It says that Wiscasset used to build ships but now it discusses

Ιιι the Scandinavian, for Liverpool—J .J Brown and
two children, J De Wolf, H C Montgomery, Geo Marwick. W Thomas, II Ode 11 and wife. Miss Dedman.
Mrs Dodge and wo children. A Boyd, Geo Duval, C
Brett, Mr Gardiner and wife, Messrs Brooks, Crawford, Scofteld, Chapman, and others.

BA'tk OF PORTLAND.
Ou, and. after this date, tie un ersijrned will carry
strictly Bunking business, at the* Bunking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in PortlaflU, Maine, under the style of the ''BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits

GRAM» OPENING

SENSATIONAL· RUMORS.

tional legal proceedings, that she deserved
death, and he was so good as to undertake
the duty oi becoming her executioner. What
What a warning to
an example to uncles !
η îices !
What a superb foundation for a moral story of a little girl who wouldn't be good, «passed over.
A DESERVED
a'id whose indulgent bat pious uncle lelt conIt is always pleasant
strained to shoot her tenderly through the
heart !

i

on

».

The Waterville Mail hears that movements
in progress for the division of the town of
Waterville. The Mail generally suggests that
is
it
better to discuss tljp matter before taking
action.
Prof. Matthews, once editor of the Yankee
Blade at Waterville, now Professor in the
University of Chicago, has just published a
book entitled, "Getting on in the World."
The parishioners of Rev. Ο. M. Cousens and
wife of Hallowell, celebrated the tin wedding
of pastor and wife.

PA^E.\GEU<I.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

are

peuding—feeling

ι:

SPECIAL

KENNEBEC COUNTV.

Claims before whom it
that they could not properthe
cas% until the charges were
ly act upM
cleared up appointed a, sub-committee consisting of Messrs. Hoi man of Indiana, Frye of
Maine and Foster of Ohio to investigate them.
The case is as follows:
In 1805, Mr. Douglass who was then callec"
tor of internal Revenue at Erie, Pennsylvania,
discovered a defalcation in his office to the
amount of some $20,000 which was traced to
one of his deputies who, on being charged with
the offense confessed his guilt. A sufficient
amount of the property of the delinquent deputy was secuied by Mr. Douglass, to reduce the
actual loss to about $7000.
Of course Mr.
Douglass made up the balance of the losa
from his own means according to the terms of
his bond.
In course of time the criminal who had been
absent from the country returned, when he was
prosecuted, but the statute of limitations afforded him a hole to crawl through and he escaped punishment. Mr. Dougcass has since
brought before Congress a claim to be reimbursed for the $7000, which claim is now
awaiting the result of the investigation. Towards the close of the last session of Congress
the New York Sun, true to its instincts, and in
perfect keeping with its established character,
published grave charges against Mr. Douglass,
asserting that he had conspired with the aforesaid deputy in the fraud and had shared in the
proceeds. Where the Sun obtained its information was at first a secret, but it has always
been supposed that the deputy himself was the
primial source. The committee have examined
one witness, a Mr. Hurlbert, brother-in-law of
the defaulting deputy, and who has acted
throughout as hie attorney and bosom friend.—
On cross-examination he admitted that he fur-

is

rea

We cannot undertake to return
21

of the

l anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

cations.
all

name

lock it. Jt took a ladder, mon and tools that ;
the craft don't work with, from the outside to j
let them out.

WN»n™P. C*MV.
decHdtd

LOWELL'S,
Contrées Street,

SOI
a

larto

assortment

CLOCKS.

of FRENCH aud

YANKEE

declM3i

Thb PoBTLANitBByevoi.BKT Society.—ΤΙ ο
ii tlu'id Benevolent Society held
its anuuui
îu-'eting in the First Parish chnrch last evening. Ai this meeting is lvjld for the purpose
of receiving the annual offerings of a benevolent public, it dues not usually draw out a very
large audience. Yet last evening a very fine

VHE PRESS;
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CITY AND VICINITY.

audience
Til

Κ PRESS

of

innovation upon

Gorhain, of News Agent.
At Bath, of J. U. ytiaw.
At Lewiston, ol' VV. F. Stamvood,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Administrator's Sale—J. S. Bailey & Co.
Saloon Furniture and Fixtures—F. O. Bailey Λ Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
The Messiah—City Hall,
»
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
(«rand Opening—Anderson's.
I. O. O. F.—Eastern Star Encampment.
I. O. O. F.—Ancient Brothers
Lodge.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
For Sale—Medical Practice.
Lost—Card Photographs.
I. O. O. F.—Mutual Relief Association.
Ocean insurance—Annual Mooting.
Burt's Wi ter Boots—M. G. Palmer.
Taylor's Cards—2.
Fo.eclos jre of Mortgage.
Slippers—M. G. Palmer.
Carpenters Wanted.
m

akîi<iuïj99.— mere is υπ exiiiuiuuii

government license. Sentenced
and $1000 fine.
Webb.

paid

withto six months

Hale.

Superior Court.
BKFOItE JUDGE SVMOJfDS.

Satcbday.—'Thornton

vs.
recover

account annexed to
Ku jnii as the Kirkwood
the title to the property.
Λ. A. S trout.

Action

Howard & Cleaves.
Court.

MOaniS PRESIDING.

Saturday.—Thomas Clark; intoxicatloa.
S5; paid.

Iianiel Haley; drinking house and tippling shop.
Itocoguized for appearance at January term Superior

Court.

Brirf

Jottings.

Oue of our citizem carries a lot of vermifuge
about him as a shield against small pox.
The Portland Benevolent Society has rising

There

was

a

"ha^r squall"

Liquors

wore

seized at

Kufus

Stanley's

at night no pig was there; an explanation
followed, and he wept and tore his hair, for the

The Small Pox.—There are all sorts of extravagant rumors afloat in the city regarding
the prevalence of tho small pox, none of which

The Boston and Maine turn-table will probfor use to-day. The Y. to the
engine house and the Y. to the Maine Central
track were completed Saturday.

ably be ready

cuy

too

lias

recently

naa

A frfk

oc-

wears on his hat.
A gentleman by the nains of Talford was
thrown out of a wagon Friday while riding between Portland bridge and the railroad bridge.

uncomplainingly,

and

consequently

are

bedragged iu mire, was seen en York street,
and two boys, apparently not twetye years of
age, were reeling along Fore street, scarcely

channel. Last week the steamship was delayed
twelve hours by the same cause.
Surely soma
measures should be taken to obviate such

able to'stand.
A man escaped from the Work-house yesterday ; a grey-haired woman was brought into

delays.

police station by officer Durgin last night; two
boys were arrested on York street yesterday for
throwing snow. The preceding is the sum of
the police news.

Portland High ScnoOL.—Very interesting
exercises took place at the High School Saturday morning. The exercises consisted of music,
declamations, reading of themes, dialogues,
and the reading of the class paperu called the
Constellation. The chief feature was the dia-

The people on Elm street were regaled with
the sight of a man and woiaeu maudlin drunk,
with arms entwined about each others' necks,

logue of "The Red Chignon." The exercises
closed by the singing of the Marseillaise in the
original, by some young ladies of the First

passing along that street yesterday.
—

Class.
Launch.— Tho new bark
in

!

j

Sarmiento,

noticed

successfully launched

Saturday^ issue, was

and towed round to Central wliarf
where she will be rigged and fitted for sea.

Saturday

on

First Vice President—John W. Turner.
I'erry Village.
Second Vice President—Frank E. Dow.
The first of tlic course of the Ferry Village
Recording Secretary—Chat. C. Douglass.
Corresponding and Financial Secretary—Mel- I Association lectures was delivered Friday evevin W. Higglns.
H. Elwell of the Transcript·
Treasurer—Isaac Cobb.
j ning by Mr. Edward"A
His subject was
trip to Pompeii." "The
Executive Committee—Geo. E. Rines,Almou
L. Wormwood, Fred. A. Drinkwater, Jr.
next lecture, entitled "Bambles in Norway,"
Sergeant-at-Armes—Chas. W. Bean.
will bo given the 20th inst. by Mr. \V. W.
At the conclusion of the business meeting, ;
Thomas, Jr.
the"members, jcith the ladies who accompanied ;
them, assembled in the main hall, where a j
<:An ITjipurchnard Opinion.'-'
Then j
bounteous repast was done justice to.
The Travelers Insurance CoKPANt, aspromenading, dancing, etc., were indulged in j sets over $2,200,000, has been issuing Life and
until nearly half past eleven o'clock, at which II Endowment policies at reduced rates near" y
The occasion 1 seven
time the assemblage dispersed.
years. The following is the Hon. Elizur
was a very enjoyable one.
i Wrieht'g opinion of the Traveler!:
■

|

se, Esq., Portland·.
Dear Sib:—I think the Travelers Life and
Accident Insurauce Company of Hartford, a
safe ins #.ution and managed with great skill
Yours truly,
aud one W.y.
Elizuis Wright.
And

years ago an
from heart disease while winding
fashioned clock. The timo was

ρ
en

an

old-

minutes

before ten in the morning. Ever since
then the clock lias stopped at ten on the
It has never
anniversary of her death.
once failed in the fourteen years that have
This is one of those strange occurpeople dismiss with the remark,
"a remarkable coincidence," and seem to think
they have fully explained it. The coincidence
is the wonderful thing about it, and exactly
what needs the explanation. In the name of

passed.
rences

which

the marvelous we protest against >11 attempts
to divest such an incident of its supernatural

surroundings.
Gbibbin.—
Death of Deputy
We regret to state that Mr. Jotham R. Grlbbin died at his residence at ten o'clock SaturMarshal

member
day morning. Mr. Gribbin had been a
of the police force for a long time past, and on
account of his valuable services was appqjnted
Deputy Marshal some time during the prosent
municipal year. He was a very efficient officer,

always prompt in the discharge of his dut.v,
and in his private relations a man of irreproachable character. The funeral services will take
place at the Chestnut street church at 2 o'clock
Tuesday afternoon. Prayers from the house at
half past one.
Jumped
a
Train.—Two men who got
into the Pullman train from Boston at Newfrom

bury port, Saturday night, with the intention of
getting off at Portsmouth, mistook their destination while on the route between the last
named places, aud jumped from the train while
it was in motion. The engine was reversed and
the train ran back to where men were lying.
One had his head slightly cut and tlio other
Jay quivering on his back, ("quivering on his
back" is a good phrass. It sounds well, So we
use it, though we are not aware that he moved
to say unso much as an eyelid,) but string·
hurt.
the

We

were

gentlemen.

unable to learu th·» names

of

parties

fortunate as to have it on hand,
and iu Iredell County, the druggists eked out
their slender stocks by selling doses—a spoon
ful each—for a dollar. Many paid ten dollars
for a bottle, when tho regular price is but ojie,
and thought themselves favored at that, so
valuable are the curative properties of this
preparation, which uot only expels tho poison
from the system, but leaves the patient with
unimpaired health and. vigor.—Raleigh (N. C.)
Standard.
declO—Iw

UlgCELLANEOCH NOTICES.

Harpeb's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a weloome visitor to the parlor
eircle. The number for the ensuing week ha
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lanças
ter Hall and D. Wentwortli, 337
ner of Oak street.

Congress,

cor-

were

so

The Pcrest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the sea-

shore, from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
pure and sweet. Patients who have onoe takea
it prefer it tc all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in

never

Departure of the Scandinavian.—The
steamship Scandinavian, Capt. Ritchie, of the
Allan mail line, left this part for Liverpool at
nine oclock Saturday night, carrying 33 cabin
and 31 steerage passengers. She was delayed
coasters in the
over an hour by the swarm of

the

State became exhausted, and before a supply
could be received from I.o-n-c'i, tne suffering
from chills and fover became fearful. A few

valued at their true worth. He was 72 years
The funeral services will take place
from his late residence, No, 8 Casco street, at
half past one o'clock Tmsday afternoon.

Drunkenness was fearfully prevalent yesterday. A young and well-dressed woman, with
bonnet crushed to a shapeless mass and shawl

Superstitious.—Fourteen
aged lady of this cit 7 fell dead

Feveh epidemic of last month
the stock of Ayer's Ague Cure in the old North

of age.

errand boy.
Rev. W. H. Murray of Adirondack fame,was
in town Saturday.

Food for the

Dubivu

of three years duration. Mr. Bonney was
in the city, having
one of the oldest printers
begun lye apprenticeship with Arthur Shirley.
He was one of those quiet unobtrusive men who
perform the tasks set them to do sturdily and

new

chosen:
President—Frank W. Green.

ou

ness

was em-

was

Hazard & Co., New York.
Be
sure to get the Juniper Tar
Soap, as there are
many worthless imitations made with common
tar.
novli-12w

VabAsy Bonney .—Mr. Varney Bouncy
yesterday morn ing after a lingering ill-

"What is it?" blandly inquired the
ployed.
clerk, thinking perhaps it was a baby or something of the kind. "O, my sister's all broke
out with the small pox" was the delighted reply. The firm have secured the services ofa

officers

by Caswell,

died

He received no serious injury.
"We've got somethiug new at our house"
gleefully exclaimed an errand boy one day last

Tlio
Portland Typoobaphical Union.
auoua.1 meeting of the Portland Typographical
Union was holden at the G. A. Hall Saturday
evening, and the folio wing excellent list of

lecture

ringworm, salt-rheum and other cutaneous afcured, aud the skin made soft and
smooth, by using the Juniper Tar Soap,made

close."
A collection will bo asked for the "American
and Foreign Christian Mission.

Washington

he entered the store where he

discriptivf.

Hands, face, rough skin, pimples

fections

ary in Santiago, the capital of Chili.
Rev. Dr. H. W. Scudder of Brooklyn, N. S.,
says of the lecture: "X certainly was interested in it, and I judged that my people werj by
the applause which tlioy manifested at th e

which reigned in the household.
It is not true that the sheriff has ordered a
certain insurance sign on Exchange street to
be takeu down because of the glass of ale which

as

or

Chapped

Chili will be given this evening (Monday) at
7J o'clock, at the State street chapel, by the
Rev. X. P. Gilbert, for seven years a mission-

casion to visit a deutist evplained her impeïfec-#
tion of speech to her young child by the ttatement that the doctor had pulled out all her
teeth. "Did lie pull out you tongue, too, mamma?" asked the youngster, amazed at the quiet

week

lyceum

dissases

decl6-eodlw&wlt

been taken down by the disease. We are authorized to say that there is no truth in the
report. The disease has not attained the proportions of an ■epidemic. There have been but
few deaths during the three weeks it has bien
with us, and therq^re now but seven cases iu
the city, all of which are mild.

The India Street Universalist Society fair beat the vestry of the church this evening,
and will continue all the week.

οι mis

which require treatment
injuries
externally,this liniment is everywhere regarded as the most'potent and reliable healing
agent in existence. Fjr all external injuries
or ailments of horses *nd
cattle, it is infallible.
or

have any basis in fact. Among the many reports in ciruclation Saturday was one to the
effect th^L a young man employed in a wellknown eating house in Market Square had

gins

iauy

despair

(Poetry.)

gips to-day.

λ

How Unnecessary the Anguish, many
persons undergo from rheumatism, gout, neuralgia, toothache and earache. We say unnecessary because the application of Mexican
Mustang Liniment to the affected part, or a
few drops in the ear or tooth, affords instantaneous, and what is better, permaneut relief.
For cuts, wound3, bruises, swellings and all

ed

Fore street, Saturday.
The Advcrtistr says Α.Έ. Stevens & Co., are
to have a) new store put up ion the corner
of Fore and Plum streets, to be usad as a Bonded warehouse for their own importations.
The winter term of Westbrook Seminary ba-

Monthly,

Loring, Short & Harmon and Augustus
Robiuson's, under the Falmouth Hotel;
also at the schoolbook, music and periodical
stoVe of E. C. Andrews, No. 30 Cjpntre street
and at the book and periodical depot ®f Messrs.
Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.

in lhat town, Saturday. Said pig weighed
400 pounds and was fatting for Christinas.
Saturday moruing an unknown man drove up
to the house and took the pig. The good housewife, supposing her liege lord had sent a butcher after the animal, of course made no objection
to the carrying off. When the husband return-

on

fresh Vac-

Our
Young Folks, Godcy's Lady's Book and Peterson's National Magazine for January, 1873,
have
been
received and are for sale
at
the bookstores of Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, and
Hall L. Davis, on Exchange street; and at

zen

loss of a Christmas dinnerdrove him to

receiving

Periodicals.—The Atlantic

over

Each car (we suppose)
was heavily freighted with
greenbacks.
Christmas purchases began Saturday and
the shops were crowded with customers.
The weight of the engineer on the P. S. & P.
freight train is 1!)0 pounds, of the conductor
230, and two brakemen 215 and 20U each. These
gentlemen must be the ^bampion heavy weights
of the road.

is

physicians can use them with confidence.
telegraph or mail promptly attended
Geo. W. Whittier,
decl2-3t
400 Congress street.

Hoo Stealing.—"John, John the piper's
At least it
son" has been at work in Deering.
is supposed it was John, for somebody "stole a
pig aLd away he run" from a prominent citi-

paymaster's train.

"»

Orders by
to.

on

between two womeii, Saturday
was
about the proprietorship of a
shawl.
The first train over the Boston and Maine e^
tension ran into the city Friday night.
What
made it more welcome was the fact that it was

UIVJ-UYO

lunuiiiio

Also vaccine crusts
cine, fresh from the cow.
(humanized) one remove from the animal.
Every point and crust is warranted reliable and

spring.

dispute

a

Whittier, Druggist,

yesterday afternoon, Bishop Neely officiating!
at St. Paul's Church, of which church the deceased was Reetor. The remains, encased in a
metallic casket, were consigned to a grave near
the hospital, where they will be left until

Middle street
morning. The

LUC

Dr. C. C. 1)εννέττ, Falmouth Hotel.

precludes the necessity of commenting
upon his life and character now.
The funeral services took place at four o'clock

The time lias now come for the papers to say
"the press of holiday advertisements obliges
us to cut short our usual
interesting variety of
local and general news."
The beaetiful weatlie* Saturday brought out
crowds of promenaders upon the streets.

Ul

The Legislature next January will protect our interests against the presiding clique.
The surplus is ours. Sjgn no relinquishment of
your property and rights. Sign the protest
against the revolution in rates, to be carried out
by drawing on your reserves.
Stephen English,
(Signed)
Mutual Life Policy-holder.
This attempted reduction of rates, and circulation of documents by the managers is only
another trial to continue their power. The
"proxies" of a few years ago were a success in
this direction and perhaps a sjicep-skin may
ouce moro cover the wolfish claws, but it would
seem that the evidence which we have had in
the unqualified endorsement of the whole insurance fraternity, the entire insurance press,
and papers throughout the country, both religious and secular, together with the thousands of protests entered by intelligent policy
holders of that company would be ouough to
convince a thinking mau that perhaps there
may be a possibility that one man may lie
wrong.

issue

$6000 invested funds.

MJIIUUI

albets.

ui> jaaiu η

Death of Rev. Mb. Root.—It is with deep
pain th >t we are compelled to announce the
death of the Rev. N. W. T. Root, at half past
The sketch
one o'clock, Saturday afternoon.
of Jio deceased which we published in our last

Frank.

Life I'olicy-llold-

TSnlual

Opinion of .Stephen· English.—Stephen
English, editor of the Insurance Tim"S and an
old policfr holder in the New York Mutual utters his protest against reduction of rates and
calls upon others to do likewise. He says:—
Brother policy holders, do not sign the document circulated by the managers of the Mutual
Life justifying their course. The object is to

fect gem.

Fined

To

crm.

general attention from the warmth and delicacy of the color, and the nicety of touch shown
in every detail.
It is doae in water colors by
Miss Mary Rolfe, and is by far the best thing
(and we have seen many good things from her
brush) she has yet done. The picture is a per-

on

rent for the property
House, and which involves

Muuiciiml
JUDGE

Olie Kaler.

plan.

Warning

beautiful water color called "Carrying tlio
Letter to Mamma." The figure is that of a little girl, a neicc of Bret Harte by the way,whose
face is beaming with childish delight at the
thought of the surprise she is to give her mother.
He lias also a portrait of a daughter of one of
our up town families, which will be put on exAside from the
hibition as soon as framed.
beanty of the picture as a portrait (and that is
sufficient to attract any young fellow who has
the least pretensions to taste), it will command

off.

DECEMBER TEUM,

rate

a

FOX.

oiu a

were

established custom, but if

1C14I1I

District Court·

imprisonment
jury

an

an

years.

Saturday.—Hugh Muldoon; Helling liquor
The

address
H.
to

an

thought, abounding in chaste and appropriate
illustrations, clothed in elegant language,drawing tears from many eyes by the touching appeal to the sympathies. The collection amounted to $171.3-3, the largest received for savera!

Arcaua Dçamatie Club—East Lynue.
Call at Rand & Tliomes*.
Warning to Life Insurance Policy Holders,
lteductio ad Absurdum.
Small Pox—Chardin's Di3cnfoetont.

JUDGE

to

energy with which the citizens began the rebuilding of the new city upon the ashes of the
old. Out of these illustrations he evolved the
principle of "education in benevolence taught
by adversity." We shall not attempt to givi^
It »as a fineven an outline of the address.
ished anil beautiful produciion, vigorous in

Lost—Key.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

BEF IBE

listen

Mr. Clifford spoke entirely without notes,
anil held the audience in the closest attention
for nearly au hour. He begau by a reference
He drew a graphic
to the terrible fire of '06.
picture of the|condition of depression which
He depicted the
followed that devastation.

I^£W Advcriiaemmt» To-Day.

U. β.

to

the rich treat presented last evening is a sample of that which the society intends to serve
us with upon futare similar occasions, we say
by all means continue the innovation.

of J. S. Carter.

Watorville,

present

objects of the society, from Wm,
Clifford, Esq., of this eity. Fora layman
occupy the pulpit upon such an occasion is

the city.
At Bidilef>i\l, of Pillsbury.
At Sacj of L, Ho'lgdon.
At
At

was

upon the

May bo obtainel at the Periodical Depots of Fes& Co.1
senden
Marquis, Robinson, Brmell HenderAndrews. Weui wori li, Glendenning, Moses,
son, and G.iis.i >liu Bi\>s., on all trains that run out

RBDrcxio ad ABsrnnUM. —The learn^l actuary of the Mutual Life, in his remarkable letter to the astute President of that company,
after detailing his plan, under which reversionsionary dividends are to be given—but no use
made of them, while they were to be assessable
to meet deficits and so on, and s on—goes on
tu say, that "the company will, by this most
desirable plan, have within its control » large
fund which it may resort to in time of trouble,
should trouble come to it, while it will avoid
the objectionable measure of keeping on liaud
If Mr. BarleH
a large
undivided surplus."
instead of au actuary, and the
were a cook
thing before us wore an urn of coffee instead of
a paragraph, we should insist upon his introducing something to clarify 1*1- The only possible thing a company can have "within its
control," in the shape of a large fund, is the
The reserves, and every
undivided surplus.
other dollar of assets in the company's hands,
stand directly over against corresponding liabilities, leaving the undivided surplus the solitary fund within the control of the company;
aud this it proposes to get rid of! This learned
gentleman says the company will have within
its control a large fund to which it may resort.
Either this is a very alarming statement, or
else it is a very meaningless one; because, if
it means anything, it means that the company
not represented'in the undivided surplus, for
the means with which to carry out its new low-

Ρ

market.

novl4-12w

Winter's Death Warrants are neglected
oonghs and colds. Thousands die at this sea-

simply because they permit

these ailmentto take their fatal course instead of caring them
promptly, as they always might do, with Halt's
son

on tits charge of forglns the
oi W'orthbe.v, Knauser & Co. of Middlel obtaining 3135 from the Charter < >ak
Hank. Taylor was taken to Connecticut.
The Fifth Arruuc Fire.
The Fire Marsha! says that the fire in Fifth
Avenue Hotel originated in Mary Graves r.i.mi
and was carried by the elevator to the doraiatory.occupied by the scrubbers, who were suffocated before burned, as the 'lames had to burn
from the lia)l-way through the partition walls,
occupying fifteen or twenty minutes.
Various matters.
The Daily Standard will be revived to-morrow as a Sunday sheet.
The 5th Avenue lire investigation was continued to-day. No new facts were developed.
Vice President Colfanin still in town.
John F. Kenneth, the landscape painter,died
this afternoon.
Orders have been received by the commandant of the Brooklyn navy yard to fit out tlio
store ships supply and guard, to receive such
goods as the American exhibitors may desiro
to send to the Vienna exposition.
The Cincinnati express train going West on
the Erie Railroad was thrown from the track
Fortunately no
yesterday at Basket Station.
on

Saturday,

iUËÎBOROLOKICÂL.
Probabilities—In the Middle and Eastern
Stui s northwesterly and northerly winds, clear
weatlier and lower temperature; southwesterly
to s jutheasterly winds and partially cloudy
I
w.nther will prevail and extend over tin? upper
I lakes, and*to-raorrow to the Ohio Valley and
ι Tennessee. Γη the (Juif and South Atlantic
1
States, southwesterly and northwesterly winds,
cloudy hut clearing weather with occasional
light vain to-night, high pressure and slightly
reduced temperatures in the lower lakes and
Canadian region, northwesterly winds, partly
cloudy and clearing weather Mgher barometers
and slightly decreased temperatures. Warning situais contiuua in Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester and Oswego.

uame

one was

seducer.

Commodore Vanderbilt lias abandoned for
the present, at least, his underground railroad
through this city, and it is said will apply to
the next Legislature for permission to extend
the road to the Battery, where he expects to
obtain from the city a large tract of land
whereon to build depots and wharehouses.

WASHINGTON.
The Credit Mobilier Investigation.
New York, Dec 14.—The Tribune*» Washington special nays that Col. McComb's testimony before the Credit Mobilier Committee
yesterday is of a startling character, an l mscte
a profound sensation.
Sumner* Battle Flay; Revolution.
Λ Washington despatch says that Gen. Logan is preparing to reply to Sir. Sumner's battle flag resolution.
To Suppress Obaccue Literature.
At a meeting last night of Senators and Con
eressmen it was decided to put through a bill
for suppressing obscene literature.
JVIarahnl of the Supreme Court*
Washington, Dec. 14.— John J. Nicolay of
Illinois, President Lincoln's private secretary,
was to-day chosen by the judges of
the U. S.
Supreme Court, as Marshal of that body, in
of
Col.
Parions
place
resigned.
Treasury Balance*.
Washington, Dec. 14.—Balance* in Trc»«ury: Currency, S5 -'S3,445; coin £70,058,561); coin
certificates, ΐ5Ηΐ,74(ί,000; special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

deposit, $2G,S65,000.

Caldwell'* Cane.
The case of Senator Caldwell of Kansas,
with bribery, was taken up to-dav by
charged
the Senate Committee on Privileges and Elec
tious. It was tonnd impossible to disposa of it
during holiday recess or by a sub committee
visiting Kansas, and the examination of the
witnesses will begin before the whole committee Jan. 10th.
A Compound Counterfeit.
There was received Friday at the Treasury a
note purporting to be a U. S. legal tender note
of the denomination of $500.
It is composed
of parts of different genuine notes of different
denominations. The centre is a part of a $100
note with the one taken out in the centre and
upper border, and a five neatly inserted.
The
left hand lower end contains the portrait of
Andrew Jackson, taken from a S3 note; the
right hand lower end a vignette from a $10.
The scroll work containing the figures $500,
has been taken from a national bank note. The
back of the note is from a $10 U. S. note, the
$10 baviug been cut out and replaced by the
ovals from the back of a $.5.
Although tkis
note is not calculated to deceive bankers aud
brokers, it would be roadily taken bv those not
aconstomed to handling
as the engravings are all genuine. In its general appearance
it has no resemblance to the note of the
denomination of which its purports to be a
Senator

^ibney

genu'neissue.
The V^iited

State* nud

Washington,

8pani*h Coimuitt-

*ion.
Dec. 11—The

United States

and Spanish Commission to adjust claims of
the American Citizens on account of damages
sustained iu Cuba during the presenLrebellion,
have not yet made any awards, about 100
claims have been tiled. There has been difficulty about taking testimony in the island, but
as a remedy it is proposed
by our Government
to unite with Spain iu appointing a joint committee for that purpose.
Cotton Claim*.
xwuerb »uu

i^ougiass, sons ot trie
late Senator Douglass, have prepared and will
to
present
Congress on Monday a claim for
«ord -trctier
$250,000 for their private
and appropriated .in
p^.pcrtj taKen, used
in
a
March,*1863,
Mississippi, by portion of the
army of the United Stares.
Interior Department.
The sub-commission on
appropriation have
been examining into the affairs of the Departmentmeut of the Interior with a view to its re-

organization.

otepnen

ά.

Mr. C'olfnx.

Vice-President Colfax returned from New
York this

morning. He says, in answer
numerous inquiries, that his visit was more

to
to

relatives and friends than on business and that
in regard to the Tribune editorship, it remains
a subject of conversation, but that
nothing has
been decided as yet on the side.
The Electoral Vote.
All the lists of the electoral colleges of State
excepting three have been sent to the President
of the Senate by mail, though not more than
one-third of the entire lists required by law to
be delivered to him by messenger have yet been
received.
Louisiana sends lists from two different electoral colleges. The two houses of Congre-s in
joint convention will decide whi li shall be
counted on the second Wednesday in February.
^

THE LOUISIANA THOU RLE.

doubt that it will be one of the best
tainments of the season.

no

Call at

Band

&

Goods.
Small

enter-

Thomes's for Holidaydecl6-2

Pox.—Daring

tlie

prevalence

of this

dreadful disease each one should take every
precaution to protect themselves from contagion. This is best accomplished by the use of
Disinfectant.—
"Chardain's Aromatic
Hinds, under Preble House, has a fresh
supply, and is prepared to furnish the many
who were

disappointed

on

Saturday night,

Elmwood and all other best
Burleigh's, 89 Middle Street.
The

cheapest

and best Paint in the

wo

Id,

the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland,

at

is
tf

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods for Christ89 Middle
mas presents, cheap at Burleigh's,
Street.
All kinds Clothing for Men and
Burleigh's, 89 Middle Street.

Boys

at

Save your buildings by painting them be
fore winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portlaud,
tf

y2

United States 5-20's 1&65,
United States 3-20'» 1SG7
United States 5-20's If 68
UuiteU States 5'*, now
United States

Currency 6V

1133

1134
115jf

"Bread

U6|
Ill

....109|
112j

iflarkeiM.*
New York, Dec. 14—5 P. M.—Ashes quiet at 8 25
for pots. Cotton steadv and price*
; sales
unchanged
1557 bales at 19Jc for Middling uplands.
Flour—receipts 7519 bbls ; Flour is very dull and in buyers favor; sales 78,0(H) bbls at 5 90 @ 6 30 for superfine
Western and State; 7 10@ 7 83 for good to choice do;
7 95 @ 8 65 for common to choice White Wheat Western extra; 7 00 @ 9 25 for common to good extra
Ohio;
7 10 @ 11 00 common to choice extra St. Louis; market closing dull. Southern Flour quiet and steady;
sales 550 bbls at 7 10 @ 9 15 for common to fair extra;
9 25 @ 12 00 for good t-j choice do. Rye Flour quiet :
sales .'000 bbls at 4 80 @ 6 £0. Corn Meal quiet and
unchanged; sales 200U bbls. Whiskey quiet and a
shade tinner; sales 100 bbls at 9Sc. Grain—receipts
of Wheat 81,486 bush; Wheat a shade fiuner and in
very moderate demand; we quote sales *1,000 Iush
at 1 64 for No 1 Milwaukee Spring, 1 57 @ 1 58 for No
2 do; 1 52 for Western do; 1 85 for Amber Western;
2 00 @ 2 02J for White do. Rye scarce and firm. Barley dull. Barley Malt is quiet.· Corn—recoipts 256.000
DouacKtic

Paris, Dec. 14.—In tha Assembly to-day, if.
Duval asserted that the petitions which were
boin? brought forward for the dissolution of the
Assembly were irregularly signed and evidently the work of agitators.
M. Gambetta denied this assertion.
He said
that tha country had given successive and significant manifestations of its dissent from the
policy of the Assembly by returning republican
candidates in 'most of the recent elections,
wherein Republicans had been sccccssful over
Monarchists, even in the ancestral district· of
the latter.
The crisis through which the government had just passed rendered the people's
for
desire
the
dissolution of the Assembly unij
! versal and invincible.
H would refute these
j calumnies upou his party. He defied the monarchists to establish a monarchy, and claims
,j that neither would a king accept nor the people
ratify.. Here M. Gambetta was passionately
! interrupted from the Right by M. Dandrilfret,
aud Casquier followed with a speech attacking
He declared that the horrors of
the radicals.
the rule of the Commune in Paris were the
of
fruits
the application of their principle* of
government. The debate was adjourned, to be
resumed at y o'clock this eveniif;.
The Jesuit» to bo
Mupprcmrd.^
The Committee of the
Rome, Dec. 15.
i Chamber of
Deputies, who have under consideration the religious corporation bill, at their
! sitting yesterday adopted a resolution declaring
j the suppression of the Society of Jesus, includi ing the chief establishment of the order in
1
Rome, to he imperatively demanded by the inThe announcement of
terests of the nation.
this action was received by the liberal deputies
with eulbusiastic applause.
:
Pakis, Dec. 13.—The sitting of the Assembly
I
was resumed last night at 9 o'clock.
Minister Dufanre addressed the house in fa;
vor of rejecting the petitions for dissolution.
He spoke ironically of M. Gambetta, whose
speeches he said wore tho cause of the present
needless agitation.
Speeches followed from memliers of all the
parties. The debate was one of the most violent and exciting which has taken place in the
•Assembly and lasted until one o'clock this
j morning," when the cliamljer by a vote of 401» to
201 rejected the petitions and passed to the
order of the day.
President Thiers was not present during the
debate, either in tho afternoon or evening. Before adjourning, the Assembly adopted a rnso-

St.

Stephen Christinas

Swedenborgian

(

in all the communes of France. A similar resolution with regard to the speeches of the radical deputies was voted down.
The monarchist
journals are greatly pleased with the stand
GPfee raaical press
taken bv Minister Dut***·^·
Liiaiucimi a tone of indifference and declare that
they will continue the agitation for dissolution.
Central and ftoulh American New·.
New Ytrk, Dec. 15.—Panama advices to the
4tli inst. say that all hope of the lafety of the I
missing boatof the wrecked stea mer Gautemala
is abandoned.
A movement istogaiu on foot for the consolidation of the Central American republics.
It
is proposed to have a government similar to the
United States.
•
The volcano of Santa Anna in St. Salvator is
active. Much damage to the coffee crop is
feared.
The coffee crop of Gantemala is excellent.
There was a severe shock of earthquake on
November 12th, at Valpairaso.
There was no
serious damage.
The Chilian elections are anxiously waited
for.
Rich gold mines have been discovered at
Sebu.in the south of Chili.
Capt. Phinney of the American bark Corea
was murdered iiov. 10, by one
of his sailors
while ashore at Mallendo.
The White Star steamer Republic, from Liverpool, reached Callao Nov. 27th.
The actiou of the Japanese authorities in the
matter of tbe coolie ship Maria Luz has created
great excitement and indignation in Peru.
The iron clad Indepeucia will leave immediately for Chiaa and Japan, and the corvette
Union, now repairing in England, has been
ordered to the same destination.
The ministers of Peru at the courts of Yeddo
and Pekin, have been forwarded ample instructions on the points in question.
Varie·» flattera.
Halifax, Dec. 14.—There was a heavy southeast gale with snow at Cow Bay, C. B., yesterday. The breakwater was badly damaged.
A bark, three brigaatines and a schooner were
also damaged. Several will prove wrecks.
Messrs. McDou»all, Gray & Co. of CharI lottetown suspended yesterday, their liabilities

HOLIDAYS,
Ι-Ν

DEC.

o'clock, P. M.
Terms, Three dollars for the

Importers

these goods,

of twelve les-

PAIÏISH

SECOND

FAIR

&

J. S. BAILEY Α ΓΟμ

tf

Commission Merchants,

FESTIVAL·

—ΑΓ

—and—

AUCTIONEERS

THE—

CITY HALL.

PI0.9d KXCHAHOE RTRELr.

Ne*t below Merchants* Exchange.
The Ladies and Gentlemen of the 2·! Parish having !
completed their arrangements will hold a FAIR at j
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. ΛΥ. PAKKER.
the City Hall on the 20th and 2lst inst., during the
References—Messrs. H. J. Libhy & c^., ami Hon
afternoon aud eveuing of each
A large variety i
day.
P.
Charles
Kimb.il
r.irl
tit
1.
Me.;
Ltnatd
of useful and Fancy Articles have been prepared, and
& Co.t aud Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt
visitors will have a goo 1 opportunity to purchase
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for their children and
friends.
ICE CRA"EAM and a variety of other Refresh- ί
mente for sale. Also, Flowers, &Cln connection with the Fair there will bo on each
evening a Pleasing Entertainment.
On Friday evening, 20th inst., will bo presented the
The special attention of purchasers of
amusing exhibition of

BLANK

Fancy

Zouave

■Lkec£.vaA1*«h-

commence

at 8

h in vite J to ray stock which is one of the largost in
the State, comprising all the different size» and
of binding. Having had many years of experience,
and employing the best workmen in every department I reel confident of giviug satisfaction in every

care

style#

Drill

by four members of the Portland Cadets. Tbis Drill
will comprise nearly all the movements of the Boston
Champion Zouave, and is said to »uri»ass anything of
'the kind ever exhibited in the Stale.
Afternoon admission free. Evening admission to
tho Fair and Entertainment—Adults 25 cents, C'hildren 15 cents.
"

ËxTiioiDi'm.s

respect.

BLANK BOOKS
,

Tar.

decl3«odlw&wlt

BY TELEGRAPH.

comities,

door.:

o'clock.

;

MESSIAH!"

"THE

Cities,

Banks,

This Grand Oratorio of Hindel'? will be présenté i

public by

the

—

HAYDN ASSOCIATION

well

as

all

others,

OS

—

Railroads»

MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 30,
The Performers

Grand

.

Chorus

comprise

of

a

Voices,

200

Mills and

|

Corporations

The Germania Orchestra,
A

new

and tho following talent

invoice of

FICHgS,
all the

in

DESIRABLE

as

soloists :

—

KID

of Every Kind

Mpi. H. HT. WETHEKBER, Soprano,
Mm. IfABEL BIKMI4H Soprano,
Mr·. FLORA. E. RABBV, Contralto,
Mr. 8. THUBS J O> Tenore,

on
as

C

SHADES !

m <luc tor,

Blank Books

Mr, Hermann Kotzochinar.

Please Call anl Examine before Pur-

chasing·

HALL L. DAVIS,

HOLIDAY

\o. i»3

DAY!

CLOUDS,

Handkerchiefs, Boxes,

ASTRACHAN

Collars,
"Lace Sleeves,

CONEY

Jewelry,

Slippers,

—

MUFFS

j

FOB

WJM. £.
I

!

—

Ladies'

BOTTOM

B.

FANCY GOODS
DAVIS

A very Great

&

Hardin,

I

Pnick, Phillips

PRICES !

and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual stock of Home made, will ftirni*h excellent
opportunity for selection. Terms satisfactory. Call
and

LOWELL,
301 Congress Street
dec 14

FANCY UOODS AM) TOYS
AT

CO.,

CHRISTMAS
exclusively,

w«

offer at New \

ork

prices.

Ol KxeBiasisre St.
I

nev21deotlwtrlee25

w

17

~b. g. ΌΓ

PAVSON,

A

Singing School under the auspices

of

the

CADET GLEE ( LI B
Will
ni
,

PORTLAND.

commence Tuesilav
dit at ARCANA HALL.
The eourse ('JO less >ns) will be for the
jm j>o>e of
thoroughly learning the rudiments of music,under the

instruction of Mr. Fitch.
Tickets. admraittlug gentleman and lady. $5; single tickets, gentlemar, $1, lady $2.
ifcclgtf

HA WES & CRAOIIH!

The t'ttnal \ution:il Bunk.

—

INSTRUMENTS

which

Chas. Day, Jr.. & Co.,

Yinceiyicts

Street,

WOODS,

(which is larger than ever.) and h η v« taken £™ms
over our store for WHOLE^ALI Έ BAOK

LET.

Exchange

WHOLESALE.
4S

We have just received direct from the Imiiorters and
Manufacturers*, our stock of

CONGRESS HALL

32

seo

ABiVER

BONDS.

H. M.

Λ Co.,

l'errcganx, liorcl <V Courvoiasicr,

BUTLEE.

—

Variety

I Jiii'gciiMeii,

NO. 10 CLAPP'S BLOCK.

TO

Rxcbansc St.

Watches Suited to the Season

154 MIDDLE STREET.

—

67

WATCHES!

—

Furnishing !

SALI BY

WOOD, Ag't,

Sept 5-dtfls

Ε 8

I
j

BONDS.

Portlaud City
6's
Rockland City
6's
Bath City
6\
St. Louis City
6's
; Leeds & Farmington, ((fuaranteed,) β'»
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7's
Cook County, Illinois,
7's
i Clay County, Illinois,
7's
I Iowa Central, Gold,
7's
! Northern Pacific Gold,
7.30's
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
7's
I Exchange on England, Scotland and Irelaud.

commissioning

Slipper Case Patterns,

4\v

•

—

Ottomaue,

Exeliiinffc St.

dec 13

GOODS!

RECEIVED THIS

Specialty

particular.

GIOYES,

S\

a

My Bindery is used entirely for the manufacture of
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
own supervision and satisfaction guaranteed in every

—

MITTEN

hand and made to order at short notice at prices
low as can bo furnished hy any house in New Eng-

land.

Mr.f.H.McLBLLAX, Baritone,
Mr.JL.HHAW.BnMo,
Pianist, Mrs. JULIA IV. OOS9E,

!

UNDERGARMENTS,

—

Companies,

Insurance

HA.LL,
—

will he the

LOWEST

Counting ftoouis,

—AT—

OAlIi\TJLET GLOVES

-.

BOOKS!

BLAXK BOOKS

Mrs. Jarley's Wax Works.
These works have been prepared with great
and cannot fail to please.
On Saturday evening there will be a

Washington, Dec. 14.—President Grant reTickets of admission 75 cts., for sale at Hawes &
eeeived to-day by telegraph a copy of the memorial of the citizens' committee of New OrCragiu's, Ira C. Stockbri igo's, and Abner Lowell's.
ALSO
Tlie sale oi reserved seats at $1.00 each, will com! leans, setting forth their grievance. This me-"
ment at 1. C. Stockbridge's on Thursday, Dec. 19.
morial was soon after placed in the hands of
Doors oi*n at 6J; Perfoimance commence at 7J.
Attorney General Williams. Information that
decl6dtd
U*e committee will start for Washington, probably to-day, was also received, but judging from
what was st»d this morning by Attorney GeneI ral Williams, their mission will bo futile as the
MATTERS IN MAINE.
general government is inflexibly fast in derterI
mination to support Pinchback for the State
government.
The department of justice has
Sew 8bip.
closely investigated all the facets ill the case, I being $40,000.
Belfast, Dec. 14.—Cleared, ship McNear and is satisfied with the course which has been
MINOR TELEHBAJH.
(new) of Boston, 1308 tons, J. E. Scott, Savan- officially taken here by the administration.
The steamer ashore at Smith's Point was the
Gen. Emery last night telegraphed the PresiI William Kennedy. She was got off without
nah and New Orleans with 2100 bale» of hay.
dent that danger of collision existed between
MERINO
the police and militia, and asked for instruc- i damage.
Johfi Miller and M. Guyort were killed iu
tions. A reply was sent at a late hour instructMASSACHUSETTS.
City Saturday by the collision of a team
ing him in effect not to take sides with either Iι Jersey
BREAKFAST SHAWLS,
with a locomotive.
party.
A meeting was held in Melbourne last FriLom of u Brig.
New Orleans, Deo. 14.—Gen. W. H. Smith
to
the
Coolie trade.
day night protest against
Boston, Dac. 14.—Brig Meteor, stranded at
of the U. S. Army, with LieuU. Hay» and
At Lexington, N. C., Friday Thomas JohnKing
In the great variety of articles, too numerous to menScituate, went ashoro in" consequence of mis- of Gen. Emory's stuff, this
went to
a negro,was hanged for the perpetration of
morning
son,
tion, is a fine line of
taking a light in a house on shore. .She bilged the State Arsenal, which wai held by the mili- a horrible outrage on an aged white lady.
in fifteen minutes after striking, and at
hiçh tia, and stated that they had instructions from
A friend of the late' Edwin Forest says that
water is completely coveted.
The cargo will
Washington to take charge. The militia at he left all of his estate for the purpose of foundhave to be taken out by divera. The crew were
once surrendered the property and evacuated
ing an actor's home in Philadelphia.
"rescued by a life boat, badly frost bitten.
Tho
the premises, the officers of the militia retainThe line residence of Mr. James McMahou
cargo is consigned to Philo S Shelton & Co.,
their side-arms which are personal propering
in Avondale. a suburb of Cin»innati, was totalLace
of this city, aud is insured at the Atlantic offleo
ty.
destroyed by tire Friday. Loss §200,000.
A-XD^—
ly
New York.
The Board of Managers of the Mechanics'
•
Marin:; disasters attended with loss of life
Small Pox—Crimp.
Institute Legislature to-dav submitted the arto
continue
|m repo ted from London.
The deaths in Boston the past week were 188;
ticles of impeachment against Gov. Warmoth.
The funeral of eight of the Fifth Avenue
from small pox 51.
The following is a synopsis:
Hotel victims took place Saturday.
ffm. H. Wadleigh, for robbing the Mer1st.
The unconstitutional and unlawful
The steamship Columbia, running betweeu
chants' National Bank of Boston while its disejectment of Geo. E. Dover from the office of
Havana and New York, reports that she had to
count clerk, has been sentenced to five years
MUCH
Secretary of State.
throw overboard a part of her deck load on her m
imprisonment in Dedham jail.
2d. The re-appointment of the collector of
last voyage to New York"
liin· of a flurknpnrl Vessel
the Parish of Tonjapahoe, John Evans, who
Four hundred and sew îty-oue horses have
had been ejected from the same office by the
died in Cincinnati from the epizootic during the
UNDER REGULAR PRICES.
Bostox, Dec. IS.—The schooner H. WhitWall Pockets
Senate,
ney, from Fernandina, reports on tho 13th inst.,
past four weeks.
3d. The
of Ogden as Attoroff Cape Ann, fifty miles distant^aw a schoonThe postmaster and assistant postmaster of
er dismasted aud abandoned,
Harper as Sheriff and Elmore as Bolton, Miss., have been arrested on a charge of
supposed her to ney General,
—ANDJudge of the Eighth District Court, when no robbing the mails.
bo the Clara Ν >rtou of Bucksport, Me.
The
lejal returns had been made by legal returning
name was partly gone.
About two o'clock Saturday morning afire
officers, and conspiring with them to forcibly
'1'he Old South.
broke out itig Chcsterville, S. C., and half the
Β A. B> I
illegally put out of office Judge Dibble of the business* portiou
ι
A vote has been taken by the Old S >uth
of the town was destroyed.
District
Eighth
alst>
Couit;
commissioning
Church pew proprietors, which resulted 28 to
Loss $".0,000.
other jud ges into office when no
returns
22 in favor of
The Secretary of the Navy lectures the Anleasing tho building for a post had been made bv legal returning legal
officers.
Tlits vote indicates the final disposition
i office.
together with a
apolis middies on their recent demonstrations
4th.—The offering of a bribe of §30,000 and
of the matter, although another vote is to be
the colored cadet, which he denounces
against
the
ion
of
please call and examine our goods.
dispensai
to
Lieut.
Gov.
! taken Friday next.
patronage
as insubordination and
1
indicating lack of manPinchbeck, if ho would organize the Senate to liness and too much of cowardice.
Perfect Assortment
suit the purpose of the acuused, aud
procuring
The disciplinary court of Berlin has decided
NEW YORK.
fraudulent registration at the last election in
that it is incompetent to try the case of tbe
different parts of tho State.
OP
bishop, who was arraigned for inciting chap5th. Offering to I!· H. Catlin, State Superlains to disobey the orders of the Minister of
The Mayor's Denial.
viser of Elections, in the Parish of St. Charles,
War.
a bribe in the
New York, Dcc. 14.—Mayor Hall asserts to
shape of the State Tax CollectorViscountess
wife of Benjamin
a Sun reporter that
he appointed Delatield
ship, if he would make a fraudulent return nf Disralir, died atBeaconsfiled,
noon Sunday.
Sm th corporation counsel without the latter's
election in said Parish,
The U. S troops at Little Rock have bêen or6th. Exercising the functions of Governor dered to New
knowledge or suspicion, because the vacancy
Orleans.
had to be filled immediately, and denies th it
after he was notified that he was impeached in
The police station of Lowell was very nearly
there is any combination or conspiracy to forederiliction of respect to the Tîeneral Assembly,
AND
'
relieved of its inmates by a hack way Saturday
stall Havemeyer in the appointment.
Λ..
and putting the peace of the State in jeopardy.
The officers objected.
night.
dec13
if
The
Board
the
reserve
The Mau«l JVIorriU Case.
right to reply to the
Conductor Kempton of the express train
Governor's
aud
offer
and
inanswer,
ι"
urn 11
testimony
n
from Boston to CoacordJ Ν. H., is dangerously
H-1 υ 11lue UUSOUer implies
troduce additional articles.
that Blcakley, instead of endeavoring to reform
ill at Stouehain, Ν. H.
The bill authorizing the is-mal of warrants to
his Maud Merrill, whom h« murdered, habituthe amount of
to defray the expenses
ually persecuted and blackmailed her, and that of the General §75,000,
Portland
e's
arc always to bo foirad at
ΓΙ FASCIAL A NO COMMERCIAL.
Assembly, was passed.
she was in mortal terror of him, frequently
Senator Kellogg'» friends contradict the re------ 6'»
Bangor
herself
for
fear he would kill her
locking
up
port telegraphed hence to special corresponwhen under the influence of rum.
Ratli
6's
i dents, that his life lirs been threatened" and
Forcis» Exporl*.
The Filth Atciicc Horror.
that lie does uot go upon the street unattended.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Scandinavian
8's
23,530
Dayton Ohio
bush wheat, 2201 bbl» flour, 513 do apples, 10,000 lbs
The proprietors of the Fifth Avenue Hotel
Columbus "
R's
pork, 25,800 do beef, 12.006 pearlash, 2000 do tongues.
card
a
that
have
taken
publish
stating
they
ISoikr KxplOHÏOïi and Ijom of Eiife*
79,290 do cheese, 103,436 do bacon, 70,400 do butter,
Cook County
re
care of the sufferers by the fire, and deprecate
St. Louis, Deo. 15.—On Friday morning tho
102,720 do eotton, 470 gals spirit·, 1 lihd grease, 68
the newspaper comments ponding the investiCincinnati
cases
î's
deeI4
boiler in Wough's saw mill, on Black river,
lw
machinery, ll pkgs mdse.
in
now
progress.
gation
MATANZAS. Bark Andes—1886 shooks and heads,
Leeds Λ. Fnrmington Κ Κ. ft's
Wayne county. Mo. exploded with tcrriflo 1696
box ahooks, 376 bbls potatoes, 1450 hoopi, 43 gals
The Itulian Emigrants.
force. The mill was blown to atoms and pieces
!
Portland Λ Koehester R. R.
gasoline.
î's
of the boiler hurled to a great distance, i'ras;Some of the lately arrived Italian emigrants
CARDENAS. Schr R F Hart—8508 box shook·».
H nine Central ft. H .--old
î's
HALIFAX. NS. SteainerCarlotta—780 bbls Hour,
appeared on Broadway to day and presented a monts were found nearly one-fourth of a mile
200 do oatmeal, 650 bush malt, 16,240 lbs butter, 15,690
most miserable spsctacle.
Central Railroad of Iowa, Gold 7's
They were almost from the mill, and what was left of the J>i>iler do
was rolled out Hat.
Four of the employees
destitute of clothing and looked starved. The
tobacco, lot mdsc.
Chicago, Danville &
FOB
city authorities are somewhat alarmed at the were killed anil three dangerously wounded.
Foreign Import*.
The cloggin:» of the boiler flues with mud is
R. R.Ciold
arrival of ho many of then), and it is hoped
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—16 casks Iamb
7'8
that the officials at Washington will take steps
Parties, Concerts, Lectures &c.
supposed to have been the cause of the explo- skins, 4 bbls cranberries, to John Porteous.
Northern
Pacific IS. R., Ciohl 7-30'*
to prevent a further immigration of such a na- ! sion.
CHEVEKIC, NB. Sell Fowler—100 tons plaster to
order.
ture. The Italian Consul of this city states
Having been recently refurnished and fitted np with
FOB SALE BY
»
An I'nknowii Nchooncr Cnp*lzrd.
that all of them have passports of the governall modern improvements.
Kcccipln
Railroads
unci
ment. There arc no brigands among them.
by
Steamboats.
Pobtsmouth, Deo. 14.—The British brig H.
Apply to
Steamer Chesapeake, from New York.—146
Partial Prohibition.
S. Wost arrived at this ρ rt to-day from Linbales rags, 15 do
5 do cotton, 700 bbls flour,
domestics,
that
C. B. SAUNDERS,
miles
off
gan,
Dec.
Mports
twenty-five
14.—The
Tennessee code
Cape 100 do
Namivili.e,
150 do sugar, 52 do glue, 54 do comAnn, on the 9th inst., saw an unknown missaryglassware,
stores. 61 do cement 110 do rosin, 42 bags
253 CONGBKSS STREET.
j prohibits the sale of spiritous liquors on Sun- schooner
in
which
trying to aaproach the brig 375 boxes tin plate, 100 do window glas*, 75 do soap,
day. Under this law many Nashville beer sell- I
dc!3
100 do tobacco, 25 do hardware, 20 do
yUNDER H^LL.)
If
ers were indicted and fined by
the criminal I was capsized and lost her soars and decki.—
drugs, 12 crates
Four men were S30a ou liar floating dock for a
sewing machines, 82 bdls aim vnacs, 50 do sieves, 8 do
,,,ι»
court of this couuty.
rttf
non
chair
6
20
casks
frames, sets chair springs,
bleaching
while, but owiDg to the heavy gale could renΛ Back Down.
powders, 5 do copper, 10 do glassware, 100 hf chests
der
no assistance.
The National Traders Bank.
It is officially announced that the Mu'ual I
tea, 20 rolls leather, 2 pianos, 290 pkgs sundries.
r=HAVB
UK Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
Life Insurance Company hue abandoned for the
The Alabama Trouble Over.
of Portland, trc hereby nojlrted that their annu3ft on ton StocH liivt.
present the plan of reduced premiums whi"il
MUSICAL
al
Dec.
14.
will be held at their Banking Reoin. on
—Both
the
Montgomery,
meeting
caused such a commotion in Insurance circles.
legisla[Sales
at
the
Broker's
Dec.
14.1
Board,
all
Music
of
kinds,
tures of the Capitol and Court House h.ivo
TUESDAY, tbo Hth, <!av of January next, at 3
Bonks, Folios, an! Sheet Mmic
Maine State6's
a large variety for Sauta Clau» to
of
Forger Arrested.
t> choose five Directors lor the ensuing
P.
o'clock
M.,
deal
out
to
the
99^
In llio
agreed
compromise suggested by AttorBosttrn & Maine Railroad!
Holedavs at
128
rear, and to act on any other business that may
Frederick Taylor (al as J. G. Viall) of Midney General Williams. They will nv?et TuesBoston and Maine Railroad"
them.
before
come
legally
•
îï K1IDDLE STREE T.
J
127§
dletown, Conn., was arrested at Orango, N. J., day next at nooit.
Eastern Railroad
EDWARD GOt'LD, Cashier.
104
de 12
lmo
Port land, Dec. 13th, 1872.
lino

tfoney of Horehound and

6t

ON

ISlh,

dol2

PRICES

as

de-

SATURDAY, Doc 21st, at 10 a. m.. we shall
sell at Knight's saloon on Union St., 1 counter,
saloon and other tables, candy jar-, water tanks,
tobacce case, window curtains, dining room chairs,
scales, glas* and crockery ware, cutlory, silver plated
ware. Alott's patent cooking range, oyster range.·', refrigerator, copper hot water tank, gas fixtures, &c.
F. O. aîAûifiV A CO., Auctioneers.
decl6
td

the

îd&^All the fashionable Dances will be taught.

CITY

on

Ordwav,

J.

sons.

andj Manufacturers !

OUR

George

II. M. BKAltCE, Administrator.
BAVM1Y & CO., Auctioneer»·.

comn#iico a

at 3

to the
THE

estate of

Stoves,

Saloon rnruitiiiv ami 1-ixtiifM at
Auction.

HALL!

course

Glass Ware,

!

WED.\EMI)1Y AFTER.\00.\.

~PΤΤΈί C Η AHB Ε Γ>
OP

Crockery,
&e.,
belonging [to the

Mit. J. W. RAYMOND, will
class for the instruction of Juvenilesiu
accomx>lishment of Dancing on

GrBEAT VARIETY,

—

at

decl3

2,000

—

FRIDAY. De.·, 20lh.
10 o'clu'k A. M.,»t
OXsalesroom
of F. U. Bailey Λ <,'o. I shall sell
Furniture, Carpets, Beds, He<l«!ius,

ceased.

Dancing Academy

m.. on the
m ti e cor-

Administrators' Salt·.

LEVEE !

X< A.NCA.STER

at 3

of

F. O.

Ornamental

TO TU*

Stcveiy

JUVE!*ILE CLASS.

ARTICLES

—

Dee.

Oxford ami Elm street. Tbe h"use Is i»aintod
throughout, has 11 looms, good closet», good cementcd cellar, finished basement, shed, plenty good wau-r
and desirable for residence. Centrally situated, In a
good neighborhood, and just the loca Ion for a business man.
Unless previously disposed of at private
t>ale. Enquire of Goo. 31. Stevens on the pi nd-ee or
of the Auctioneers.
deeldtd

the Vestry of tho Church on WEDNESDAY and I
THURSDAY. Dec. 18th, and 19th.
On Wednesday Evening the u&ual variety of useful j
and fancy articles lor sale. Admission free.
On Thursday Evening a Dramatic Entertainment.
j!
Admission 25 cts. Refreshments both Evening.
del4
t20de.:·

Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Dec. IK—Wheat active and higher; extra at 1 81 ; No 1 White 1 70 Ώ 1 71 Amber
;
Michigan
1 62. Cern
steady: new Mixed 41c.
Receipts—2000 "bols flour, 50,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat.

ADAPTED

FRIDAY,
20,
o'clock, p.
ONpremises,
the good substantial house

ner

at

Raymond's

r«.

Dcsii'iible House* at Auction.

hold their annual

FA lit AKD

bush barley.
rOLBDO, Dec. 14.—Flour iu fair demand and firm.
Wheat in fuir demand and advanced; No 1 White
Michigan 1 68; Amber Michigan 167(^167}; No 1
Amber Uliuois 1 66: No 2 Rel 1 61 @ 1 65; do Jan at
1 64. Corna shade better: new high Mixed
37Jc;
low do 36} @ 37c. Oats dull and
unchanged; No 1

PABTICIIMBLY

Br J. a. BAILEY Ac CO., Audio.i<

Tho Ladies of the

Shipments—9000 bbls flour, 21,000 bush wheat, 2,000 bush corn, 1,000 bush oats, 1000 bush
rye, 12,000

and

Paiutiug" ami I'r.iuifx *o!tl together.
N. 15.—Catalogues may !>o ha l at the hi>»rcs.
cu:0. W. PÀBKBK, Aiiriioii'.'cr.
declGdti

Entertainment at Stevens' Plains.

pounds

Useful

Admission 10
deled lw

fancy

Plains,

Paintings

\

Society,

I'nivcrsnlist Society,

Oil

Τ STORE. NO. L"? EXCHANGE STREET, on
THI'BNDAY A!ÏD PBIOAV, Dec mber 10th and 20tli. Sale to connu ace a». 2} an I 7 p.
m., each day. In tkis collection may be found pictures in great variety, such
as Landscoj-e, Cattle,
Figure, Fruit and Flower Piece*, the wliolc, it i.-» t>eLcved. formiug one of the beet colltcti »ns, as well us
most pie sinj? varieties ever offered for sale in this city ;
besides affording all in want of good pictures, an opportunity to purchase, never bcR'i'e offered. The store
will be open for five exhibition, on TUESDAY MORNING, Dec. 17tb, both day and evening, until the *ι.ι«
of sale.

to offer for sale on TUESDAY AfterEvening' Ulv. 17tli, at tho Vestry of their
Clinrch on New High St., a nice assortment of useful
and
articles, to which will be added a table paiticulary for the '"Little Folks."
i37"Supper served from G to 8 o'clock.
decl4
3t·

will

European

I*. A. TOLMAN, ol Bowton.

Sale.

are prepared
noon and

1

i roK's kale
OF-

ToVttlc the estate of the late

The Ladies oftho

Chicago Dec. 14.—Flour steady. Wheat buoyant
and unsettled ; No 2 Spring at 113$ @ 1 13| on spot :
do Jan at 114 j ; Ko 3 do at 1 02 @ 1
03; rejected 93 ®
93ic. Corn steady; No 2 Mixed at 31c on
spot, aiid
3l£c Jan ; rejected at 29} @ 29£c. Oats in fair lequest
and lower ; No 2 at 24± (gj 24|e : rejected 22|c. Kye
firm and scarce; No 2 at 63c. Barlev in fair demand
and advanced; No 2 Fall at 6Uc. Pork in fair demand and firm at 11 50 on
spot. Lard in good demand at full prices at 7}c cash, an·I 7 15 @7 25 Jan.
Bulk Meals quiet; short rib middles packed 5}c.—
Green hams strong and higher; sales 16 pounds average at 7 05; 15
average at 7 50 @ 7 62; other
green meats quiet. Whiskey in fair demand and
higher at 90c.
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 65,000 bush wheat, 51,000 bush corn, 38,000 bush oats, 2000 bush
rye, 23,000
bush barley.

corn,

Fiiie

17.

doclid3t

tions. Hefershmenia as usual.
J*IA!VTA CÏjAU® at 5 o'clock.
cents.

8|c

bush oats.

—

THE

quiet

364c; No 2 at 32Jc.
Receipts—12,000 bush wheat, 18,000 bush

AnnnisTK

Ladies of St. Stephen's Parish will hold thefr
Annual Christinas Sale at the Booms of tho
Youivj Men's Christian Association, on
Tuesday pec,
17th, Afternoon and Evening.
H
They will otter to their friends a great variety
of
useful and fancy articles, suitable for Christinas ^iffR.
a
including choice seloctions of Evergreen Decora-

foijjrude

—

& CO., Auniourcr*.

AT LINCOLN HALL,

good

1

ON

shall sell at salesroom parlor suit in crimsou
rept, cost $400, whatnot, hat-tree, cliainbcr sett,
lounge, hair mattress, lî line bureaus, carpets, new
co'.)k range, new cook stove, 4 new parlor call stoves,
7 second hand do, together with a lot of other furniture, carpets, crockery and «lass ware, &c.
F. O. 11AILEV &- CO., Auiiiouccrf.
dec!4
1

ASSEMBLY

αι

sembly.

furniture, Cirpet». Stoves A:t·.
WEDNESDAY, Dee. lfcth, at 10 o.clock we

By JT. M.

δ3Γ"Ν.ο postponement.

Survey,

in
17 Vols.

Paculc
Vols., complete, fully iîluat rated.
1 Mexican Boundary, 3 Vols., finely Illustrated.
1 Jap m Kxpe lition, 3 Vols., profusely illustrated.
4 l'aria Exposition, « Vols. ea?h in full sheep -and
do tii.
deciidtd

Waters,,*

TUESDAY EVENING, DEC.

Λ. ΑΙ., at
part of

at

of
bet U. S.
tt. H. Survey, 13
an

1
1

P.J.

bush;

Corn dull and in buyers favor; sales 86,000
bush at 65$ @ 66c for steamer Western mixed; sail
67c. Oats—receipts 19,650 bush ; Oats «lull and heavy ;
sales 29,000 bush at 48
53c lor old Western Mixed
and new ; 49 @ 5L|c tor Black Western ; 51 @ 51c for
White ; 49 @ 52c for State. Eggs quiot and steady at
34 @ 35c for Western, 35 :α> 36c for State ; 35 @ 36c for
Pennsylvania; 37c for Jersey. Coal quiet at 5 00 @
6 0<) for Anthracite per ton per cargo. Hay quiet and
unchanged. Hops active and firm ; 1872 quoted at 37
@ 50c. Leather ou iet and firm; Hemlock solo, Bucuos Ayres and Rio Grande light middle and
heavy
ncigino
MWOK, VitlllVllllil -1J [V, iOJC, UHnOCO
do 27 (Φ 28Jc. Wool rather more active and without
decided change in price; Texas quoted at 37 (Φ 41c;
pulled 57£ @ 6ôc; unwashed 52£c ; California fall clip,
slightly hurry, 22 @ 27. Coffee active and firm ; sales
2000 bags Rio at 15} @ 18}c Gold. Sugar quiet; fair
to
refining quoted 9£ @ H î sales of 200 lihds
Cuba at 9i @ 9$c. Molasses dull ; sales 100 hlids Now
Orleans 60 @ 70c. Rice active at 8 @ 8£c. Petroleum
and 27 @ 27Jc for refined. Predulleat 12$c
visions—Pork ft quiet and nominal ; sales of 250 bbls
at 13 15 @ 13 75 for old and new ; prime mess 15 00.
Beef dull; sales 75 bbls at 10 00 @ 12 00 for new plain
mess ; 12 00 @ 13 60 for new extra do.
Beef Hams
steady ; sales at 33 00 for new Western. Tierce Beef
steady; sales 100 tes at 21 00 @ 22 00 for new prime
moss; 23 00 @ 25 00 .for new India do. Cut Meats
; sales 400 boxes shoulders for Jan at 5c ; middles steady; sales 300 boxes of short elear Jan at
7Jc ;
2900 boxes long and short clear. Winter months at
7 l-16cc; long clear on spot 7c. Lard weak ; sales 300
tee at H @ 8c for No 1 prime steam ; 8J for kettle rendered ; also 25,000 tes for March at 8Jc ; 250 for April
; 500 for Feb at 8ic. Butter stqgdy at 10 @ 16c for
Western; 24 @ 30c ror State. Cheese quiet at 11 @
14|c for common to prime. Naval Stores—Spirits
Turpentine dull at 58 @ 58£c. Kosin quiet at 3 75 for
■trained. Tallow is quiet; sale· 60,000 lbs aMig'g 8j[c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet and firm ; Cotton per
steam $ @ ll-l6d.

Dec.

Uth.
lOo'c'nck
TUESDAY,
invoice
oilice,
Bi»oks. consisting
ÛXcomplete
Coast

on the
to commence at 8 o'clock.
Tickets 25 cents or^live for ^l.oo,tor Sale at Colesworthy's, Exchange Street, Chas. Custi»' & Co.. Congress Street, Isaac Knight's, Cor. of Middle aud India Ste., \V. II. Sargent's, Cor. of Cumberland and
Smith StB. and at the door.
^d'itf

licj

10-40's.,coupon

itookN til Auction.

attractive, ami will Lave for sal artlc!. ·,
useful and ornamental.
Tbero will also be a department for the sale of Vegetables, kindly turnishe 1 by friends from the county,
this evenings oiuertainuient will consist of tho p'casing Drama entitled

113

new

By J. M. H lll.liV & CO., Anrllourr·.

the
this
b > 1:

The following were the quotation· of Government
*
securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1S81
117J
United States 5-20's 1862
United States 5-20's IS»;*
United States 5-20's IW5. old

ENTERTAINMENT.

commencing
•Womlajr, the 16th in«t.,
And continued through the week. The adics of
Parish have been
making special effort to make
Fair

steady.

dull and

AUCTION SALES.

The Indies collected with the INDIA ST. 17X1VERSA LIST SOCIETY" wll h ·! i a FA IΚ AND
KNTERTAINMI.NT In tho Veetrj of the Church,

York Mtock anil

—

style collars,

8*1

ifloncf Jlarlcrl.
New York. Dec. 14—Morn inn.—1Gold at 112|.—
Mom-v at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 108} for 1 ng
and 110^ for short sight. Stocks stea iy._ State stocks
New

—

The Arcana Dramatic Club, at their first appe» ran ce will play East Lynne. The rehearsals
are very promising.
With some of Portlands
favorite actors, and the new sceneiy, we have

FAIR AND

09*

Rockland City Sixes, 1891
Eastern Railroad 6e. 1889 reg

Floods in France.
Paris, Dec. 14.—The heavy rains in the
northeastern departments have swollen the
Itrft&ms to an unusual height, and several have
overflowed the banks, inundating the country.
A part of the citvof Lisle is flooded and has
been abandoned. "Many factories are closed and
several bridges were submerged.
In the adjacent country the crops were destroyed.
A despatch from Nantes reportes the river
Loire overflowed and the adjacent country
flooded. The qua\s"and lower quarters of
Nautes are entirely under water, presenting a
fearful spectacle. The custom house and all
the business houses in the flooded section of
the city are closed.
A further destruction of
property is apprehended, The railways in that
section of the country are covered with water
and travel is interrupted.
Spanish Affairs.
Madrid, Dec. 11.—Zgrilla yesterday announced in the Cortes that subscriptions to the new
loan of 250,000,000 pesetas were three times
greater than the sum required.
A bill was introduced m the Cortes yesterday
providing for universal and compulsory military
service.
Ki*mn»rk's Resignation·
Berlin, I)«c. 14.—The rumors of Bismarck's
resignation of the presideucy of the Prussian
council excites much newspaper comment.
The journals of this city all discuss the matter,
the tenor of the opinions thus far expressed
being that Prussia is the heart of Germany,
that the leadership of Prussia in the affairs of
the confederation is essential to the leadership
of Germany ill tlie affairs of Europe, and that
Prince Bismarck's retirement from the Prussian
couucil is likely to lead to an important crisis
>n the politics of the country.
Tlie Kiglit of Petition in the French As-

injured.

ENTE ΗΤΑ I ΧΜ ENTS.

127Jv«ii27}
i)9|

Maine State Sixes 1«89
do
do

FOKiCICxN

The federal marshals and supervisors who
served 011 election day, will be paid some $75,000 during the week.
The ninth annual dinner of the Dartmouth
College alumni occurs next Thursday evening.
Amon» the expected speakers are Chief Justice Chase, Senator Patterson of New Hampshire, Governor Noyes of Ohio, Dr. John Lord
aud Harvey Jewett of Boston.
A Sunday speaker states that the murder of
Maud Merrill by her uncle Robert, P. Bleakley,
caused by her refusal to continue to pay him a
share βf her earnings, and that he was lier real

1044

Sales at Auction.
Boston & Maine Railroad

Death of the Vicar General of Virgiuia.
Richmond, Dec. 15.—The very Rev. Thomas
Mulvçry, Vicar General of the Catholic Diocese
in Virginia, died this eveniug at hi? residence
in Petersburg. He was G3 years old.
<

_

Railroad

Eastern

!

town an

Τ

ΚΒ

(

annual

meeting of the Stockholders of The
Τ Canal National
lianlc, of Portland, for ihe clectlon of

Directors. and for th transaction of
such other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their Banking House, ou Tuesday t.he 14th, day of January 1X73, at 11 o,clock
seven

dcl3dtd

B. C. SOMEKBÏ, Cashier.

1

MSB

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETHY

MISCELLANEOUS.

INSURANCE.

Holiday
AT

—

WHXDELL HOI.MKS.

BY OLIVER

eagle fly

—

aicay.

—

on

—

IN

j

Rich

Designs,

;

j list received from the best manufactories in Europe,
without doubt the

l)f. Wells

BEST MAKE,
GREATEST VARIETY,
VXD LARGEST STOCK
KVKR OrFKRED IN PORTLAND.

The cloul still hovers overhead.
And still the midnight sky is red;

Also

As the lost wanderer strays alone
To seek the place he called his own,
His devious footprints sadly tell
How changed the pathways known so well;
The scene, how new ! The tale how old
Ere yet the ashes have grown cold ;

▲gain I read the words that came
Writ in the rubric of the flame ;
Howe'er we trust to mortal things,
Each hath its pair of folded wings ;

a

large assortment

of

Hats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling: Bags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware, Jewelry, Table Cutlery, Toys, Ladies aud Gents'
Underclothing, Children's
Furs, &·., &c., Ac.

Λ
*

Though long their terrors rest unspread,
Their fatal plumes are never shed ;
At last, at last, they stretch in flight,
And blot the day and blast the ldght !

Persons

Hope, only hope, of all that clings
Around us, never spreads her wings;
Love, though he break his earthly chain,
Sill whispers he will come again;
Hut Faith, that soars to seek the sky,
Shall teach onr half-Hedged souls to fly
And find, beyond the smoke and flame.
The cloudless azure whence they came !
—January Atlantic.
Boston, Nov. 13, 1872.

«

looking for

Presents

Useful and Ornamental
Should call at the

Eureka Dollar Store
efove purchasing elsewhere.

1 A « 1 Ο

Opposite
«

House.

Preble

H. LIKFIELD &

CO.,

PROPRIETORS.

Self-Lighting Lamp

j

Extract of Jurubeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
Is there want of action in your Lircr &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take .ffurnbcbn to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have you a Dyspcpstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty ot the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.

J?ake it to'assist Digestion without reaction,
Ipipart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.

de^a

tdec25

Monday,

December 9tli.

Tuesday,

December 10th.

—

COMPANY ! Wednesday, December 11th

it will

Have you weakness of the Intestines?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to tdlay i. ritation and ward off tendency ta
inflammations.
IIav« you weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering-worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New
York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
decl3
4wt

Cheap Farms !

Congress Street,

284

GAS

It is not a physic which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few do
es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under tlie popular name of 'Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oil on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other
countrj^e with
wonderful remedial results.

—

and

New, Clioice

On roof and wall, on dome and spire,
Flashed the fal&e jewels ot the tire ;
Girt with her bell of giit tering panes,
And crowned with «tarry-g euming vanes,
Oar northern queen in glory shone
With new-bom splendors not. her own,
And stood, transfigured in our eyes,
A victim decked for sacrifice !

AND

WARE
is

¥

order to fully meet the want* of all parties desiring territory in this vicinity, we wish to announce
that we shall remain at

some more room

for

our

In

CHRISTMAS
therefore

PRICES

LOWER
39 TEMPLE STREET

Week

One

than the

Longer.

GOODS,

shall sell for these three days at

we

goods

can

be bought at wholesale.

75c.
One lot Yard wide Thibet» for
"
40c.
all Wool Plaids for
·'
"
37 l-2c.
Serges for
"
"
55c.
Satinets for
"
"
45c·
Serges for
"
25c·
iîlk. Alpaccas for
'·
87 l-2c.
Silk Poplins for
"
90c.
Blk. Repeliants for
"
"
Crochet Buttons 20c. a doz.
"
"
"
12c. "
Kep.
"
45c.
Tassel Ties for
"
50j
Windsor Ties for
"
Dress Protectors 42 l«2c. a yard.
"
50c
2-Bntton Kid Gloves for
■

■

All who may want territory East of Augusta are
requested to make application at FRANKLIN
HOU91Î, BANGOR.

We

Stevens,

AGENTS.

deell

IIAiVDEt,

LIFE OF

1'

; of

offered before in this city

never

We have lots of other Goods at

tiw

$2dU per 111011 til everywhere, male
to introduce the GENUINE IM
PKOVKD COMMON S ENS Κ FAMILY SEWING
£3 MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
ç* tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, aftd embroider in a
^ most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
licensed and warranted for five years. We will
I pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongI cr; more beautiful, or more elastic seam thau <
φ ours. It iflftkcB the "Elastic Lock Stitch."
<*■5 second stitch can be cur, and still the clothEvery
cannot be pulled apart without
tearing it. We pay
φ agents from $75 to $ii50 pei month and expenses,
a commission pom which twice that amount
can
vfjor
®rt>e made. Address Secomb & Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.

Chopin,

These bjoks

are

biographies.

JVeberl§ 1.75].
[$1.50];
elegantly bound and are charming

&

Company,

«

LETTERS of Mendelssohn [$ 1.751; of Mozart,
[.$1.75]; of Beethoven [$2.00]; Polko'8 Reminiscence»
of Mendelssohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters
are intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the pre-

THE

« S TIM OF 4Ta.tU3<9.25') lirgï pa?as,
of the best Strauss Music. B'ds $2.50; CI. $3.00.
THE 7ÏIMK AL

TSRA8VBE,

Offered.

225 pages

GEMS OF (ίΚαηΐΝ NONG. 212 pages
The very best German Song* with German and EnWords. $2.50 iu Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00

§Ueb
nely gilt biuding.

D1TSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
tc
dec7d&w2w
w50
•LIVER

in the Streets.

H

Northwestern
Southeastern R. R.

and

Jacksonville,

%

WELLS' CARBOLIC

A Great Offer !

or

a

tains over fifty beautiful illustrations, and will be
sent FREE to all who may write. Address I. GAIt-

SIDE, Patterson, N. J.

designated
following
which boys«ean coast with sleds during the winTHE
others. If detected in
and
streets have been

ter,

on

coasting

on none

other public street· the penalty of the law will be
forced.
On Anlerson, from Cumberland to Munroo.
"
Boyd street.
"
Fox, from Washington to Back|Bay.
"
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
"
Elm, trom Oxford st.
"
New High, below Cumberland st.
4·

Mellen

44

Pleasant to Center.
Atlantic to Fore.

41

on

en-

searching.

st.

curity.

CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal,

decl2d2w
A.

Grhat Wonder.—The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, afThe

ter years of experimenting with the btst artizens.
have brought out a carpet which they have named
and will be known as GEBmAN TAPfiSTKY
oeing exaet imitation of Solid Brussels, the ftrst
thousand pieces of which in order to introduce them
will be sold for 37^ cents per yard.—Samples sent by
mail in receipt of 10 cents, or 5 different pattern· 50
cents.

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,
373 Washington Street, Boston, Mane.

Fiue
or

Style, Finish

an?.

For

and

of

and

Sleighs

Durability

Carriages,
arc

not

surpassed

Sale at ten per cent cheaper than

bought in

the

city.

JOHN

nership business.
Dcc.

9th,

JÏIXON.

nov22eod2m*

Notice.

Special

be

can

in future to

LEGAL· TDVICE!
Receipts,

our

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER ;
OF ALL

KINDS

furnished by the cargo, at short notice, at lowest
prices.
—

BY

—

CURTIS &

I>AVIS,
152

Com'l Street.
deyeodlm

Argus Copy.

our Store Business to a final close as rapidly as
circumstances will allow, ami therefore offer for sale
our extensive stock of Merchandise, fresli and in
good order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
kept in Country Stores, and also to Rent the Store,
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term of

Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is aa excellent one, commanding a large trade, and good
transportation facilities.
Liberal iuducements will bo given. A line opening
is here presented to a good party wishing to engage
in Country trade.

LIKE & F. IÏ. BROWN,
North Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2,1872.

2nd ; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint ; 3rd ; no
inter
of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of irs success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. M EUR ILL, boI ween Cross and Coiton sts., uear Leavitt, Burnliam
& Co.'s lee "House, Portland, Me.
ja4dtf

ninglin^

WO

T I C li,

vessel· arriving at lliis port, having sickness
of any kind on board, will report the »amc
wit, lout delay to the undersigned, and wait for orders
befjre hauling to the v.harf.
BENJ· W. JONES, Harbor Master,
55 Commercial Street.
declldlm
Portland, Dec. 10,1872.

CIoîhemg·

decl2tf

Î1L0THES

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
firm, and his interest and responsibility eeascs

C1IIAS.
this
/

Irom

date.

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Island

Lnnit>cr Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Tfc.
d»7tf
Pond, Sept. 5, 1872.

AGENTS "WANTED for

FINE driving, well broke aud
stylish four year
BOSTON ANrrs Destruction
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harness and Hobes for
A
from its earliest setof this renowned
Bale at
A
bargain.
a

tlement to tiie present time. Sample copies bv mail
50 ets.
WM. FLINT & CO., Spsingtield, Mass.

PLUM STREET STABLES,
decll

"o. 10 Plum Sire· t.

OUT OF TIIE FIRE.
subscriber would respectfully announce that
he is already organized in another Mill and
ready to fill all order» f jr Bar Mills Oak as promptly
an bef ire the tire.
m.

ΊΜΙΕ

_

B. C. JORDAN.

CLASS PHOTOGRAPH BUSINESS,
sale. Leading tlioronghfare, thoroughly
Ï11RST

one agent selling
HORACE GRE£LE¥ & FAMILY
A fine engraving. 22x28 in., sent by mail for $1.00.

S90 made Dec. 3d by

We also mail Buttonhole & Sewing Machine Thread
Cutters, aud Needle
Thimble, price 25
cents each. Circulars of various other Novelties
new
mailed frequently to all old and
agents, address
amerioan xovELTY co., 302 Broadway, N. Y.

Threading

dccH

t4w

S,
for

lished, always

done successful paying business. .Nice
It fitted up,with ail appurtenances in good condition,
experience not necessary, owner has other business
demaadiug his immediate attention.
del3
'x AY LOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston.

A Fine Business Opening:
a young or middle
aged man of unsxeept tenable eharaeter. Expwicnoed aeeoantant a*d one
thousand dollar» «apital.
iHvestigati·** is ieviWfrd.
Addi'ôs* BuK 'Λ15 Peetlaad y θ.
l'rvllU'

I^OR

Oritur Store anil Fixtures lor Sale.
DRUG STORE for sale in the ceuntry. Good
locatiou aud reason fur selling. Apply to Box
No. 13, Norway, Maine.
novlUdlm

now

is your chance !

LIVINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.

'Πιο only book on the subject that tells the whole
story. Iion't be humbugged with an ν other. This
has nearly 800
full page ICiipages.
graringnaiicl
Price $3.50, The Prospectus will sell it at sight. For first choice of territory
address, at once, MUTUAL PUBLISHING, CO..
Hartford, Conn.
decl4t4w
OUTFIT!* 1 IIKK j
Agent* Wanted Kvrrnvhrrc for
~~

THE

pnblic'want long felt, has been established by
the undersigned. Engagements have been made
with
professional men in the United
States by which Medical and Legal Advioe, lleES· ceipts, Formulas, and directions for manufacturing any article required may be promptly suppli d àt trilling cost. This system has proved
highly succestfful in Euroj ean countries where
certain classes could not aflbrd to pay the high
prices charged for nrofessioual services. Our receipts will bo the latest and best discovered,
while oui* medfcxi) and legal instructions will
have
the indorsement oi gentlemen of wide rep-.
^
offices are about to be estabVJ utation.
lished in otiier States. All correspondence that
we receive will be regarded as strictly confiU dential. Each letter asking advice, whether
Legal or Medical, should enclose Oue Dollar with
stamp; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
with stamp. If the questions asked are comW plox, requiring au extended reply, a small addibill will be sent.
Send for circulars. Address all letters to the
W AMERICAIN AVVI€E Â(ÛEN€Y,
dec3-4w't
CALAIS, Maine.

MOTHERS'

leading

»

Amount of Polify,
Dir.'R added (o Dec. 181*

SiOjOOO OO
16,4*15 OO

Total,

~8i0.6l5

GUIDE

This is the best opportunity now offored to agents
to canvass for a live book. Every Mother needs and
Experienced canvassers
wants it. It sells rapidly.
book in the market.
pronounce it the best selling
Send for circulars and see our extra liberal terms.
Address Continental Publishing Co., 4 Bond St.,
dec!4|4w
Ν. Y. City.

when opened

a

09

Should this Policy now become a claim, hi* heirs
realize upon this invest ment nearly §2500.00
more than 7 per cent,
compound interest for all
the money paid to the Company.
on

SPRING BED!

the life of the late

A

Policy,

Novelty in

0,108

37

914,108 37

After using it liere you baye

Reduction of Kates.

tbe clothes that are required.
little

room

to spare,

5!i^*Call ami

receptacle

purchasing elsewhere

ISO EXCHANGE

ST.,

W

Q

Wional
I?!}

MANUFACTORY

&

SALES-

BOOM, g

subscription of over

EXCHANGE

!*T.

Received tho HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and Slate Fairb in
1801).

-urwu«>

ASD MARiNE RISKS
Price liste sont by mail.

CURRENT RATES.

also bave (lie Agency for this Stale ior the

IVVriï'L, F. DESSirra, Ageilt.
Portland, Nov. 2Utli, 1872.
no30d3\v

CELEBRATED

McPhail

Insurance !
The

Pianos,

s

leading insti truant manutactured in the United
States.

Remember 1S1 3-2 Exchange St.

PORTLAND, MK,
————

•

The Occan Insurance Co.,

dc20

eodly

FA i Κ Β Α Ν Κ S

(Established in 1833,)

a paid up Capital of
$140.000.00, continto issue all classes of Marine risks, to an
amount not exceeding

STANDARD
S C A L· Ε

as

Not

directors:

Charles M. Davis,
Benjamin Webster,
Charles B. Merrill,
Richard O. Conant,
Harrison J. Libby,
Charles H. Chase,
Enos C. Soule.
CHAS. M. DAVIS, President.
GEO A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
novlSdlm

At the Old

Oom'y.

Fairbanks,

Pa. ;

or

Springfield.

AGENTS

777

Mass.

$3.00

WANTED.

For most Important Book ever Published "EYcry
11 or*;· Owner's Cyclopedia." Newllorse Disand all others of which the horse is subject,
fully explained with sucsessful treatment, every
horse owner should buy it. Also New iTlaps of
U. S. and World, Ν. E. Township, and Charte,
Threads and Pictures, Largest Assortment for
Agents in New Eug and. Apply at once for towns to
I>. Ij. ^ΙΈΚΝΗΐ: Y, Publisher, ConcordΓΝ. H.

—

3111

can Farmer's House Book: The Standard.
46th
1000th ready, Epizootic Treatments, &c.
C. F.
VENT. Ν· Ϋ. & Cinîinnati. Vent & Goodrich, Chicago.
dee3-4wf

No. 50 School St.,

Λ

Hcaary Ward Beecher's
Great LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
which is given away the largest and best Premium
Picture ever offerei, the new and exquisite Siti.OO
E REXCBI OLEOGRAPH
called "Pet's Paradise." (Oleographs are
the cboi est class ®f French Art-printing in oils—the
perfection of Oil-chromo)— Wo also give the superb
sit© pair of Genuine Frcnch Oil Chromos, "Wieîe
A\valic"& "IFasi Asleep," subjects LIFE-SIZE
charming/cic similes of original Oil Tainting.*. This
paper has the largest circulation in the world. It will
next year bo msfcle better than ever.
Serial tales by
world famous authors, L. M. Alcott, Edward Egolkbton, Harriet BeeciierStowe, etc. New and
brilliant contributors. Illustrated Holiday Number
and back nos of Miss Alcott's story free. The most
taking "Corabiuation !" T!u> largest commissions paid !
One Agent made $800 in 3 months; auother $537 in
35 days; anoLhcr $94.40 in one week; one $37.60 in
one day, and many others from $5 and $10 to $40
per
day. This year oar oilers are even more profitable.
No wailing for the premiums. Tue SuuscRinER
GETS T1IEM WHEN ΠΙί P.VY8 IIIS SUIMSCRIPTIO>·.

Good

Agents Wanted.

Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere.
get good territory, exclusively assigned, send
early for circular and terms! J. B. FORD & CO.,
New York ; Β jston, Mass. ; Chicago, 111. ; San FranTo

cisco, Cal.

<lcct4td4w

PAIN, PAIN, PAIN, CAÏWPÎIOJÏÏÏÏE.
The great, discovery for the relief of pain and a sure
and immediate euro for Rheumatism—Chronic and
Acute, Sprains, Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains,Pain
in Chest, Back or Limbs, CrouD, Stiff Joints, Strains
Inflammation,Neuralgia, Burns aud Scalds, Bunions,
Frosted Feet, Catarrh, &c. It has a pleasant and
refreshing odor and will not grcaso or st in the most
delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every
Familv. Price 25 cents per Bottle. For sale by all
druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Prop., 203 Greenwich
dec Mi 4w
St., Ν. Y.

À G Κ X TSWANTIS». A CT AT ON C E. There
isat*IILE of money in it. The people everywhere are
to buy the authentic history of

LIVINGSTONE'S
and TEIKSIiXiI!VO AF>i'ENTURKS during
28 years in A F15 It; A, with account of the Stanley Expedition. Over tfOO pages, only $£.50.
Is soiling beyond parallel. CAUTION. Beware of inferior works. This is the only complete and reliable
work. Sendf.r circulars, and Hee proof and .great
success agents arc having. HUBBARD
BROS., Publishers, Boston, Mass.
decI lM v

CO.,

AND

—

d6w

F. A.

LEAVÏTT

jTEIYTS

—The Best

de7

ever

i®""Wagon,

offered by auy Paper,—

subscriber paying
scription in advance.

new

a

year's sub-

ye*

uouu

ior

to

49 1-2

New York.
THE

MUTUAL BESBHT ACCOUNT BOOK,
BY M. V. B. STIMSON.
pass book designed for the uso of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade,· and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash
for
a

payments

goods,

economical measure i: has no equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its
adoption will
save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in
of any number, to any part of the United packages
States or
BrUlsh Provinces on receipt of order with
inclosod. Full particulars on application. price
Sample
conies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
EI. A. ilcKc;NNB¥ A CO., Publinlirri·,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf
Ab an

Sewer

AsscssmicbiIm.

"TV^oTICE if. hereby giyentlrat there will be an adjourned session of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen at their Room, in City
Building, on MONDA Y, the lGth day of December, 1872. at 7i
o'clock P.
M., for the purpose ot hearing all persons interested
in the matter of assessments made
said Board on
by
account of sewers constructed in the year 1871.
Notice of the same having been heretofore
given acPer order,
cording to law.

J3i

H. I.

&c.

let.

Fire

American Consolidated Fire ExtinguishCompany. 22 South M,arket Street,
Boston.
-dcc7

D&W4w50

Valuable

Property for Sale at
Halt Price.
A CABINET Shop, 24 χ 54 teet, two stories
high,
with all kimls ot machinery for
manufacturing
Cabinet Furniture, situated cn Moose Brook, in Denmark, Me., four miles from P. & L gdensburg R. R.
**

Good dam

ith a rteht
nua" inches ot
average head of 7 feet. Building -nd ma3 years in use. Lumber
chineryin only
plenty and
the vicinity. The subscriber being
cheap
obliged
to sell ou accouut of poor health.
EDGAR O. WATSON.
uov25eod4w*
Denmark, Nov. 22,1872.
water with

For

ROBINSON, City

Clerk.

Notice·
"VT OTIC Ε it hereby given that the Atlantic & St.
Lawrence Railroad Company Vill
to the
Legislature of Maine, at it-s next session apply
in jauua y
1 *73, for am U«rMM of capital #Uck.
Par order of th· Diraetarf.
no2«4w
F. R. BAUtUTT, Clerk

further information apply to
E.

jnne2tf

Stékr·

Wo have bought Out t&e above
establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dyei s ; fully confident of turning out
work that cannot foil of giving satisfaction.
'Ladies' dresses colored and finished in a superior
style. Gent's garments cleansed and coloj^d without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
ir. a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed ; blankets scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER &
CO.,
sep26
Proprietors.

and gkni%· dining saloon and
Ladies·
Restaurant for suie
Washington St., with nice
tenemeut
saloon well
on

established with a splendid
run of growing business,
everything in good order.
This is a chance seldom offered and will bear
the
closest investigation.
TAYLOR & CO.,
dec!3d3t
tit J <'r§«t, Boston, Mass.
over

FARE

RED1JCED.

ffBSpO
SAIUNC^j^WEEKLY

RELIABLE

STEERAGE

CATAftRII, BRONCHITIS,
I ΚΓ 3P Χι XT SUiTST Ζί Jl·.,

PASSAGE !

RAISING

EITHER WAY.
aud

embarked at

THE BANK

Svr.L'P

OF IRELAND.

Cabin Passage pply at the Cabin Office, 80
State street, and for » cerage Passage at the Steerage Office, 99 fctate street, Boston.
JAMES ALEXANDER,
Ornerai Agent.
jntMly V
For

^SlH^DPlK^^EViW'ViHERe·

Tlio Orient Springs II«a!lb Institute is located flfcar
tlie town of Amherst, Mass., for the t seat men t and
of Paralysis in all its forms,
Spinal Diseases.
Contracted C'rds and Limbs, Crooked Feet
and
and Hands, Enlarged Joints,
Neck. Curvatures
Wry
of tbo Spine, llfp Diseases, Rickets, St. V h lis'β
Dance, and all deformities,
WMOMtlM,
and all Lameness, Nervous Neuralgia,
Diseases, Gout, Convulsions, Diseases of th.i Drain, Heart and Lungs, Caneuro

They require neither

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent the disease at-

tacking any vital par to.

on each Ticket

PBEPABLD BY

PROUT & HARSANT,

by buying via

Hysteria, ete.
Apply to GEOÏUÏK ΛΥ. RHODES. M. D„ Amherst,
to F. E. FAXON.
ESQ., Ag· nt for the Institute
Ko. 1

cers,

LONDOX, EXGLAND,

>71*

or

Pembcvtcii square. H i»ton.
octl5-d&wl2v/

and sold by all Drnggiste.

eodlyr

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

WHITE,CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

To Caimila, Detroit, Chicago, Nugiuiiw,
SI. I*»»I, Halt l.alte City, Dearer,
Man Fraueinco, and all points

West, Northwest

THE GRAND THUNIv is in splendid running conwith first-class rolling stock,

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,
and is making the best connections and quickest
time of any route from Bangor,.
Baggage*checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examination.
For full particulars enquire at Railway Station
or any of the Companies agents in New
Engl ml.
~P. H. BLANCHARD, oppo, Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS,Eastern Agent,
aug28-t.f
Bangor, Me.
—

__

Registered

Municipal

no20

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

Beautiful,

Soft,

no20

un

Ions of
too ofîen In tlila
We ρ itwlt to tn rj
s< nsible,
prudent man, that
they can bo prevented by the
lntroai»ctl< η of th»·
1ARDNER F1KE EXTINGUISH KK.
This machine -tands upon its
mérite, having made for it.«elf.
UV SOLID WORK, a record
that commands attentif η.
Send tor descriptive circular to

!

of dollar»

Îencrai

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

Glove

C. M. & H. T.
7

CO.,

I'OKTHlD. .«r.

no v30.1iini

WOOD !

at*0·

*
jjUSE

SHOP FOB SALE, with angine, tool·
J and everything complote to aarry on the busiHuns from 13 to yc hands and crn be extended
ness·.
to 00. A bargain is ottered if applied for immediately. Would take a partner—moderate capital.
TAYLOR & CO., 3 SUte St., Boiton
d«cl*d3t

ClURRIEIt

ANIJ EUTJ'JSKICK 8

Patterns of Garnie

;

PLC MM Κ &

WOOD

«1(1 SOFT WOOD Tor Mile
•oVusfrrect. Also Dry KdahJtf*·

HARD

eodlyr_

—

TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Bwto·.

Sewing Machines

Sew York,

_

»

F

Ε I.I AS HOWfc

Cleaner

Wholesale Agents.

no20

PLUMMER,

UNION STREET.
Tn Λ F-' I aw

will renovate them thorpnghly. Price 25 cents
per ;
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fanoy Dealers,

F. C. WELLS &

occur

coemtry.

Price, 25 and 80Cents per Bottle,
eodtyi

Kid

Fires !

Involving ihe

INODOROUS

ami County Bonds registered

7<f

<■

d&wliiw

THOMPSON'S POMADE 0ΡΤΙΜΕ.
,

aLLt

?*'*^Β(*»ΪΪ&0*τοη

RestrnetiTe

eodlyr

Glossy Hair

f WORLD?

cc/TLFr;cnrr&co

novl

JOUYEN'S

Indebtedness 1b small and therefore
easily paid and must remain so under the
registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as
profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and
selling at
rates that givo prosiieet of a
proBtable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more
remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended
to.
CHARLKN <■«,
Jt. mm.-m
ΨΨ η
|<J
HAWKED,
"—■—
mch2»ltf
Kxchaug« Sit., Portland.
ritOVISiON STORE FOR SALE.-Very désirably located, always paid well, excellent chance
tor a man with a very small
capital, a bargain for
omeone.
decl3d3

-i

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT
SOILED.

der the laws paused at last session of the
Legislatuer. Semi-annual Interest
Coupons and
provided for by State taxation, and paidPrincipal
the
by
State Treasurer in New York. There Is
n® expense
for collecting and no tax deduction.
Present

—--—

fj

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE
IT
by constant uso of

BONDS.
MISSOURI City

rutlABl tnULMuNARVTJAlSAM1 «Ν ΤΗκ.
SÎMu'W

THURSTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder.

dition, is fully supplied
including the

ψ4'2

Γ'Οί>υΒ-| F.ssr

ALL MAY HAVE BY USINU DAILY

and Southwest !

t.

Paralysis and Deformities Cared

Blair's Gont and Rheumatic Pills.

1

NEVVY 0 Κ Κ.

J. W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
epl6-MW&F &weow Uni
Port hill' I Me.

GOUT andRHEUMATISM !

are

··

'3AT£$Xs&>*0P?.*

4k.5 C

fflHE excruciating pain of Gout and RheumatipBi.
uL relieved in two hours, and cured in a few
days,
by the celebrated Ei>glisn Medicine,

any kind and

TO

Tbo c(Tv»c*j» to bo I mIchI for by taking the
Pectoral îu"\ a frothing; and controlling
influence over m y c.>n; '* promoting bleep,
allaying tîij^r·/ Γ?*!::: r ή .»sa;iou i;i the throat,
treating a nrn'tby sen·::· «1 rr c^pecto»κίΐοη,
increasing tuo i'«»crvMl·* h,'iw«'on tbo pa:.,xysms
of coughing, iui'lg^nitiu ? \ \
whole system,
caring ton congîi, sn.l bcqnoashing to nosterity
ono of It.·» greater. ble^ing·*—sou ml lungs;
tiiereby injuring iaiiaunUy from Cou;uoiption.

WHARF, Ε 1ST BOSTON.

DRAFTS FOR £1 4ND UPWARDS ON

CAIilFORIVll.

I. Κ A D I Ν Ο

cosretn zptiok.

Passengers booked from or to London, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Derry, for $30 currency.

!

BLOOD,

JrACT, \T.L Γ.Ρ7ΪΑ8Ε·

rv

11

Passengers landed

OP

WKOOi'IMi-CO Γ (J !l, C Β Ο U Ρ,

$30 CURRENCY

TICKETS"

REMEDY FOR

Cuilt, Colis, Hoarseness,

WfelVERl#

WEST !
$1

SAMPSON, Agent.

53 Central Wharf, Boston.

STEERAGE

information cheerfuliy furnished at
wl5
i«4t.
ap6d&w

can save

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER Λ CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-

places

South and Ifortn·
mayobtaiu tlirongh Tickets
by the best and most reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at tho lowest raies, at (he ol
ana reliable Union Ticket Ageacy of

You

haimless.

end

Waldoboro,

Passenger Ticket Agency

$cbago Dye Works,
17 PLfJiri STREET.

.·

jroruaiia

OLD

Bills lu Equity have been
filed and suits commenced
•against the Gardner and
X ational Extinguisher
as infringing of this

er

physicians,

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
1). C. Steamship Line.

CVNABD

GO

the most

skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates o? ".mes performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the sa f< t
aud beet physic for children, because mild as well as
effectuai. Being sugar coated, they are easv to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

WHITNEY Λ HAUPWON, Axent»,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

0

all times.

·
lying the Blood,
congenial purgative vet perfected. Thei
effects abundantly show ho ν much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take,4ut
powerful to cure. They purge out the fonl humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into actiou, and they impart health and
tone to ihe whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
are

jn'23-ly

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincolnville, Νorthport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At. Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
«
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefleld,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro* for North Waldoboro', Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight takeu at low rates.
C. A. COOMBS. Sun't.
Jy20dtf

and

company's rights—against
the Oxnavd Sugar Refinery,
Boston, Ea^le Hotel, Concord, and others; and all
are
warned
parlies
against buying or using Fire Extinguishers of any kind, in which water impregnated
with Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the Extinguishing
element, except those manufactured by our Company,or others duly licensed and arthorized by us,on
pain of immediate prosecution for infringement.

a. m.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage, apply to

No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert VJnal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islande.
Leave Maino Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

ii^^Iteliable

Extinguisher !

10

For Freight

Φ

BABCOCK

Wharfage.

Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
West
Freight
by thePenn. R. R., and Sopth
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

Travelers for

Family Physic,

ache, Piles, Rheumatism, Ernptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy. Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum,
Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, ana Pur'·

for the

TIÎBNKU, Superintendent.

Hjand the Went,
^WWl,

a

Coetivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Head-

Pine Street Wharf. Phila-

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
Parsonsfield,

PROCURE

,

CTBIMO

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

delphia, at

Office, 49 I-'2 Kxchatigc Street
©odtf

For all the Purpose* of

Froiflfebng Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From

W. 1>. LITTLE & < O.

Consolidated

IVO.

<iect0d6t

\o

m

W

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aecommocat ions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $13.01
iu)o48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 05 hours.

^Company

2't PINE ST.

FOR COUGHS, COLDS, «ftc.
ONLY
CENTS.
Sept 5-d6mose é

STUBBS, Agent.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
1 Limington. daily.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Ncwfleld, Par•onstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

ΑΙΙΚΚΙΓΑΛ

sale on*one

BANKERS,

Is

·■«*·»»«

All orders by mail promptly attended to.
junl 73

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

jvladtf

Boatgpî?3"*""^;*!

Exchange Street,!

of the great roads running from New York
City-—cm
the third largest road in New York State. The
most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues,
the
alording
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most
profitble investments offered in this market for
years.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

BROWN'S BRONCHIALC

until 4

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central "Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 ι», m. for NOR·
►FOLK and BALTIMORE.
—9
Steamships:-—
William Lawrence" Capt. W. A. Hallett.
"
William Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"MacKxtone,"
Capt. Geo.H. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy " Capt, Henry D. Foster.
mtAfcClellantnCapt. F. M. Howes. ·
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. Λ Ten
Air Line to all points in
Virginia, Tennessee, Al
bama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Bo
noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Rait. <£* Ohio R. R. to Washington and
West.

PORTLAND.

BONDS

montage

ucui.

made and
tered in the best manner.

Box and

Covers, C-.u.

2w

CONVERTIBLE

»

raing Borders

Posters, Transparencies,

AGENTS WANT Ε to.

MIDLAND

|

A. R.

sailing

of

-flfor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 Α. Μ., and 1.30 P. M.,
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, ana with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Oonway Uailroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A.M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at'7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and at
8.30 Α. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Goiham for West Gorliam, Standish, and No.

AN» FLAGS.

'{Ε3Ρ* Canvas Signs, Flags and

Given to every

days

on

Leave each port every

Winter Arrangement·

WILLIAM H.

jnuUdlyr

I

Steamship Line.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Awnings, Verandahs,

Boston, Mass.

CHRÔMO,

Dr. Jourdaiii's CousuniiiK Office,
til II mi cor It Street, Bo«fon, .TIu*».

PHILA DELPHIA

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
O. J. BRYDCtES, Managing Director.
il. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, dune zo iera.
jun?ttf

manufacturer of

FIRST CLASS

$6.00

i

con sequences

—A SD-

Yacht & Boat Sails,

1

A

#

BOSTON

Montreal and thé West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebcc, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and
Montreal.
Express-trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.

p. m.

BROADWAY NEW YORK.

nolG

OFFICE:

λ

A U it fi Λ Ί' tJ Ο 171 15 I HI A 11 U

WEBSTER,

TBIPiPEBWEEK!

merside. P. Ε, I.
Sci^Freight received
o'clock P. M.
scp23-t30 then old

aurl after Monday, Nov. 4th
IFrÏÏtllFfflIlTraius will rtni as follows :
Pusseuger train for South Paris at
™
é.30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
and
the
west at 1«30 P. M. Stopping at all
Montreal,

daily.

«of Anatomy, Boston,
a new

eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
day.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Sum-

ARRANGEMENT.

icave

Gallery

same

OF TRAINS.

nuiu»

JOUHDÂÏN,

and treatment of diseases < tic
reproductive system, with remarks on marriag., r.nd
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with ii II
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a cii
ter on venereal infection, and the means of
cure, bt :
in/j the most comprehensive work on the subject ev« r
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free λ
any address for 25 cents. Address.
causes,

""·-·■·

nov4ti

iWWJU8«

B#I.

jiiit published
edition of his lectine»,
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the

ri^SuuuHBIK^S.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Damariscotta,
J?gggBE3 Caetle,
Warren and Rockland.

Fairbanks & Co.,

Faper,

50 Cents Discount
when paid in Advauce.

iiec3-d4wt

'S'feO A GENTS want absolutely the best
ΛΡ Books? Send for circulars of Vent's selling
Unabridged Illustrated Family Bible. Over 1100
12
10
200
Bible
&c.
by
in.,
Arabpages
pages
Aids,
esque $6 2ϋ ; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, $8 25; Full Gilt, 2
clasp», $11 03. "Beldev: the White Chief," for
Winter Evenings. 36th 1000 ready. The Ameri-

Brown &

per Year.

<loc3-4v,-t

Stand,

BOSTON.

ITBLISIIED BY

AMOS

Out,

118 MILK STREET,

CHRISTIAN ERA,

Eig-ht-Page Weekly

Parisian

John, Digby,

St.

fs"jV ^ττ*·

an

Supply Orders.

to

A LARGE

BISCOVERE»

ami

Oil and after MONDAY, Sept.
A
30th, tlie Steamer New Yook,
C«pr. Ε. B. Wiucheeter, and the
New Brunswick, Capt
II. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

-*

d&weodlyr

Dr.

ARKAJS GEMKNT.

TWO

Direct rail route to Wiscasset.
Wiscasset, New

Eastern Branch offlc of the above
has been removed from Fluent Block, Company,
to
84 MIDDLE STREET.
delOdlw
W. F. MORKILL, General Agent.

THE

S,·

Burned

Ready

Ί^ΗΕ

FALL

Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

ËiiisisgssîsaB·,

L>KLCU:STS UCKÎUAL1.V.

on

will be Freight

STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M*,
For Gteruish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark. Bridgton, Lovcll, and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. τη. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Bos-

ALTERATION

1 3Illtoii Place, llo ion.

BY

novl2

Windsor autl Halifax.

doilC-tc

REMOVAL !

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most libTHE DISCOVERER
ever offered.

PbiU'lelphis,

Leave Portlaud,
3.15
7,15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.00
The 7.15 a. in. and 1 00 p. m. Trains
with passenger cars attached.

?«o.
bOLD

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaftfportf Calai*

Limington, daily.

011 any one
risk, and at rates of premium as low
other sound Insurance Companies.
NO FIRE RISKS TAKEN.

New York Life insurance

TIME.

nient s.

SA-TIUELi OOl'I/D, Attorney.

witli

R. R.

P. M.

A. M.

Will sell to Ik- paid (or in Install·

eral terms

LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA- Hie Adventures—THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, tho Country, Animals, Native·,
Hunting, &c. Full Account of this most interestin™ part, of the Globe. Outfit sent foe 91. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;

|as follows :

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAY® EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O'CLOCK X>. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken
low rates.
W. L. BILLING*. Agent
«V. R. COYLE JR., General Agent.mcnSOtf

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebcc,

MELODEONS

$250,000,

9Iarinc

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

stations.
Mail train

144 1-2

AT

.It—^THE superior sea-going
STEAMERS
FOREHT lil'V
and
IIOIITBBAL,

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
luntil further notice, trains will run

WINTER

OBfcANS

59 State Street.

l ist»·

OF

Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from,
r."eak, sickly, suffering créais: res, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women ; and
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU*
V!AN SYRUP blown in the giasi.
Pamphlets Free.
oETH W. FOWLE L· SONS, Proprietors,

_

ATLANTIC WHARF,

t

rtitution.

FOR BOSTON.

CHASE,

Portland, Oct. 2,1872..

HASTINGS,

Insurance Association.

prepaxen

2d, 1879.

OGDENSBURG

CHANGE

J.

—AUD—

are now

&

M.,

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Makiûg close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward's Island ; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., wittu Lindsey & Co.'?
Stages for Cape Breton.
ET" RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
87 00
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
oe28tf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Ou

MANUFACTURERS

a

Dec.

at 4 P.

rhoea, Boils, îfervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional "Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
I'ladder, Female Complaints,
i:nd all diseases originating in
(i bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a loto
state of the system. Being freo
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infucing strength, vigor, and neuf
life into till parts of the system,
end building up an Iron Con-

!

m

W. P.

(Uf

Every Saturday,

Supt. Portland Division.

ton.
Ticket

PORTLAND.

Ίβ13

St.

put all

to

have but

Those who

LORD,

Gcn'l Agent for Maine & New Hampshire,

Exchange

it before

nee

a

this Lounge is invaluable.

Ε

LITTLE,

THIS ASSOCIATION, having

&

Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

no30tf

the Furniture Line.

vendons of the Age.

§8.000 OO

Total,

dec»49

TORTLANdTsACO,

F.

One οΓ the neatest aud best in·

Diridcndh added thereto,

1,2

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. Κ. I). Mulligan,
•leaves Portland

dec3tf

""â·^1lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 17.00 A.
"M., 9.55 A. M., J3.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.

#

issued April, 1855.

W. I>.

For Halifax, Ko va Scothi.

John, Hali-

AJK&AJX GEMENT.

PORTLAND

HORACE GREET,Ε Y
Amount of

May 9-dtf

Acting Superintendent.

A.

$5.74:5 OO

years,

Keeult of Policy No. 14,470

apply

HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York,

DIRECT !
WIA'TEB ARRANGEMENT.

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 17.30
M.,t8.30 A. M, 112.30 P. M., t3.15P. M.,*8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. M, îlO.
35 Α. Μ., «Λ0 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddcford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not ran
Monday
morning.
+Accommodation train.
tFast Express.
g£jr~The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at aud departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
frem Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

perfect

would

Brai^ph

-Γς

tJw

dccU

nov2Sdtf

A

city,

history

Açuly at

and

issued by this Company iu 1843, (not by the
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by its
Agent) and now stands as follows, vi/. :

Premium» paiil in

Steamers Dirigo and FranconiA
will, until further notice, run a?
follows :
Leave Gait's Wharf. Portland,
MONDAY at.d THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Ε. R., New York. |
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P.«M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are lilted
up with fine
accommodations for
passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St, John, and all parts of Maine. Sliippe
are requested to send their
freight- to the Steamers at·
early as 1 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage
tο

baggage

Passenger trains leave Portland ^ai-

nrt

S14,000.00,

inroortant enterprise, designated to supply

3:12 p. m.
From Augusta aud Lewiston at 6!3S p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &e., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Ticketir are sold in Portland and
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St.

]"ii'Ti, for

was

&c.

and tlio very best business opportunity ever offered,is
to be found in an Agency for taking subscriptions to

C;£eafise*i

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
J and all kinds of g«»ode dyed in a Lhorougn man
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
ner.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten
tiow*
WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Park

AT,I,

Horse and Sleigh lor Sale*

shall

bring

improvea neirigerators.

Tho tlirce points of excellenco wliich I claim, are:
1st,; constant ami thorough circulation of pure air;

we

An
a

Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
I
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.30
p. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25
p. m.
Train» are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North ami East at

,,

CYRUS W. FIELD

ease

devote exclusive atten-

tion to
INTENDING
Manufacturing Department,

LOUNGE,

DR.

EDWARD NIXON,
GEORGE W. S. NIXON.
1872.

be

ADAMS, Saccarappa.

Nov, 21st, 1872.

sainoras

Dissolution of Copartnership.
"VTOTICE is hereby given that the copartnership
li heretofore existing under the firm name of Edward Nixon & Co., Soap Manufacturers, composed
of said Edward Nixon and George W. S. Nixon, is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said George
W. S. Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the part-

I will continue to manufacture the Celebrated
French Eclectic Laundry, and various brands of family Soaps, and Candles at the old stand, cor. Greenleaf and Everett sis.
Orders l^ft at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
will be promptly attended to.
del2d2w
GEO. W. S.

SLEIGHS !
a stock

had by

be

SO Exchange Place, INT. Y.
declJ
deod&w4w
w31

Portland,

d4w

dcc!3

Pamphlets and further particulars may
applying to

GIBSON, CASANOYER & CO., Bankers.,

CARPET.

I have

terest in currency. Bonds upon the remaining portion of the road will be so'd at a much higher price
and will be offered only upon completed road. This
road traverses the garden of the State, crosse· all the
most important roads, controls the enormous coal
mines at Verden, and its bonds are most highly esteemed by those whose investigation has been most
We have personally examined every detail of this Company, and have gone repdMedly over
the entile line. We are consequently enabled to recommend these bonds as an absolutely perfect se-

<ve2f4w

a. m.

CommAiciug Monday,

the life of

on

St. John at»12:15

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readiield
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

WINTER

ues

Vcrdin, a distance ot over 30 miles. The road, so far
completed, is thoroughly equipped, JKNTIRE-

JjIT PAID FOR, and in full operation, and it is
upon the completed portion only, that bunds amounting to $600,000 are now ottered at 85 and accrued in-

FREE TO ALL !

■

l^H'^f-Pi'l j^fiHoultini, Calais and

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected So'at Ion of the Protoxide of,
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "a thousand ills," simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

„JE*eveiy

g"*· m. (sleeping aud day cars on this
train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and
Augusta at 7:00

M.
421

RAILROAD^

STRONG,

MAKES THE.WEAK

Co

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Office No. 17 Exchange Street,

PEU week to Agents, Male or Female.
To all \vlio will write for an Agency we
"
copy of that Wonder of Wonders," the
ILLUSTRATED ΠΟΚΝ OF PLEANTY. It con-

will send

Coupons payable in New York, London, or Frankfort, on the Main, at the option of the holder. When
desired, boude will be registered by the Trustee—the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. Interest payable Januaiy and July.
This road is now completed from Jacksonville to a
junction with the CHICAGO & ALTON It. R. at

!

MAINE CENTRAL·

Steamship

NEW ARRAXC2E.HEXT.

Winter Arraugemcnl, Cemmencius Dec.
18/9.
saaaa^a Trains leave Portland for Bangor,

EASTERN AND

$56,000,000

Policy Να.

AWIÛiYJLiS.

AGE Τ»,§200 per month to sell
▼ ?
the IMPROVED AMKLUCAN
FAMILY
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest and best in
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
Co., 345£ Washington St., Boston, Mass.
de24wt

LOOK

interest at 7 per cent, iu Gol«l Coin, "of
equal to the present standard."

COMPANY,

Maine

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,
Boston.
PAYSON TUCKElt, General Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
Dec. 2, 1872
dec3tf

L. L. LINCOLN,
Augusta, Nov 30, 1H72.

oif STEW YORK.

Broadway^ Ν^'γί'

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for the best and cheapest family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 500 line Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, statiug experience, e'c., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Phils?., Pa.
dec2 4wf

274,345

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.

TEP3

TABLETS.

ers'', at very low price for cash or part cash and
balance in small monthly instalments.
New-1octave first class PIANOS, modern improvement, for
Now ready a CONCEltTO PARLOR
9ÎèjÙLcàsh.
OavXxAJS, Tiie τηχτΰΌ &ί·υιιι<ίΛι/ -giy/tf Kiifn/^rfeet tone
ever made. Illustrated Catalogues mailed,
^rneet
Music and Music Merchandise.
dec2-4tot

.,

fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.

only

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
otliei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties arc cautioned against using any other.
In all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warueil, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipio-it state, when it becomes chronic
the enre is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tablets as a spe/iiic.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
«
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
deeJ-4wt

as

)
Marshal's Office,
Portland, Dec. 12th, 1872. J

difficulties,

2,405,937

Correspondent,

DON'T!
use

3,379,050
217,500
386.739

Life Insurance
WITH THE RIGHT

Iron in m© Blood

Prnk'n Island fltrnnibont
Trains leave P. 3. & P. Κ. R. StaCompany·
tion, Portland, for Boston, at *7.00,
hteameb
and *6.45 P.M.
Boston for Portland
Returning,
Κ Χ Ρ u κ 8 S,
at *7.30, t*.30 Λ. M., and *12.30 and ·3.15 P. M
For liochester and Alton Bay, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20
j
CAPTAIN
A. S.
P. M.
OLIVER,
For Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R. j Will leave tlie end of Custom
House Wharf dully for
B. Junctlbn. t3.20 P. M.
Jones* Landing, on and afterOct 10, l»72,ut 8.45 A.
For Manchester aud Concord, via Lawrence, *9.55 | M and 3.15 P. M.
Α. M.
I
Returning leave Jones' Landing at 9.15 and 3.45 P.
For Lowell, *7.00, *0.55 A. M., and f3.20 P. M.
M.
For Milton and Union, *7.00 A. M. and t3.20 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
NOTE.—The *7.00 A. M. and t3.20 P. M. train connects at?Boston with trains for New York. PassenSpecial arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
gers ticketcd an-l baggage checked through.
oeliklti
jpT*Freight trains between Portland and Boston i

00
CO
00
41
95
01

«

£
a?

hoarseness and bronchial

$8,143,240

Olficc, 166 Fore St., Portland, illt'.

dlm-eodllm&w6w

For Peaks' Island.

«

35,375,793 24

"Something Worth Knowing !" THE PATENT NOVELTY

^ MY JOLLY
FRIEND'S SECRET

Φ

$7,446,452 69

$14,806.812 37

The trftetees have decided to reduce the rates of
premium about !£© per cent, on all new business, to
DIO LEWIS' last and best book,
•enable all classes to insure on tlie most favorable
It is meeting with the greatest success;
terms with this Great Company. Also to iseue PoliΦ and there's HOIV12Y IN IT.
cies for the sum «f $30,000 on approved lives and
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
hereafter ftodiscomtinue the i>-suo of TONTINE POLS free. Geo. MAcLeak, Boston. nol9f4w
ICIES, this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old Policy-holders and all others desiring Life Insurance or any information on the subject are requested to call at my oâice for documents which we cheerBe deceived, bnt for coughs. colds, sore throat,
fully furnish.

HAVING THIRTY {YEARS TO RUN.

Bearing

Feb. 7, 1872.

greatest profit.

Λ^Γ-Α-ΝΤΈΟ

—OF THE —

of the most popular Voia1 and Instrumental Music.
$2.50 in B'ds; $3.00 in CI. ; $1.00 Finely Gilt binding.

Coasting

Now

FIRST ^ORTGAOE BONDS

fa

t4w

£ it££i TU liUUK

tf

Cheapest Security

»

$5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

on the
outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after
the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding c«titicatcs of Tuesday
the issue of
will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the 1868,
Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be
at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
produced
were issued (in red
scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in
gold.
A <!svi«ic n-! of
Forty Per Cent, is declared'on the net earned premiums of the Company,
for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on
and
after
the
Seeond of
Tuesday
April next.
By order of the Beard,
«Ι, II. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
\V\ Η. H. MOORE, 2nd Vicc-Pres't.
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vicc-Pres't.

£ among ail classes. Old people, the middleV aged, those who are just entering life, and
*5 youth of both sexes buy and read with the

m

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.,
dec 9

ceeding.

Jloore'e Ëiicjclopcdin of Jlusic L$6.00| conta ns "all that is worth knowing" about music and
musical people.

nol9

dispose of JLOO PIANOS. Μ Ε LODE Ο Ν S, and
ORG AXS, of six first-class makers, including Wat-

GREAT BARGAINS.

Covell

female,

1871.

Total Amount of Assets,

Casli Assets,

no!9

December,

Six per cent interest

JOHN W. MUNGEK,

MEDICTAL.

t3.20
-—wJ»li.55 Λ. M., and
leave

No Policies have been issued upon Life
Risks; nor upon Fire Risks uiscennected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off irom 1st
January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and
Expenses,
§973,21184
The Company has the following
viz :
Assets,
United States and State of New York
Stock, City, Bank and ofLer Stocks,
Loans Hucured by Stocks, and
Real Estate and Bonds and otherwise,
Mortgages,
and
notes and claims due the
Interest,
sundry
Company, estimated at
Premium Notes
aud Bills Receivable
Cash in fiank.

♦

STEAMERS.

—TiTT

William, New York.

Premium# received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st
January, 1871,
Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
for Grain growing and Stock
Raising unsurpassed by
in the United

States.
any
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms
and more convenient to market than can be given,
founu
elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actual Settlers.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled le
a Homestead of 1 βΟ Acres.
S (Hid for the new Descriptive
Pamphlet, with new
maps, published iu English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address,
O. F. DAVIS,
Lrfnd Com'r U. P. R. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.

COMPANY.

Company, submit the following Statement of its affaire

Mutual Life Insurance Go

will

•

[51.75];

M inn

[$2.(10]

; f® Μάτι '{®
Λ>ίΚθί#Ι»ΓβΓΓΪ8]
of
of Gottsckalk

were

Come early and avoid tin' rusli
ïiaî we are snre to liavc.

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

Li 1.75]

lot

Red Damask for 90c. per yard.

bargains

Such

&

one

«

Turkey

Turner, Presby

have also

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD·
Winter Arrangement, December ki, 1879·

1843.)

IN

Corner of

On the line of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
1£,000,000 acres of the beet Farming and mineral
Lands in America.
3*000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
Valley, now for sale.

and

need

STREET,

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the
the 31st day of December, 1871.

Free Homes !

w Γ) é ο ιυ

We

INSURANCE
(ORGANIZED

51 WALL·

Vases, Toilet Setts, Silver Glass Ware,
Glass Setts, Goblets, &c.,

Ο vision ol that sleepless night,
What hu« shall paint the mucking light
That burned and stained the orient skies
Where peaceful morning loves to rise,
As if the sun had lost his way
An downed to make a second day,—
Above bow red with lier y glow,
How dark to those it woûe Delow Î

—

MUTUAL

A splendid line of

GLASS

Γ

A T LAN TIC

—

Eureka Dollar Store.

For riches make them wings, vnd they
as an

THK

Λ

While far along the eastern sky
1 saw the Hags of tiavoc fly,
As if lib forces would assault
Τ lie sovereign of the starry vault
And hurl Him back the burning ruin
That neated the cities ot the plain,
I read as on a crimson page
The words of Israel's scepiered sage :—
Do

Presents

Ί

HAILHOADS.

~~~

After Hie Fire.

WILDFB

nSMMileSt.. Up Stair*.

:

and upholstery
stork,
»ale, location
Furniture
^n*T raine, g
regular
of

and transi'iit

>od

f..r

run

of

bulnoa: with plenty of
better paving l'lace In llie Stale fur a reiairinv, no
man with η
moderato capital. Sold on ace >- nt
alcknea». l'h«
above Ik worthy of
tn?»»tig»tlou,
experience 1» not
B0C9H&UVT·
decisis» TAYLOR & CO., 3 State
St., Bu< u.

1

